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F R O M  T H E  E D I TO R

CONTRIBUTION OF ARTICLES

The Akauntan Nasional welcomes original and previously unpublished contributions which are of inte-
rest to accountants, executives and scholars. Manuscripts should cover domestic or international account-
ing developments. Lifestyle articles of interest to accountants are also welcomed.

Manuscripts should be submitted in English or Bahasa Malaysia and range from 2,500 to 5,000 words
(double-spaced, typed pages). They should be submitted in hardcopy and diskette (3.5 inch) form in Microsoft
Word or Lotus Wordpro. Manuscripts are subject to a review procedure and the Editor reserves the right to
make amendments which may be appropriate prior to publication.

Letters to the Editor
A key element in the world of publishing is what readers have to say.

We want to hear from you on just about anything that appears in
each issue of Akauntan Nasional. Why not drop us a line now?
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Since the 1980s, China has been a tough competitor for many Asean economies.
Indeed, China has built a commanding presence in major export markets for
labour-intensive manufactures, including textiles, clothing, leather products,

and electronics, posing a direct threat to export-oriented Asean economies.
The Chinese juggernaut is equally imposing when it comes to luring foreign direct

investment (FDI). Given its huge domestic market and lower labour costs, FDIs have
flocked to China at an average annual growth rate of 36.5 per cent from 1990-1998. On
the other hand, FDIs to Asean have dwindled, partly due to the Chinese diversion.

However, FDIs and US-dominated exports aren’t the only economic drivers available
to Malaysia. Instead, Malaysia would do better to capitalise on currently undervalued
advantages to spearhead her economy in an environment shadowed by China.

One tremendous advantage that we have yet to exploit is our location. We need to
consider the Asean region as our hinterland, which is the mindset that AFTA aims to
bring about. By regarding Asean as our economic playground, Malaysia can capitalise
on its investment-heavy economic structure.

The country has spent a huge amount of money on infrastructure development to
expand capacity from the early 1980s to the late 1990s. Critics may argue that Malaysia
has over-invested in physical infrastructure. However, the question of under or over-
investment is irrelevant. The key issue is unlocking the value of our installed capacity
in infrastructure.

Viewed from a national perspective, our installed capacity is a drag because one, it
imposes a substantial fixed cost on the economy, and two, our small market does not
allow for profitable economies of scale. But, looking at the bigger picture, this same
infrastructure enables us to serve the larger integrated ASEAN market perfectly. By
extending the economy to the regional level — or adopting regionalisation — Malaysia
can exploit the economies of scale of existing installed capacity.

There will definitely be a stronger impetus for regionalisation given the volatile
condition of the world economy. Globalisation is now taking a backseat, and is no
longer discussed quite so euphorically. The terrorist attacks of 9-11 have caused
countries everywhere to backtrack on their openness, as evidenced by more stringent
travel restrictions, and openness is a key component of globalisation.

By leveraging on our strengths within ASEAN, we can tap this new trend towards
regionalisation. Going regional will help create new export markets to compensate
for shrinking external US-led demand, which now forms the mainstay of the Malaysian
economy. Regionalisation can also spearhead reverse investment, or opportunities to
invest in new and untapped areas of growth overseas in neighbouring countries.

The private sector will play a pivotal role in Malaysia’s regionalisation drive. Budget
2003, which focuses on Promoting a Dynamic and Resilient Private Sector (to be tabled
in Parliament in September) will help catalyse the private sector in its new and more
active role as the prime mover in the economy.

Editor

Time For a Shift
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Topics to be covered in this session are Professional Indemnity Insurance (to be presented by
a representative from a broking firm), and the Implications and Compliance Procedures of Serv-
ice Tax for Public Practitioners.
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AKAUNTAN MALAYSIAINSTITUT

VISION AND
MISSION

MIA’s Vision

• To be a globally recognised

and respected business

partner committed to

nation-building

MIA’s Mission

• To develop, support and

monitor quality and expertise

consistent with global best

practice in the accountancy

profession for the interest

of stakeholders

Malaysian Institute of Accountants
(Established under the Accountants Act, 1967)

MIA BRANCHES

State : Johor
Location : Johor Bahru
Chairman : Soh Siong Hoon, Sam

State : Melaka
Location : Melaka
Chairman : Lee Hin Kan

State : Negeri Sembilan
Location : Seremban
Chairman : Chan Siew Tong

State : Pahang
Location : Kuantan
Chairman : Foo Tui Lee, Joseph

State : Penang
Location : Penang
Chairman : Teh Eng Hin, Steven

State : Perak
Location : Ipoh
Chairman : Soo Yuit Weng

State : Sabah
Location : Kota Kinabalu
Chairman : Alexandra Thien

State : Sarawak
Location : Kuching
Chairman : Tiang Kung Seng, David

MIA CENTRES

State : Kedah & Perlis
Location : Alor Setar
Chairman : Por Lee Tee

State : Kelantan
Location : Kota Bahru
Chairman : Billy Kang

State : Terengganu
Location : Kuala Terengganu
Chairman : Su Lim

ATTENTION ALL PRACTISING MEMBERS!

PRACTITIONERS’ EVENING TALK
FREE ORIENTATION SESSION FOR PROPRIETORS &

PARTNERS OF NEWLY SET-UP NON-AUDIT FIRMS

Proprietors and partners of newly set-up non-
audit firms are invited to attend an

orientation session at the Institute. This
session is organised by the Institute on a
“free of charge” basis. As places are lim-
ited (50), it will have to be on a first come

first ser ve basis. Please give your name
and telephone contact numbers to the staf f
in  the  Pract ice  Matters  Depar tment ,
namely Janet Leong (Ext. 250) and Sharon
Koh (Ext. 125). The venue and date of the
session are as follows :

VENUE : Main Boardroom DATE : Friday, 1 November 2002
Dewan Akauntan
No. 2 Jalan Tun Sambanthan 3 TIME : 5.00p.m. (to approximately 7.00p.m.)
Brickfields 50470 Kuala Lumpur

AN

Please be informed that applications and renewal of audit and liquidator licence should now
be directed to the following address :

Ketua Setiausaha
Kementerian Kewangan Malaysia

Bahagian Analisa Cukai
Tingkat 6 dan 7, Blok Tengah, Presint 2
Pusat Pentadbiran Kerajaan Persekutuan

62592 Putrajaya
Tel : 03-8882 3000 (General Line)

Attn : Cik Nor Azlina bte Yusof
Cik Nor Azlina’s telephone number (Direct Line) is 03-8882 3332.

NOTICE OF CHANGE OF ADDRESS FOR BAHAGIAN
ANALISA CUKAI, KEMENTERIAN KEWANGAN MALAYSIA

AN

NOTICE TO MEMBERS
 CONFERENCE ON ZAKAT ACCOUNTING

TO BE HELD ON OCTOBER 15, 2002

Date: 15 October 2002
Venue: Hilton Hotel, Petaling Jaya

Registration fees RM 165.00 per person.
Fee is inclusive of lunch, refreshments and conference materials.

For further inquiries on the conference, please contact
Puan Hariyati Mohd Yasak / Mohd Fauzi Masdan

E-mail: haryati@e-zakat.com.my/fauzi@e-zakat.com.my
Tel: 03-33447070.

The programme carries 8 CPE points AN

Pusat Zakat Selangor with the assistance of the Malaysian Institute of Accountants will be
    organising a Conference on Zakat Accounting on October 15, 2002. The one day conference
which will be held in the Petaling Jaya Hilton is aimed at giving member firms a better
understanding of the Zakat Accounting issues. It is also designed to create an awareness among
the non Muslim community on Zakat and to raise the understanding of its applications in the
current business world.
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PRACTICE REVIEW

T E C H N I C A L

Practice review is a process in which the activities of a profes-
sional are audited by members of the same profession. Specifi-
cally, it is a process where the standards and procedures of an
audit practice are assessed by members of the same profession.

By Johnny Yong Buong Peah
MALAYSIAN INSTITUTE OF ACCOUNTANTS

The Need for a Practice Review
The business environment is changing

ever furiously, as we talk about

globalisation and liberalisation in the 21st

century. In order to maintain the relevancy

of the accounting profession in Malaysia,

practising members must demonstrate a

proactive role in the execution of their pro-

fessional duties as expected by their clients

and other stakeholders. This can be

achieved by the application of various ap-

proved auditing standards and recom-

mended best practices promulgated by the

Malaysian Institute of Accountants (MIA).

The implementation of practice review

will be able to create an awareness among

the practising members of the need to

maintain a certain level of professional

standards in their work regardless of

whether they are practising as a sole pro-

prietor or as partners of a large firm.

A series of laboratory experiments con-

ducted in the US in 1996 by Grant, Bricker

& Shipsova have demonstrated the difficul-

ties of obtaining a high level of audit qual-

ity without a regime of voluntary self-regu-

lation. Although this study does not make

any particular reference to the effective-

ness of practice review, the conclusion

strongly supported the notion of self-regu-

lation, a form of which can be the existence

of practice review.

In 1987, MIA had adopted the Interna-

tional Auditing Guideline (IAG) No. 7; Con-

trol of the Quality of Audit Work which was

mainly meant to provide guidance as to :

new International Standards on Auditing

(ISA — Standard 220) has again reaffirmed

the importance of quality control at the

general level (within an audit firm) and also

on individual audit assignments. The ISA

is already operational in Malaysia with ef-

fect from 1 July 1998. This, coupled with

the international expectation that Malay-

sia is an active body of IFAC, is the best

time to commence the practice review

process in Malaysia albeit on a voluntary

basis first.

The Thrust of a Practice Review
Practice review is intended to provide

educational and supportive services and as-

sist practitioners in maintaining and im-

proving their professional standards as

well as placing the Institute in a stronger

position to influence the direction of future

regulatory involvement (for example by

the Securities Commission and Registrar

of Companies following the fiasco of Enron

& Worldcom) in the activities of practising

members as regards to the auditing func-

tion.

It should be noted that the first five-year

cycle of the practice review (as proposed)

should be educative in nature with the shift

in emphasis from the second cycle on-

wards. This will allow more time for the

smaller practices to upgrade their stand-

ards of work wherever necessary.

Controversial Issues
Following the release of the exposure

the procedures to be followed by an

auditor to comply with the basic prin-

ciple governing the performance of an

audit engagement as it relates to the

work delegated to his subordinate on

an individual audit; and/or

the policies and procedures to be adopted

by an audit firm to provide reasonable

assurance regarding the quality of audit

work generally within the firm.

The importance of maintaining a mini-

mum standard of work quality in respect

of an audit engagement subsequently lead

to the setting up of a mechanism known as

practice review or in some countries peer

review.

In 1993, MIA issued an exposure draft

on practice review following a study done

by a task force in early 1992. At about the

same time, the Institute of Certified Pub-

lic Accountants of Singapore (ICPAS) had

just commenced an in-depth study about

such practices based on the proposed mod-

els in Hong Kong and Australia.

Following comments from member

firms, the proposal for the implementation

of practice review in Malaysia was subse-

quently postponed. It should be pointed out

that in Singapore, their first practice review

cycle has since been completed in July

1997 after three years of mandatory review

process. Thus, Malaysia would have a long

way to go before being able to catch up with

our southern neighbour.

Recent codification of the IAG into the

1
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Institute’s by-laws on Professional Conduct

and Ethics with regards to confidentiality.

It is a fair assumption that all members,

having in the past complied with this con-

fidentiality clause of the Institute’s practice

code will continue to abide strictly with the

existing rules and not reveal any informa-

tion to the wrong sources.

It has been further suggested that the

by-laws of the Institute be amended to pro-

vide additional assurance to the practising

units and to help facilitate the practising

members explanations forwarded to their

clients about the implementation of prac-

tice review as part of the compliance with

the Institute’s current initiative.

Legal precedents in Hong Kong and

Canada have shown that in complying with

professional rules, a professional will not

be breaching any confidence if he discloses

information relating to his client’s affairs

to a committee or agent of his professional

body. The resultant situation will be some-

what similar to that of a solicitor in Malay-

sia who does not breach his duty of confi-

dentiality by allowing his auditor to look at

a client’s file because he is required by the

Solicitors Act to have an auditors’ certifi-

cate on maintenance of separate client’s

accounts from that of his own dealings.

Although it is quite true that a reviewer

who has gained certain information about

a client may leave his position as a practice

reviewer and take this information with him,

proposed amendments to the Accountants

Rules 1972 and/or the by-laws can make it

an offence under these provisions for the

reviewer to reveal confidential information

except in a few rare circumstances when

required by the legal process.

As all files reviewed under such pro-

grammes will be in respect of completed

audits, it is less likely that “sensitive” in-

formation will be revealed to the review-

ers in any case. In relation to internal con-

fidentiality, the Institute will need to encode

all files pertaining to the practice unit un-

der review. It has been suggested that de-

tailed review files relating to practice units

will need to be destroyed within a time

period after the completion of the review

process.

In trying to safeguard the interests of

their clients, certain firms have raised the

question as to whether practice review

would eventually burden their clients with

the unnecessary costs especially in view

of the current economic climate. This con-

cern should not arise because there are no

new standards or guidelines to follow other

than those already adopted by MIA. There-

fore, a member who has been performing

his engagement to the already prescribed

professional standards will not have to in-

crease the amount of work he would have

performed and hence, the cost of complet-

ing those procedures will not increase. The

direct cost of practice review can be con-

sidered immaterial in relation to the costs

of running a practice unit and there is no

foreseeable need to pass the costs on to

consumers.

Practising members may choose to ques-

tion the timing of the introduction of prac-

tice review in the current economic envi-

ronment. Is the Institute expecting a de-

cline in professional standards as practis-

ing members may be facing major pres-

sures in operating within an environment

of reducing revenues in view of the rising

instances of corporate curtailment or down

sizing and the escalation of operating costs

as a result of previous excesses? Would not

it be viewed by the public and the govern-

ment that the Institute has lost the confi-

dence in its members’ competency and

professional standing previously enjoyed

within the eyes of the community?

Again, it is to be reiterated that practice

review is now a more and more accepted

form of self-regulation binding the account-

ancy profession. Systems of practice review

are already a norm in countries like

Canada, New Zealand, Ireland, United

Kingdom, Hong Kong and more recently

in Singapore. The United States and Aus-

tralia have for some years preferred their

system of peer review which has similar

objectives and as early as 1990, the Inter-

national Federation of Accountants (IFAC)

draft in early 1993, a number of delicate

issues were raised by the Big Six (at that

time) and also MACPA (now known as

MICPA).

Among them, the most contentious issue

has been the confidentiality factor. Quite

understandably, practising members have

raised concerns about the possible breach

of the by-laws of MIA with respect to their

duty of confidentiality they owe to their cli-

ents by revealing the audit files to review-

ers engaged under the practice review pro-

gramme. At present, members of the Insti-

tute must treat with confidentiality any in-

formation of his client’s business affairs ac-

quired in the course of his professional work

and neither use nor appear to use such in-

formation for his personal advantage or the

advantage of a third party. Under the Insti-

tute’s by-laws, the member can only disclose

or produce such information, documents or

records without the consent of his client

under the following circumstances :

for the purpose of discharging his du-

ties to his client;

in accordance with the provisions of

any written law or where disclosure is

compelled by a process of law; and

where disclosure is reasonably neces-

sary to protect the member’s interest.

Another potential problem that may arise

is that of a reviewer, after having gained

confidential information from the review,

may leave his position with MIA (or is no

longer serving as a reviewer in the panel

of approved reviewers) and subsquently

take this information with him to be used

to an unfair advantage. The security of con-

fidential information has always been an

issue of concern to most practitioners.

At the outset, the emphasis on the confi-

dentiality factor of such a review is unques-

tionable. All the individuals concerned in

the practice review programme whether it

is the Practice Review Committee (to be

established), a reviewer and a practice unit

(which can be a sole practitioner or part-

ners in a partnership) will all need to be

MIA members and thus are bound by the

1

2
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has commended some accountancy bod-

ies for formulating their own quality con-

trol circle among firms and member bod-

ies. Even Singapore has already completed

its second cycle of review since it’s inau-

guration in 1995.

By adopting practice review, our country

will be able to show itself to be at the fore-

front of the profession around the world and

this will enhance the image of MIA. It is in-

evitable that the Institute should be among

the first few bodies in Asia to incorporate

this programme as our Institute is highly

regarded among our peers, having repre-

sented Malaysia in a number of regional and

international bodies like CAPA and AFA.

Overall, the accounting profession in Ma-

laysia has always operated in a fairly autono-

mous environment and the legal require-

ments that have to be followed are relatively

managable. Certain disclosures in the Com-

panies Act still leave a lot of discretion in

the hands of the profession, the basic re-

quirement is that the accounts should give

a true and fair view.

This is equally the stand of the Malaysian

Accounting Standards Board. In some other

professions, the regulations and the ap-

proval procedures as required by law are

becoming more and more restrictive. In

view of such instances, it is only right for

the Institute to properly weigh the types of

restrictions enforced directly by the govern-

ment or other independent bodies against

the present system of self-regulation to be

initiated and concluded that such privileges

should be jealously guarded. Thus, self-

regulation in the form of practice review is

perceived to be especially beneficial now for

practising members. One should believe

that no profession should allow its profes-

sional standards to be perceived by users

of their services to be anything other than

that of the highest standard and evenly ap-

plied by all members.

Another concern expressed by some

practising members is that the Institute

may not achieve the objectives of practice

review because the potential reviewers

employed will not be qualified or have suf-

ficient depth of experience. Annually, the

big four accounting firms, for example,

spend millions of dollars worldwide devel-

oping working methodologies for applica-

tion in their engagements with clients’ and

specialised programmes are developed for

some very special industries. It is thus dif-

ficult to envisage that the reviewer will fully

comprehend the complexity of the work

methodology carried out in any particular

engagement without an in-depth knowl-

edge of how the work methodology was

developed in the first instance.

The Institute is fully aware of the differ-

ent auditing approaches. It is rather the

consistency of application of any specific

methodology covering certain clients and/

or of comparable industries and sizes and

also the procedural manner in which a con-

clusion is arrived at, rather than the nature

of the conclusion itself that is being looked

at. The linkages between the professional

judgement of the practising members

which leads to the adoption of a particular

audit approach should never be questioned

as long as the audit methodology has

within itself, already demonstrated that the

standards as laid down by the various pro-

nouncements currently in effect have been

duly taken into account.

The possibility of using fellow practition-

ers as reviewers is being looked into as an

alternative. However, the first instance why

the concept of peer review was not actively

pursued since it was first mentioned in the

early 1990s, was mainly due to the reason

of confidentiality and possible conflict of

interests. A full time staff who is bound by

the ethical rules of the Institute can better

reduce the risks of both the practice unit

and their clients in terms of confidential-

ity. It also has the added advantage of more

easily ensuring the consistency of practice

review standards. The Institute is however

open to the views of members in this area

on practical grounds.

Implementation of a Practice Review
It is envisaged that a period of voluntary

practice review should be implemented for
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a period of one to two years if not within

the first cycle.

In the meantime, the public can also be

educated about the main purpose of the prac-

tice review programme in Malaysia. Also,

questionnaires and manuals should be intro-

duced and disseminated to practising mem-

bers in order to gauge their understanding

of the impending practice review cycle and

there should be ample time for implementa-

tion of acceptable work practices within each

practice unit. MIA, being looked upon by

some emerging accountancy bodies from

China and Vietnam as a dynamic and mature

body will be in a better position, one day, to

provide the necessary guidance and assist-

ance to other countries in the region on the

implementation of such practice reviews, a

trend which is expected to come within the

not too distant future.

Members should take note that the Prac-

tice Review framework approved by the

Council is currently available on the web at

www.mia.org.my at Technical Practice Mat-

ters General. Feedback from members is

strongly encouraged in order to ensure that

the best is implemented for our existing

1,239 audit firms as at 20 August 2002. All

views and comments must reach the Insti-

tute latest by 20 September 2002.

Note :  The Institute would like to take this op-
portunity to thank a few of our members who
have since given some valuable feedback over
this framework.

AN
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local scene

Malaysia Registers
Higher Trade Surplus of
RM4 Billion For June

Malaysia registered a higher trade sur-
plus of RM4 billion in June 2002 compared
with RM3.7 billion in May 2002, its 56th
consecutive surplus since November 1997.

For the first half-year, Malaysia’s trade
surplus decreased to RM22.7 billion from
RM25.7 billion, with January to June ex-
ports amounting to RM169.4 billion and im-
ports at RM146.7 billion, the Ministry of
International Trade and Industry (MITI),
reported.

In a statement releasing the preliminary
external trade figures for June, MITI said that
the country’s export performance has been
relatively stable for the last three months.

For the month of June alone, total ex-
ports of goods amounted to RM29 billion
compared with RM29.1 billion in May and
April respectively, while imports dropped
1.5 per cent to RM25.1 billion from May.

The combined increases in exports of
electrical and electronic products, wood
products, crude petroleum, liquefied natu-
ral gas (LNG), refined petroleum products
and transport equipment were able to mini-
mise the impact of the decline in exports
of chemicals and chemical products, ma-
chinery, appliances and parts and palm oil,
the ministry said.

BERNAMA, 1 August 2002

SC Issues Guidelines for
Venture Capital Companies

to Register for
Exempt Dealer Status

The Securities Commission (SC) today
issued a set of guidelines to help venture
capital companies register with the SC for
the exempt dealer status.

The Guidelines for the Registration of
Venture Capital Corporations and Venture
Capital Management Corporations (Regis-
tration Guidelines) take effect on 1 August

2002. The guidelines and relevant forms,
and the set of responses to frequently-asked-
questions, which will be useful reference for
venture capital companies, are available on
the SC website (www.sc.com.my).

The Securities Industr y (Exempt
Dealer) Order (No. 2) 2002, gazetted on 1
August 2002, entitles venture capital com-
panies to the exempt dealer status, i.e. ex-
empted from the requirement to hold a
dealer’s licence under the Securities Indus-
try Act 1983.

In this regard, all venture capital corpo-
rations (VCCs) and venture capital man-
agement corporations (VCMCs) that are
registered with the SC under the Order will
be granted the exempt dealer status, sub-
ject to the following conditions :

� In relation to VCC, the exemption only
extends to its dealing in unlisted securi-
ties; and

� In relation to VCMC, the exemption ex-
tends to its dealings in unlisted securi-
ties and listed securities that are ac-
quired or subscribed for prior to the se-
curities being listed, including any inter-
est in respect of those securities, until
its disposal.

Under the Guidelines, VCCs/VCMCs
are required to submit annual periodic re-
ports to the SC. The collection of informa-
tion and statistics from these reports will
assist the SC in formulating policy deci-
sions and assessing the overall progress
of the industry. This would complement
the SC’s role in the certification of VCCs
for tax exemption purposes.

The introduction of these guidelines are
in line with the SC’s efforts to facilitate the
development of the venture capital indus-
try to effectively meet the financing needs
of emerging high-growth companies in
value-added industries through the provi-
sion of risk capital, as stated in the Capital
Market Masterplan (CMP).

In formulating the Registration Guide-
lines, the SC has taken into consideration
the views, comments and suggestions
made by the Malaysian Venture Capital As-
sociation (MVCA), and practitioners and
professionals within the venture capital
industry to ensure a smooth implementa-
tion process.

Securites Commission, 1 August 2002

International Reserves of
BNM as at 15 July 2002

International reserves of Bank Negara
Malaysia increased further to RM130.1 bil-
lion or US$34.2 billion as at 15 July 2002.
The reserve position is adequate to finance
5.7 months of retained imports and is 4.9
times the short-term external debt.

The increase of RM2.3 billion or US$614
million during the first half of July reflected
the sustained repatriation of export earn-
ings and net portfolio inflows. While there
was the drawdown of the proceeds from the
US$600 million Global Islamic Trust Cer-
tificates issued by the Federal Government
in June, there was also the repayment of
external debt amounting to US$520 million.

Bank Negara Malaysia, 22 July 2002

Guidelines on Internal Audit
Function Released

The Institute of Internal Auditors Malay-
sia (IIA Malaysia) officially launched a set
of guidelines to assist the boards of direc-
tors of public-listed companies in the effec-
tive discharge of their responsibilities in
relation to the establishment of internal
audit functions. The Guidelines on Inter-
nal Audit Function were formulated by the
industry and supported by the Securities
Commission (SC) and the Kuala Lumpur
Stock Exchange (KLSE).

The guidelines are seen as a break-
through as they provide for the first time
in Malaysia a set of definitive guidelines
on how to benchmark the internal audit
function against internationally-accepted
best practices and standards of internal
auditing. They also provide guidance on
how the audit committee can assess the ef-
fectiveness of their internal audit functions.
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“The introduction of these guidelines is
certainly a milestone in our efforts to en-
hance corporate governance standards in
Malaysia,” said the SC Chairman, Datuk
Ali Abdul Kadir.

The Guidelines on Internal Audit Func-
tion will help boards of directors of public
listed companies to meet the best practices
relating to the internal audit function in the
Malaysian Code on Corporate Governance.

“By providing the boards of public-listed
companies with the necessary assistance
in discharging their responsibilities effec-
tively in respect of the internal audit func-
tion, the guidelines will contribute towards
higher standards of governance in the
country,” said Datuk Ali.

Boards of public-listed companies are re-
quired under the KLSE Listing Require-
ments to disclose the extent of their com-
pliance with the Malaysian Code on Cor-
porate Governance in their annual reports,
which would include matters pertaining to
the internal audit function.

As a further measure, the KLSE is con-
sidering the guidelines for purposes of giv-
ing effect to it, in its Listing Requirements.

IIA Malaysia was the Secretariat to the
Taskforce on the Guidelines of Internal Au-
dit Function, which was established in
2001. The SC, in advocating an industry-
driven initiative, had given the taskforce a
grant of RM50,000 to formulate the guide-
lines. The taskforce was chaired by Dr.
Abdul Samad Alias, President of the
Malaysian Institute of Accountants (MIA)
and the Malaysian Institute of Certified
Public Accountants (MICPA).

“I am very pleased with the work of the
taskforce and IIA Malaysia. The commit-
ment that they have shown in the course
of developing the guidelines is certainly
commendable,” said Datuk Ali.

To ensure that the guidelines were ho-
listic, the taskforce comprised not only in-
ternal audit practitioners and the Auditor-
General of Malaysia but also representa-
tives from the Accountant General’s De-
partment, the Federation of Public-Listed
Companies, as well as academicians. The
SC and KLSE also par ticipated in the

AN

taskforce as observers.
The Guidelines are available at the IIA

Malaysia headquarters at RM25 per copy.
Enquiries on the Guidelines may be ad-

dressed to :

The Institute of
Internal Auditors Malaysia

160-3-3, Kompleks Maluri, Jalan Jejaka
Taman Maluri, 55100 Kuala Lumpur

e-mail : ijdm@po.jaring.my
Tel : 03-9282 1148, Fax : 03-9282 1241

The SC’s Securities Industry Develop-
ment Centre (SIDC) and IIA Malaysia will
be holding seminars to create awareness
on the guidelines among directors of pub-
lic-listed companies.

Institute of Internal Auditors Malaysia and

Securities Commission, 26 July 2002

Crackdown Against Service
Tax Evaders

The Customs Department has launched
a massive operation to track down busi-
nesses that have not paid service tax
amounting to more than RM25 billion to
the Government.

The operation, code-named “Two billion
in two months” or “2B Project”, will target
night clubs, cabarets, public parlours, beer
houses, pubs and restaurants, among oth-
ers, for defaulting on the payment of serv-
ice tax.

Visiting these outlets on the pretext of
buying goods or meals, undercover offic-
ers will monitor them for compliance with
service tax regulations.

The Customs Department, had set a tar-
get collection of RM2 billion within the next
two months. It is also offering rewards to
the public for information on service tax
evaders.

Other establishments to be checked are
employment agencies, telecommunications
companies, car park operators and provid-
ers of consultancy, accountancy, legal, en-
gineering, architectural, quantity surveying,
valuation, and real estate services.

Also listed are management, veterinary
services, car-hire services, advertising,

hotels, discotheques, health centres, pub-
lic houses, private clubs, golf courses and
golf driving ranges, private hospitals, insur-
ance, forwarding and courier services, ve-
hicle service centres and security services.

However, the main culprits were those
operating restaurants, bars, snack bars,
coffee houses or places providing food,
drinks or tobacco products, with annual
sales turnovers of more than RM300,000.

According to the Department records
many of these outlets under-declared their
sales turnovers to evade the service tax.
Many of them do not apply for service tax
licence, although they need one to oper-
ate their businesses and charge their cus-
tomers the service tax in the bills which
they pocket.

Operating a business without the serv-
ice tax licence is an offence punishable
with a jail term of not more than 12 months
or a fine of RM5,000 or both under the
Service Tax Act 1975.

According to the Department it is a seri-
ous offence to collect service tax from cli-
ents without applying for a service tax li-
cence from the department.

All outlets charging service tax must dis-
play the service tax licence.

The department’s initial investigations
revealed that thousands of companies, es-
pecially restaurants and workshops, were
charging their customers service tax with-
out a service tax licence. He said any per-
son operating a hotel with more than 25
rooms, excluding hostels for pupils and
those run or maintained by religious insti-
tutions or bodies, must apply for a service
tax licence because they provide various
types of taxable services such as rooms,
food, drinks, tobacco, health and massage,
and parking spaces.

The Depar tment said the sale of
Malaysian manufactured goods was also
subject to sales tax and needed to be li-
censed under the Sales Tax Act 1972 un-
less exempted by the Finance Minister.
According to the Department’s records,
only 14,674 service providers were paying
the service tax at present.

New Straits Times, 28 June 2002
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TA X AT I O N  &  YO U
F I X E D  D E P O S I T S

Interest from

FIXED DEPOSITS
‘Cannot Be Taxed’

In a news report which appeared in
The Star newspaper in early Au-
gust, it was reported that the Court
of Appeal has ruled that the Inter-

est earned by companies from fixed depos-
its (FD) cannot be taxed because the prin-
cipal sum would have already been
charged as the company’s profit or busi-
ness income.

Although there is a specific provision in
the Income Tax Act, 1967 to tax interest
income, the idle money put into fixed de-
posits constitutes income from a source
consisting of a business, the court said.

The court made this ruling when uphold-
ing a Deciding Order of the Special Com-
missioners of Income Tax dated 13 March
1997, which had set aside a notice of as-
sessment issued by the Inland Revenue
Board (IRB) against Pan Century Edible
Oils Sdn Bhd demanding RM169,917.53 as
tax for the interest income for the years
1987 to 1990.

According to the report, Justices Abdul
Hamid Mohamad, Mohd Noor Ahmad and
P. S. Gill unanimously held that the Com-
missioners were correct in their decision
in holding that the interest income fell
within Section 4(a) of the Act.

“Therefore, we dismiss the appeal (of the
IRB’s Director-General) with costs,” Jus-
tice Mohd Noor said in a 16-page judg-
ment”.

Under the Income Tax Act, gains and
profits from a business are taxable under
Section 4(a) while dividends, interest or
discounts come under sub-section (c).

The IRB had claimed that the money in
question was “clearly interest” and not
gains or profits from a business.

It said that fixed deposits, whether short-
or long-term, was current assets and liquid
cash which could be obtained at any time
and had no element of risk.

It added that although the transactions
were repetitive, they did not amount to
trade.

The company, however, asserted that the
interest income “is part and parcel of its
business income or ancillary to its business

An article on the outcome of the
Pan Century Edible Oils Sdn
  Bhd case at the Court of Appeal

was published in The Star on 1 August
2002. The Court of Appeal has upheld the
High Court ruling where the interest from
fixed deposits are to be treated as Section
4(a) income, and not Section 4(c) income.

The case was first brought to the Special
Commissioners (SC) when Pan Century
Edible Oils Sdn Bhd appealed against the
Inland Revenue Board’s (IRB) treatment of
their interest income as Section 4(c) income
instead of Section 4(a) income resulting in
the issuance of Notices of Assessment (No-
tices) for Years of Assessment 1987 to 1990
amounting to RM 169,917.53. The SC had
on 13 March 1997 allowed the appeal and
held that the interest income was indeed
Section 4(a) income thus setting aside the
Notices issued by the IRB.

The IRB then appealed to the High Court
against the SC’s decision but the High
Court upheld the SC’s decision in the High
Court’s ruling made on 21 October 1997.

Undaunted, the IRB further appealed
against the High Court’s ruling, thus tak-
ing the case to the Court of Appeal.

Below is an extract taken from the High
Court ruling for further reference.

“The facts as found are simple. It is a case
of a company whose purpose is to make as
much profit as possible for its sharehold-

ers. Having excess cash over its daily busi-
ness, it diverted the said excess for such
period until it is needed for the purpose of
business, by putting it in the bank to earn
income. Otherwise, those excess funds
would remain idle to the disadvantage of
its shareholders. It is not a case where a
predetermined amount was set aside by
the company from time to time for purpose
of it being invested in banks to earn inter-
est. Those excess funds in this case to-
gether with the interest earned would be
ploughed back into the company to be used
in its business of refining and processing
of oil palm in time of need. Those excess
funds were in fact the temporary surplus
working capital of the Respondent as ex-
plained during the submission. Therefore,
it is not right to say that any interest re-
ceived on account of those short term de-
posits is interest within the meaning of Sec.
4(c) of the Act as contended by the Appel-
lant. On the facts, it is income in respect of
gains or profits from a business, within the
meaning of Sec. 4(a) as claimed by the Re-
spondent. The Commissioners are, there-
fore, correct in their decision in holding
that the amount of interest, the subject
matter of the appeal, comes within sec. 4(a)
of the Act.

This appeal by the Revenue is accord-
ingly dismissed with costs to the Re-
spondent.”

or it is business income arising out of an
adventure” which should be chargeable
under Section 4(a).

Pan Century, which is involved in refining
and processing palm oil, said that the price
of crude palm oil fluctuated from time to time.

“When the price of crude palm oil
dropped, less cash was needed to fund the
purchase, and when its price went up, more
cash was needed.

‘When less cash was needed to fund the
purchase, the excess cash was placed on
short-term and long-term deposits and very
short-term negotiable deposits,” it said.

Section 4(a) vs Section 4(c) Income
—  The Pan Century Edible Oils Case

AN

AN
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C O V E R
Z A K AT  A C C O U N T I N G

Introduction
Zakat is the third of the five basic pillars

of Islamic faith. The term zakat has three
different connotations. One is linguistic,
the second is theological, and the third  is
legal (Muhamad, 1980). Linguistically,
zakat means cleansing or purification of
something from dirt or filth. It also means
praise, growth and increase. Theologically
it means spiritual purification resulting
from giving zakat. Legally, zakat means
transfer of ownership of specific wealth to
a specific individual or individuals under
specific conditions.

In a religious context, the payment of
zakat means the Muslim has obeyed Allah,
which gives the individual spiritual satis-
faction (Sabiq, 1985). Some scholars also
argue that zakat helps individuals to over-
come the unwelcome trait of greed (Al-
Fanjari, 1982). Zakat is also a part of the
social system of Islam as the social goals
of zakat indicate that Allah has given the
poor right in the wealth of the rich. Thus,
zakat acts as a mechanism for the distribu-
tion of wealth, which helps close the gap
between the poor and the rich (Kahf, 1997).
This increase in purchasing power of the
poor, in theory, should contribute posi-
tively to economic growth through an in-
crease in consumption expenditure and
aggregate demand (Murinde et. al., 1995).

The main objective of this article is to
examine and discuss the contemporary
issues of accounting for zakat on business

ZAKAT ACCOUNTING,
creating
BUSINESS WEALTH

By Dr. Abdul Rahim Abdul Rahman
DEPARTMENT OF ACCOUNTING

INTERNATIONAL ISLAMIC UNIVERSITY MALAYSIA
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wealth. The article also discusses the need
for accounting standards on zakat for busi-
ness wealth in Malaysia. The applicability
of the accounting standards on zakat for
Islamic banks (i.e. FAS 9) as issued by the
Accounting and Auditing Organisations for
Islamic Financial Institutions (AAOIFI) is
then examined. The evaluation considers
the current Malaysian regulatory environ-
ment and consequently makes some rec-
ommendations.

Zakat on Business Wealth
The basic principle of zakat on business

wealth is based on urud at-tijarah (trade
goods). It means anything obtained for the
purpose of trade for profit (Al-Qardawi,
1999). Zakat on business wealth should be
paid once a year (haul) at the rate of 2.5
per cent as in the case of zakat on money
wealth. The minimum exemption limit
(nisab) should be in excess of 85 grams
value of gold.

The basic principles of zakat that make
a person obligatory to pay shall apply ac-
cordingly in the case of zakat on business
wealth. As appropriately summarised by
Clarke et. al. (1996) zakat is payable on :
“(i) genuinely owned wealth, (ii) produc-
tive, (iii) and surplus assets that have been
(iv) owned for a full year”. Thus, fixed as-
sets that have been used by the business
such as office buildings, furniture or de-
livery vehicles are exempt, provided they
are not for trade.

Business wealth subjected to zakat in-
cludes trading assets such as trade goods
(or stock on trade); cash in hand or in bank;
debts or credit extended to customers or
others (i.e. debtors). According to Al-
Qardawi (1999), trade liabilities should be
deducted from assets and only the net is
subjected to zakat (i.e. working capital or
net current assets) to truly reflect the fi-
nancial position of the business. This
method is also the most common method
currently practised by many state religious
authorities in Malaysia. Al-Qardawi (1999)
also asserted that in the case of bad debts,
many scholars recommended it to be ex-
empted.

There is another method particularly
used in Saudi Arabia namely the net own-
er’s equity method (El-Badawi and Al-Sul-
tan, 1992). This method is mainly popular

among the Hanbali scholars where they
viewed that zakat on business wealth
should be charged on the equity or capital
wealth of the business. In this case the
measurement is on the net owner’s equity
of the business entity. This method in-
cludes all the owner’s equity such as fully
paid and issued share capitals, reserves,
retained profits and profit for the year, and
it excludes (or deducts) net fixed assets
(after depreciation), investment in another
entity and loss for the year (if there is any).

El-Badawi and Al-Sultan (1992), how-
ever, asserted that in a modern business
environment where the business activities
are complex and the current assets are not
directly financed by (and only by) capital
and short-term liabilities, the net current
assets or the net owner’s equity method
may not be a reliable method of measure-
ment. They argued that nowadays the vast
increase in the size of economic units and
large corporations has opened many new
avenues for raising capital through short-
term and long-term financing. As a result
it is difficult to relate the sources of funds
to the applications of funds and to deter-
mine relationship between them. Thus, the
traditional method of measurement may
not reflect the true and fair amount of net
current assets and net owner’s equity lead-
ing to the inappropriate amount of zakat
due determined.

In summary, El-Badawi and Al-Sultan
(1992) hypothesised that the net current
assets will be overvalued if long-term debt
is used to finance current assets and the
net current assets will be undervalued if
short-term debt is used to finance fixed
assets, pay off long-term debt, or reduce
capital stock (dividends). Therefore, they
proposed the net growing capital method
to address this deficiency. Consequently,
the net current assets at the end of the year
should be adjusted by adding back to the
items such as, the short-term debts used
to finance fixed assets to pay off long-term
debt or reduce capital stock and subtract-
ing long-term debts used to finance current
assets.

The main problem of the net growing
capital method is the requirement of full
disclosure in the use of funds within a busi-
ness entity. If the business entity keeps a
proper accounting system and record of 2

business transactions, the task will be
straight forward. However, it becomes a
difficult task for the religious authorities
as an external zakat collection entity to
compute the “zakatable” amount and zakat
due if they cannot get the full cooperation
and required disclosure of the business
entities concerned.

In the case of valuation of assets, the ma-
jority view is to use current prices on the
due date of zakat (Al-Qardawi, 1999). The
zakat valuation is therefore similar to the
concept of cash equivalent value, which is
subject to much debate in Anglo-American
accounting (Clarke et. al., 1996). Thus, the
zakat payee should also take into account
the age, usefulness and depletion of the
asset when valuing it.

Do We Need Accounting
Standards for Zakat on Business

Wealth in Malaysia?
As far as current zakat law in Malaysia

is concerned, zakat is within the jurisdic-
tion of the state and under the authority of
Majlis Agama Islam (MAI). The federal
government has no jurisdiction on zakat
but however provides deduction from in-
come tax for the amount of zakat paid by
the individual Muslims to the recognised
institutions such as MAI. In the case of
zakat on business wealth, the federal gov-
ernment is yet to provide rebate for those
business entities that pay zakat on business
wealth. In a way, Islamic business entities
such as Bank Islam Malaysia Berhad and
Lembaga Urusan dan Tabung Haji are bur-
dened with two charges, i.e. corporate tax
and zakat on business wealth.

The main purpose of having a standard
accounting practice is to narrow the areas
of differences among firms in the disclo-
sure method of zakat  measurement,
method of presentation of financial infor-
mation in financial statements and finan-
cial reports. This will ultimately improve
the quantity and quality of information in
published financial reports (Hendriksen et.
al., 1992). In this context, accounting stand-
ards for zakat on business is needed as it
would :

help Islamic banks and other Islamic
business entities to perform zakat ob-
ligations;
enable to reduce the differences that

1
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shareholders such as Bank Islam Malay-
sia Berhad, Lembaga Urusan Tabung Haji,
Takaful Malaysia Berhad and other major-
ity Muslim-owned companies.

As far as the conventional standards are
concerned, there are no guidelines on
zakat to refer to in Malaysia. If companies
in Malaysia are included this will satisfy the
need of interested users of zakat financial

information, especially MAI (to know how
the companies measure zakat, and where
they pay zakat etc.); Lembaga Hasil Dalam
Negeri or the government (to be informed
of zakat liability and the financial burden
of business entities currently paying both
zakat and tax); the Muslim shareholders
and investors (to be informed of their zakat
obligation), and perhaps the Muslim pub-
lic at large as well.

The standard should also include a state-
ment such as “Should the requirements of
this standard contradict with the Islamic
banks charter or the laws of Malaysia (e.g.
Banking and Finance Act, Islamic Banking
Act 1983, Companies Act etc.), a disclosure
should be made of the point of conflict”.
This statement will ensure the standards

will not be in conflict with the existing le-
gal requirements of the country.

Accounting Treatment on the Zakat
Base Rates

The FAS 9 in Para 2 requires the use of
different rates for different calendar years
used. The standard prescribes a 2.5 per
cent rate for the entity that uses the lunar

calendar and a slightly higher rate of 2.5775
per cent for those who use the Hijrah cal-
endar. This is to compensate for the less
number of days per year in the case of the
Hijrah calendar. In Malaysia, the normal
requirement of companies and banks is to
use the lunar calendar rather than the
Hijrah calendar, and thus, the rate to be
applied is a standard rate of 2.5 per cent.
The provision for an alternative rate for a
different calendar used is unnecessary and
irrelevant in this case.

Methods of zakat Measurement
The same paragraph proposed two meth-

ods of zakat measurement namely the Net
Assets (Net Current Assets) method and
the Net Invested Funds (Net Owners Eq-

3

exist in the methods used by Islamic
banks and other Islamic business enti-
ties in measuring zakat and valuing as-
sets subjected to zakat; and,

help to improve the quality of disclo-
sure on zakat information in the finan-
cial statements of the Islamic banks and
other Islamic business entities.

The Accounting and Auditing Organisa-
tion of Islamic Financial Institutions
(AAOIFI) has issued a Financial Account-
ing Standard for zakat (FAS 9) effective
from 1 January 1999. In Para 1 of FAS 9,
they make it clear that the scope of the
standard is to provide guidelines for the
accounting treatments related to the deter-
mination of the zakat base, measurement
of items included in the zakat base and dis-
closure of zakat in the financial statements
of the Islamic banks. The main focus is only
for the Islamic banks. As far as other busi-
ness entities such as limited companies,
partnerships, etc. are concerned they are
not covered by the standard.

AAOIFI’s FAS 9, however, has not taken
into consideration and they are not obliged
to consider anyway, the unique features of
Malaysia’s society and legal framework.
This renders FAS 9 not totally applicable
to be used in Malaysia. The next section
examines the usefulness of the standard
in the context of Malaysian regulatory en-
v i ronments .

Is AAOIFI’s FAS9 Applicable in
the Malaysian Context?

In this section, the article will critically
discuss some of the salient features and
guidelines of FAS 9 in the context of Ma-
laysia’s financial institutions and business
environment. The discussion is structured
into three parts following AAOIFI’s FAS 9
format namely :

scope of the standard;

accounting treatment of zakat base; and

disclosure requirements.

Scope of the Standard
The scope of FAS 9 only covers Islamic

banks, but it can be suggested that the
standard should also consider including
other business entities such as companies.
In Malaysia, all Islamic related companies
are obliged to pay zakat on behalf of the

“As far as the conventional standards are concerned, there are no
guidelines on zakat to refer to in Malaysia. If companies in

Malaysia are included this will satisfy the need of interested users
of zakat financial information …”
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uity) method. Since all MAIs in Malaysia
used Net Current Assets as the basis of
measuring zakat, therefore to propose two
methods may create unnecessary confu-
sion and make the recommendation of
choice irrelevant and redundant.

It is also suggested that a more specific
term such as the Net Current Assets
method be used as a term in order to avoid
misunderstanding as to the types of items
to be included for measurement purposes.
As discussed in the previous section the
net current assets method may not be able
to capture the flow of funds within an en-
tity and as a result the measurement may
not reflect the true and fair “zakatable”
amount and zakat due. It is suggested here
that the standard should also include a pro-
vision of method to be used namely the net
growing capital method with an example
to highlight the adjustments needed pro-
vided the necessary information can be
obtained. This will hopefully enable a true
and fair “zakatable” amount and zakat due
can be determined.

Valuation of Assets
The FAS 9 in Para 5 on the valuation of

assets subjected to zakat recommended cash
equivalent value as the basis of valuation. As
indicated in Appendix D (FAS 9 : p. 297) this
is in order for the zakat base to include the
historical cost and any holding gains (losses).
This rule makes it inconsistent with the Gen-
erally Accepted Accounting Practice
(GAAP). According to GAAP, inventories
should be valued at the lower of cost or mar-
ket value. In practice, this rule almost always
results in “cost” being the balance sheet valu-
ation (Clarke et. al., 1996). As the valuation
of zakat shall always be based on market
value (Al-Qardawi, 1999), this means that the
valuation basis of assets for zakat purposes
should be an exception to the normal rule.

It is important to note that a specific provi-
sion needs to be made as conceptually zakat
is payable only on those receivables expected
to be realised (Clarke, 1996). In the case of
valuation of accounts receivable, FAS 9 did
not make specific that zakat needs to be
charged on net receivables i.e. accounts re-
ceivable less provision for bad debts.

Anglo-American accounting follows the
concept of conservatism or prudence as
the concepts refers to the need to exercise

care when dealing with uncertainties. This
is to ensure that assets and revenues are
not overstated and liabilities and expenses
are not understated. This, however, is in-
consistent with the concept of zakat as un-
derstating assets would mean less zakat
liability. Zakat is one of the most important
religious duties to care for the poor and
needy and Islam encourages Muslims to
be generous with their wealth.

In the context of zakat, fairness also means
that we also have to be fair to zakat payers as
well. The valuation of assets based on cash
equivalent value rather than on historical
value, and with provision for bad debts rather
than on gross receivables, in theory, should
serve justice to both the  zakat payer and
zakat recipient simultaneously.

Treatment of zakat in the financial
statements

AAOIFI’s FAS 9 requires zakat to be
treated as a non-operating expense of the
Islamic banks and be included as a deduc-
tion from net income. This requirement is
considered appropriate as it reflects the fi-
nancial obligation of the entity. The same
goes in the case of unpaid zakat (para 9)
that it should be treated as a liability of the
Islamic banks.

As for the requirement for the zakat due
and amounts of zakat received from other
sources of funds, the FAS 9 requires these
to be presented in the statement of sources
and uses of funds in the zakat and charity
fund. This presentation requirement, how-
ever, in the Malaysian context should be
consistent with the IAS 1 (General Pres-
entation and Disclosure Requirements for
Islamic Financial Institutions) issued by
the Malaysian Accounting Standards
Board (MASB).

Disclosure Requirements
AAOIFI’s FAS 9 requires eight disclo-

sure requirements in the notes accompa-
nying the financial statements. It is sug-
gested that the disclosure requirements
should consider the existing standard ap-
plicable in Malaysia such as MASB’s IAS
1. The disclosure requirements can be sug-
gested as follows :

Disclosure should be made in the notes
accompanying the financial statements on :

the method of zakat measurement
used;

the ruling of syariah supervisory board
(in the case of Islamic banks) on mat-
ters pertaining to zakat;

the obligation on zakat due from the
subsidiaries; the equity investment ac-
count; and other investment accounts
(in the case of Islamic banks); and,

the disclosure requirements of MASB
IAS 1 (General Presentation and Dis-
closure Requirements of Islamic Finan-
cial Institutions) shall be complied
with.”

Conclusion
The article has argued for the need of

an accounting standard for zakat applica-
ble for Islamic business entities such as Is-
lamic banks in Malaysia. By having an ac-
counting standard for zakat, the article ar-
gues that it would help Islamic banks and
other Islamic business entities perform
zakat obligations, reduce the differences
existing in the methods used to determine
the zakat, and improve the quality of dis-
closure on zakat in the financial statements.
The article also highlights some limitations
of AAOIFI’s FAS 9 and streamlines some
of the requirements of the standard. The
article also makes some recommendations
to promulgate the standard that will be in
consonant with the current Malaysian
regulatory requirements.
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Introduction
Profit guarantees are common in busi-

ness acquisitions whereby the vendor pro-
vides a guarantee to the acquirer that the
specified profits of the acquiree will be
maintained for a specified future time pe-
riod. In the event that the profits of the
acquiree fall short of the specified level,
the vendor undertakes to make good the
shortfall, by either refunding part of the
initial purchase consideration to the ac-
quirer or by making cash injection into the
acquiree.

In Malaysia, profit guarantees were also
common in initial public offerings (IPOs)
especially for listings on the Second Board
of the Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange
(KLSE) during 1996-1999. An IPO profit
guarantee is a contractual agreement be-
tween the major shareholders as guaran-
tors, the company and a financial interme-
diary. In a profit guarantee agreement, the
major shareholders are required to provide
a profit guarantee of up to 90 per cent of
the forecasted pre-tax profit in the first year
(first guaranteed profit) and also 90 per
cent of the projected maintainable pre-tax
profits for the following two years (second
and third guaranteed profits).

The guarantors’ obligations are secured
either by the issuance of an annual bank
guarantee in favour of the IPO company in
an amount equal to the guaranteed profits
or by depositing securities (typically
shares listed on the KLSE) with an inde-
pendent third party as stakeholder. The
value of the deposited securities tends to
vary between 100-160 per cent of the guar-
anteed profits. The stakeholder is respon-
sible for conducting a periodic valuation of
the aggregate market value of the pledged
securities. In the event that the market
value of the deposited securities is less
than the agreed security margin, the guar-
antors are required to pledge additional
securities to maintain the margin.

How Diverse are Accounting
Practices for IPO Profit
Guarantee
Shortfall?
By Dr. Wan Nordin Wan-Hussin, PhD (Warwick)
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In the event that the actual pre tax-profit
is less than the guaranteed profit, the guar-
antors are required to compensate the com-
pany for the shortfall for each financial year,
usually subject to the maximum compensa-
tion not exceeding the respective guaran-
teed profit. If the guarantors fail to compen-
sate the company, the stakeholder is author-
ised to sell the deposited securities to make
up the deficiency. Alternatively, the com-
pany is entitled to demand the shortfall from
the financial institution that provides the
extant bank guarantee. In addition to pro-
viding a profit guarantee, the major share-
holders are also obligated to participate in
the management of the company for a pe-
riod of three years after listing.

The imposition of profit guarantees by
the Securities Commission (SC) on the
major shareholders of IPO companies is
expected to align the interests of the ma-
jor shareholders, invariably the directors,
and outside investors at least during the
initial stages of the companies going pub-
lic. The IPO profit guarantee serves as a
commitment by the major shareholders
not to take advantage of outside investors.
By guaranteeing the attainment of certain
levels of profits over the next three years
and committing to compensate the com-
pany for any shortfalls in guaranteed prof-
its, the major shareholders have an incen-
tive to pursue actions that enhance rather
than destroy shareholder value. Thus, IPO
profit guarantee is a costly financial incen-
tive uniquely imposed in Malaysia to mod-
erate the power of the major shareholders
to oppress the minority investors. To the
best of our knowledge, there are no other
countries that have a similar requirement
for IPO.

However, the credibility of IPO profit
guarantee as an exotic mechanism in safe-
guarding the minority investors was called
into question following the Asian financial
crisis of 1997-1998. The economic down-
turn and depressed share prices following
the Asian financial crisis made it burden-
some to fulfil and enforce the profit guar-
antee obligations. As the value of pledged
securities decimated, margin calls had to
be made on guarantors to deposit addi-
tional securities to support the guaranteed

profits. In addition, the tightening of credit
policy by financial institutions made it dif-
ficult to obtain bank guarantees on mutu-
ally acceptable terms. In the aftermath of
the crisis, shortfalls in guaranteed profits
were pervasive and although a few guar-
antors made good the shortfalls, some
were unwilling to top up the original short-
falls as promised. Consequently, the de-
faulting guarantors sought ways to ease
their obligations either by extending the
tenure and frequently increasing the sum
of the guaranteed profits to reflect the time
value of money or requested for part of the
guaranteed profits to be waived and the
minority shareholders would be given war-
rants as compensation. Due to the inher-
ent difficulty in administering the profit
guarantees under turbulent economic con-
ditions, in April 1999, the profit guarantee
requirement for listing on the KLSE was
dispensed with in favour of the alternative
investor protection tool via share morato-
rium.1

Despite the importance of profit guaran-
tees, in the past for IPOs and presently for
business acquisitions, studies on the eco-
nomic consequences of profit guarantees
and the extent of compliance with profit
guarantee obligations are rare. Wan-
Hussin (2002) examined the valuation im-
plications of IPO profit guarantees and
found  that prior to the Asian financial cri-
sis, investors were willing to pay more for
the IPO shares the more the controlling
shareholders guaranteed the forecasted
profits. However, in the aftermath of the
crisis, IPO profit guarantee no longer af-
fects IPO valuation. He submits that inves-
tors’ pessimism over the assurance pro-
vided by the profit guarantees is a likely
reason why it no longer has an impact on
IPO valuation and which may explain its
eventual demise.

Wan-Hussin (2001) also provides anec-
dotal evidence that the accounting prac-
tices to account for shortfalls in IPO guar-
anteed profits are diverse. He states :

Despite serious efforts made recently by
the various regulatory bodies such as the
SC, the KLSE and the accounting bodies
to subdue investors’ cynicism, one area
that requires greater policing is relating to

1 In the share moratorium or lockup, the major
shareholders of IPO companies commit them-
selves not to sell staggered portions of their
shareholdings during a lockup period lasting
over three years after the IPO. In this way,
the major shareholders will continue to par-
ticipate in the active management of the com-
pany with full responsibility for a three-year
period after listing. Under the share morato-
rium rules currently in place in Malaysia, the
major shareholders of all Second Board com-
panies and certain Main Board companies
involved in construction, property develop-
ments, services or specialised activities are
not allowed to sell, transfer or assign 45 per
cent of the issued share capital of the compa-
nies within one year after listing. Thereafter,
in every subsequent year, the major share-
holders of the companies are permitted to
dispose one third of the shares that are un-
der moratorium (Securities Commission,
Guidelines on the Issue/Offer of Securities,
Para 10.12). Lockup provisions are also com-
monplace among IPOs in the US. However,
in the US, the lockup periods are generally
shorter and the proportions of shares locked
up are greater. Furthermore, in the US the
underwriters rather than the IPO regulator
impose the terms of the lockup. And it is also
common for the underwriters to lift the sale
restriction before the scheduled unlock dates,
although the percentage of shares that are
unlocked prior to expiration is small.

1

2

3

the recognition and disclosure of profit
guarantee shortfalls in the annual reports.
As it is, there are a variety of accounting
methods used by companies to account for
the shortfalls namely :

accrued shortfalls immediately as re-
ceivables and credited them as excep-
tional items or to reserves;

disclosed shortfalls as contingent as-
sets; and

accrued and disclosed only when short-
falls are received.

The objective of this study is to provide
systematic evidence on how diverse are the
accounting practices for IPO profit guar-
antee shortfalls and to explore factors that
influence the choice of accounting meth-
ods to account for the shortfalls in guaran-
teed profits. This study will also update the
findings in Wan-Hussin (2001) on the ex-
tent of compliance with profit guarantee
obligations by including the remaining
IPOs in 1996 and 1997 whose prospectuses
were unavailable to him then and examin-
ing the most recent audited accounts and
unaudited quarterly reports.
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2 MASB 20 supersedes International Account-
ing Standard 10 on the part of contingencies
that was adopted by MASB in January 1998
and became effective in September 1998.

3 For companies that have no variations to the
original quantum and duration of the guaran-
teed profits, we compared the actual profits
with the original guaranteed profits. However,
for companies that were granted variations
to the quantum and/or duration of the guar-
anteed profits, we compared the actual prof-
its with the revised guaranteed profits.

Accounting for Shortfall in Profit
Guarantee :  The Views of Stand-
ard Setter and Securities Regulator

In December 1995, the Malaysian Asso-
ciation of Certified Public Accountants
(now known as Malaysian Institute of Cer-
tified Public Accountants) issued Techni-
cal Bulletin 8 (TB 8) :  Accounting for Profit
Guarantees and Other Contingencies in
Business Acquisitions. Although not man-
datory, it represents authoritative opinions
as to best current practice on how to ac-
count for payment received in respect of
shortfall in guaranteed profits.

Paragraph 19 of TB 8 prescribes that any
payment made by the major shareholders in
respect of a profit guarantee should be re-
garded as a refund and should be adjusted
to retained earnings in the financial state-
ments of the acquiree/newly listed company.
This is in line with the view that in substance,
the payment made directly to the acquiree/
IPO company to top up any shortfalls of the
guaranteed profits in the specified future
periods is equivalent to a refund to the ac-
quirer or subscribers. Such payment merely
reflects the over-valuation and should accord-
ingly be recorded as a return of capital.

TB 8 also mentions that there is another
school of thought that views the payment
received from guarantors should be
treated as an exceptional income in order
to bring the profit of the newly listed com-
pany to what was guaranteed in its IPO
prospectus. However, a major criticism of
this approach is that it could result in un-
reasonable or even artificial profit to be
created and reported which may bear no
resemblance to the earning capacities of
the acquiree/newly listed company.

Apart from the choice between capital or
income approach, another issue relating to
the shortfall is the timing of the recognition;
is it immediately recognised when shortfall
is established upon finalisation of audited
accounts or only when shortfall is received?
Paragraph 19 of TB 8 prescribes that the
shortfall should be recognised upon receipt
of the payment from the guarantors. Related
to this, if the shortfall is not immediately
recognised, should there be at least an im-
mediate disclosure about the shortfall? TB
8 does not provide any guidance on this,
although for profit guarantee that arises
from acquisition, paragraph 17 of TB 8

states that the acquirer should disclose the
shortfall as a contingent asset if it is prob-
able that the shortfall will be realised.

In December 2000, the Malaysian Ac-
counting Standards Board (MASB) issued
two standards that affect the accounting
treatment for shortfall in guaranteed profit,
albeit indirectly. These are MASB 20 on
Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and Con-
tingent Assets and MASB 21 on Business
Combinations, which are effective for finan-
cial statements covering periods beginning
on or after 1 July 2001.2

Paragraphs 83 to 87 of MASB 21 pre-
scribe the accounting treatment for refund
by vendors contingent on profit guarantee.
Paragraph 87 of the standard specifies that
any payment made directly to the acquiree
for the shortfall of the guaranteed profit
should be adjusted directly to retained
earnings in the financial statements of the
acquiree. The substance of such a contin-
gent payment is the same as a refund to
the acquirer in that it should be regarded
as a return of capital, as it is part and par-
cel of an acquisition agreement.

MASB 20 requires an enterprise to dis-
close a contingent asset if an inflow of eco-
nomic benefits is probable. However, if it
has become virtually certain that an inflow
of economic benefits will arise, the asset is
recognised in the financial statements of
the period in which the change occurs.

Apart from pronouncements from the ac-
counting bodies, the KLSE also influences
the reporting of profit guarantee shortfall. In
March 1999, the KLSE announced that quar-
terly reporting consisting of the balance
sheet, income statement and explanatory
notes would be required for all publicly listed
companies with quarters ending on or after
31 July 1999. For companies that provided
profit guarantees, the quarterly report for the
final quarter must disclose any shortfalls in
the profit guarantee (Appendix 9B-06, item
20, Listing Requirements of the KLSE).

Based on the above discussion, it is ap-
parent that the securities regulator views
shortfall in IPO profit guarantee as a seri-
ous matter that warrants timely disclosure
in the final quarterly report. Furthermore,
the standard setter prescribes that the
shortfall should be disclosed as a contin-
gent asset if the likelihood of realisation is
probable and when the shortfall is realised

or virtually certain to be realised, it should
be credited directly to retained earnings.
This study seeks to find out whether IPO
profit guarantee shortfalls have been con-
sistently reported and recorded so as to
comply with the capital market require-
ments and approved accounting standards.

Methodology
All 224 IPO prospectuses for new listings

during the period 1996 to 1999, except for
listings via introduction and spin-offs, were
examined. For each prospectus we exam-
ined the table of contents whether it con-
tains the subheading :  profit guarantee.

For companies with profit guarantee
agreements, we collected from the prospec-
tus information on the salient terms of the
profit guarantee agreements such as
amount of guaranteed profits and the profit
guarantee duration, details of security pro-
vided and rights to vary or terminate the
profit guarantee agreement, if any. For these
companies we also searched the KLSE
LINK database for any announcements on
variations to the original profit guarantee
agreements (http://www.klse.com.my/an-
nouncements). For the period prior to the
launch of KLSE LINK in October 1999, we
searched Reuters Business Briefings for
news stories on profit guarantee variations.

To determine whether there was a short-
fall in guaranteed profit in any of the relevant
financial years, we compared the guaran-
teed profits3  with the actual profits, obtained
from KLSE-RIS database (http://www.klse-
ris.com.my). For companies that have short-
falls (actual profits are less than guaranteed
profits) in a given year, we examined the
annual reports of that year and subsequent
relevant years to identify how the shortfalls
were recognised and/or disclosed. In addi-
tion, we scrutinised their relevant quarterly
reports for explanatory notes on shortfalls
in the guaranteed profits.
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T A B L E  2

NUMBER OF COMPANIES WITH
PROFIT GUARANTEE SHORTFALLS

Year of                With Shortfall                      No Shortfall                     Total

Listing No. % No. % No. %

1996 11 52 10 48 21 100

1997 22 44 28 56 50 100

1998 8 35 15 65 23 100

1999 2 22 7 78 9 100

Total 43 42 60 58 103 100

Note :  No shortfall column includes three companies whose shortfall, if any, will be determined by the financial
years ending 2002 or 2003, as the determination of shortfall is based on the aggregate audited results rather
than individual year. The details of such inclusion are as follows:
IPO 1996 2 companies
IPO 1997 1 company

T A B L E  1

IPOs WITH PROFIT GUARANTEE AGREEMENTS

Proportion of

            Companies with Profit Total Population              Companies with Profit

          Guarantee Agreements            Guarantee Agreements

Year of Main Second Total Main Second Total Main Second Total

Listing Board Board Board Board Board Board

1996 2 19 21 40 52 92 5% 37% 23%

1997   1*     49** 50 22 63 85 5% 78% 59%

1998 1 22 23 6 22 28 17% 100% 82%

1999 0 9 9 8 11 19 0% 82% 47%

Total 4 99 103 76 148 224 5% 67% 46%

*Excludes a company that was imposed with share moratorium as well as a one-year profit guarantee by the SC.

**Includes a company with a two-year profit agreement.

Findings
Table 1 shows the number of IPOs that

have profit guarantee agreements. Almost
two third of IPOs in the Second Board dur-
ing 1996-1999 have profit guarantee agree-
ments. Profit guarantees are rare among
IPOs in the Main Board. The four compa-
nies in the Main Board that are subject to
profit guarantee agreements are involved
in finance, plantation and service sectors.
A Main Board company listed in 1997 that
was imposed with share moratorium as
well as a one-year profit guarantee by the
SC is excluded from the companies with
profit guarantee agreements in Table 1,
whilst a Second Board company listed in
1997 with a two-year profit guarantee is
included herein.

Table 2 shows the number of companies
with profit guarantee agreements that
have shortfalls. Out of 103 IPOs during
1996-1999 that have profit guarantee
agreements, 42 companies (or 41 per
cent) have had at least one year of profit
guarantee shortfall whereas 61 companies
(or 59 per cent) have had no shortfalls at
all throughout the profit guarantee period.
The number of companies without short-
falls includes three companies whose
shortfalls, if any, will be determined by the
financial years ending 2002 or 2003, as the
determination of shortfall is based on the
aggregate audited results rather than in-
dividual year. As expected, there is pro-
portionately more shortfall among IPOs
in 1996/1997 than IPOs in 1998/1999 as
the profit guarantee periods for the former
invariably include fiscal years 1998/1999
which were badly affected by the Asian
financial crisis.

Table 3 exhibits the accounting practices
on profit guarantee shortfalls by the 42 IPO
companies with at least one year shortfall
throughout their guaranteed periods.
There are basically four methods of ac-
counting practices adopted by companies
that suffer profit guarantee shortfalls. The
accounting methods are :

capital approach;

income approach;

note disclosure only; and

no disclosure at all.

The total number of accounting prac-
tices (68) greatly exceeds the number of

companies with profit guarantee shortfalls
(42) due to several reasons. Firstly, sev-
eral companies had shortfalls in more
than one financial year. Secondly, a few
companies adopt one method to account
for the shortfall in that year and a different
method to account for the same shortfall
in the following year. And finally, there are
also cases where one method is used to
account for shortfall, say in year X, whilst
a different method is adopted for another
shortfall, say in year Y.

As an example, the major shareholders/
guarantors of Tomypak, a company listed
on the Second Board of the KLSE in 1996,
provide three-years of profit guarantee
commencing the financial year 1996.
Tomypak met the guaranteed profit for the
first year but suffered shortfalls in the sec-
ond and third guaranteed years. In the fi-
nancial year 1997, Tomypak immediately

disclosed the shortfall in the second guar-
anteed profit in the 1997 audited financial
statements while awaiting feedback from
the SC on the guarantors’ appeal for pro-
posed variation. The shortfall was recog-
nised to retained earnings (capital ap-
proach) in the subsequent year. However,
Tomypak did not disclose the shortfall for
the third guaranteed profit in the financial
year 1998 and only recognised the short-
fall to retained earnings upon receipt in the
financial year 1999. Therefore, Tomypak
has adopted three dif ferent accounting
practices for profit guarantee shortfalls for
the second and third guaranteed years;

immediate disclosure only method for
shortfall in second guaranteed profit,

no disclosure at all for shortfall in the
third guaranteed profit; and

delayed capital approach for the second
and third guaranteed profits.

1
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T A B L E  3

ACCOUNTING PRACTICES ADOPTED BY IPO
COMPANIES FOR PROFIT GUARANTEE SHORTFALLS

Accounting Practices No. of  IPO

   Year Method 1 Method 2 Method 3 Method 4 Total Companies
     of Capital  Income Note No with Profit
 Listing Approach Approach Disclosure Disclosure Guarantee

Only At All Shortfalls

No. % No. % No. % No. % No. %

1996 5 31 0 0 8 50 3 19 16 100 11

1997 14 35 5 13 17 42 4 10 40 100 22

1998 6 55 0 0 3 27 2 18 11 100 8

1999 2 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 100 2

Total 27 5 28 9 69 43

Note :  The total number of accounting practices greatly exceeds the number of companies with profit guarantee
shortfalls due to several reasons. Firstly, several companies have shortfalls in more than one financial year.
Secondly, a few companies adopt one method to account for the shortfall in that year and a different method to
account for the same shortfall in the following year. And thirdly, there are also cases where one method is used
to account for shortfall, say in year X, whilst a different method is adopted for another shortfall, say in year Y.

Although not reported in Table 3, a fur-
ther analysis shows that out of the 28 cases
of note disclosure only, there were 14 com-
panies who were awaiting for the SC’s ap-
provals on their proposed profit guarantee
variations at the time the disclosures were
made. And out of the 27 instances of capi-
tal approach, there were seven companies
who had yet to receive full compensation
from the guarantors for the shortfalls. Of
the eight cases with no disclosure made in
the financial statements in the year profit
guarantee shortfalls occurred, three com-
panies subsequently recognised or dis-
closed the shortfalls, three companies have
had net shortfalls for the overall guaran-
teed periods and the remaining two com-
panies have had net surpluses for the over-
all guaranteed periods. For these five com-
panies that did not subsequently disclose
or recognise the shortfalls, we were unable
to verify the relevant documents (such as
KLSE announcements, audited financial
statements, quarterly reports) that could
explain the non-disclosure as well as non-
recognition of their profit guarantee short-
falls4. In our opinion, the possible reasons
for non-disclosure might be the remote-
ness of recoverability on the guaranteed
amount for the companies with net short-
falls, and that the SC might have given con-
sent to the three companies with net sur-
pluses for their guaranteed profits to be
computed on aggregate basis.

Table 4 (Panels A and B) is an exten-
sion of Table 3 by providing additional in-
formation on the account credited and the
timing of recognition for capital approach
and income approach. Table 4 (Panels A
and B) reveals that the number of timing
of recognition (32 and 6) exceeds the
number of accounts credited (27 and 5)
under capital and income approaches re-
spectively. This is due to the fact that a
few companies use more than one mode
of timing of recognition for a given ac-
counting method. For example, Sugar
Bun, a company listed on the Second
Board of the KLSE in 1997, suffered profit
guarantee shortfalls in its second and
third guaranteed years. Sugar Bun imme-
diately disclosed the shortfall in the sec-
ond guaranteed profit in the audited finan-
cial statements of that year. In the follow-
ing year, Sugar Bun recognised the short-

falls of the second and third guaranteed
years using capital approach by crediting
retained earnings on a delayed and imme-
diate basis respectively. Therefore, Sugar
Bun used two modes of timing of recog-
nition to account for its profit guarantee
shortfalls under capital approach.

Table 4 (Panel A) also shows that under
the capital approach the accounting prac-
tices adopted by companies are by credit-
ing the profit guarantee shortfall to re-
tained earnings (81 per cent), or invest-
ment in subsidiaries (company level) and
reserve on consolidation (group level) (15
per cent), or non-distributable reserve (4
per cent). The timing of recognition for

capital approach is equally split between
the immediate basis and delayed basis/
recognised upon receipt.

As shown in Panel B of Table 4, under
the income approach, the preferred
method is to treat the shortfall as excep-
tional item (80 per cent) rather than ex-
traordinary item (20 per cent). The timing
of recognition for the income approach is
in favour of the delayed basis.

Panel C of Table 4 indicates that the
number of timing of disclosure (30) ex-
ceeds the number of companies (28) that
practised the note disclosure only ap-
proach, as shown in Table 3. This is due to
two companies using both immediate and
delayed disclosure basis for shortfalls that
occurred in different years. For example,
CME Group, a company listed on the Sec-

ond Board of the KLSE in 1997, suffered
profit guarantee shortfalls in its first and
second guaranteed years. CME Group did
not disclose the shortfall in the first guar-
anteed profit in the audited financial state-
ments of that year. In the following year,
CME disclosed the shortfalls in the first
and second guaranteed profits in the au-
dited financial statements on a delayed and
immediate basis respectively while waiting
for the SC’s approval on the proposed vari-
ation. Subsequently in the financial year
2000, CME Group recognised the short-
falls of the first and second guaranteed
years using capital approach on a delayed
basis. Therefore, CME Group used two

modes of timing of disclosure for its profit
guarantee shortfalls in its first and second
guaranteed years. Unlike the capital and
income recognition methods, under note
disclosure only method, the timing of dis-
closure is predominantly immediate disclo-
sure (90 per cent) as compared to delayed
disclosure (10 per cent).

Conclusions
Based on our observation, the account-

4 We sent letters to the Finance Directors of three
companies with apparent shortfalls in the recent
years but did not disclose them in the audited
financial statements requesting them to expalin the
anomaly. One company that was intially included
in the shortfall sample provided a written reply that
the apparent shortfall reverses to a surplus after
adding back pre-acquisition loss to the pre-tax profit,
a method approved by the company’s auditor and
the KLSE. Todate, no clarifications are forthcoming
from the remaining two companies.
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T A B L E  4 ACCOUNTING PRACTICES FOR
PROFIT GUARANTEE SHORTFALLS

Panel A    Method 1 — Capital Approach

Account Credited Number of Companies

IPO 96 IPO 97 IPO 98 IPO 99 Total Total

Retained Earnings 5 10 5 2 22 81%

Investment in Subsidiaries(Company level)

Reserve on Consolidation (Group level) 0 3 1 0 4 15%

Non-distributable Reserve 0 1 0 0 1 4%

Total 5 14 6 2 27 100%

Timing of Recognition Number of Companies

IPO 96 IPO 97 IPO 98 IPO 99 Total Total

Immediate Recognition 2 7 5 2 16 50%

Delayed Recognition/Recognised upon Receipt 4 9 3 0 16 50%

Total 6 16 8 2 32 100%

Panel B   Method 2 — Income Approach

Account Credited Number of Companies

IPO 96 IPO 97 IPO 98 IPO 99 Total Total

Exceptional Item 0 4 0 0 4 80%

Extraordinary Item 0 1 0 0 1 20%

Total 0 5 0 0 5 100%

Timing of Recognition Number of Companies

IPO 96 IPO 97 IPO 98 IPO 99 Total Total

Immediate Recognition 0 2 0 0 2 33%

Delayed Recognition/Recognised upon Receipt 0 4 0 0 4 67%

Total 0 6 0 0 6 100%

Panel C   Method 3 — Note Disclosure Only

Timing of Disclosure Number of Companies

IPO 96 IPO 97 IPO 98 IPO 99 Total Total

Immediate Disclosure 8 16 3 0 27 90%

Delayed Disclosure 0 3 0 0 3 10%

Total 8 19 3 0 30 100%

Note :  For Panels A and B, the number of timing of recognition exceeds the number of accounts credited under
capital and income methods due to a few companies using more than one mode of timing of recognition for a
given accounting method.
For Panel C, the number of timing of disclosure exceeds the number of companies that practised the note
disclosure only approach as shown in Table 3, due to two companies using both immediate and delayed disclo-
sure basis for shortfalls that occurred in different years.

AN

ing practices for IPO profit guarantee
shortfalls are quite diverse within the com-
pany itself and between companies. How-
ever, the predominant methods are imme-
diate disclosure and immediate/delayed
recognition using the capital approach by
crediting retained earnings.

It appears that companies with profit
guarantee shortfalls and awaiting the SC’s
decisions on their proposed variations to the
terms and conditions of profit guarantee
agreements generally adopt the immediate
note disclosure only approach. This is in
compliance with the provisions of MASB 20
on the accounting treatment for contingent
assets. Subsequently, these shortfalls were
either waived via warrant compensation,

recognised in the accounts under capital/
income approach, or still remain as note
disclosure at the time of writing.

Another common accounting practice is
the capital approach, which is in accordance
with the provisions of MASB 21 and
provides a better reflection of the substance
of the situation than the income approach.

Given that profit guarantee is backed ei-
ther by a bank guarantee or deposited secu-
rities, the company can be expected to realise
any shortfalls in guaranteed profits by
demanding payment from the financial
institution that provides the bank guarantee
or instructing the stakeholder to dispose the
deposited securities. Accordingly, we are of
the view that the immediate capital approach

should be the preferred method to note dis-
closure only method unless the resolution
of the shortfalls is pending SC’s approvals at
the time the audited accounts are finalised.

Although the accounting practices are,
by and large, in conformity with the ap-
proved accounting standards, the fact that
there are a few cases of non-disclosure and
delayed disclosure which contravene the
Listing Requirements of the KLSE point to
an unsatisfactory state of affairs. As men-
tioned earlier, since the compensation for
the shortfall is “assured” from the securi-
ties provided either in the form of bank
guarantee or pledged securities, at the very
least, we would expect a disclosure of the
shortfall in the annual report unless the
likelihood of realisation is considered a
remote possibly due to non renewal of bank
guarantee or severe impairment in the
value of the securities provided.

As we strive towards full disclosure by
providing more informative and
transparent financial reporting, it is disap-
pointing to note that only one company
actually disclosed the number of shares
pledged by the guarantors as security. We
believe, in the event of shortfall, this infor-
mation is crucial for the minority investors
to assess whether the profit “guarantee” is
adequately supported by the security or
merely an illusion. And finally, in view that
quite a large number of companies did not
recognise the shortfall either immediately
or at all, it is also instructive for future
research to determine whether delayed
and non-recognition of the shortfalls merit
modified audit opinions
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Introduction
MASB 4 is an adapted version of IAS 9

(revised), Research and Development Costs,
which was issued by the International Ac-
counting Standards Committee (IASC) in
1993. This was subsequently adopted by
MIA and MACPA in 1996. IAS 9 (Revised)
itself grew out of an earlier version of IAS
9 entitled Accounting for Research and De-
velopment Activities which was adopted by
the Malaysian accounting professional bod-
ies in 1987. Both the standards, IAS 9 and
IAS 9 (revised), are now superseded by
MASB 4. The main difference between the
revised version and the earlier version is
that the revised version explains the re-
quirements clearer and in more detail.

The Malaysian Accounting Standards
Board adopted IAS 9 (revised) with minimal
changes. Except for the addition of one item
each under paragraphs 9 and 12, the stand-
ard is virtually the same as IAS 9 (revised).

It is intended to begin by looking at the
standard in general, examining the areas
covered therein. The standard is then dis-
cussed in more detail focusing on each of
the topics covered in the standard.

General
The standard covers all the important top-

ics that are expected to be covered and are
logically arranged, including inter alia, ob-
jective, definitions, components of R&D
costs, recognition of R&D costs, amortisa-
tion of development costs, impairment of
development costs and disclosure. Like the

previous standards, it begins with the objec-
tive and then it spells out the scope covered
under the standard which specifically focuses
on R&D costs and excludes the costs in-
volved in the exploration and development
of oil, gas and mineral deposits in the extrac-
tive industries. It then goes on to discuss
R&D activities under contract for others. The
definitions spell out the differences between
R&D, followed by several examples of each
and also those activities which are closely
related to each other but cannot be consid-
ered as either research or development. Ex-
amples of items to be included as compo-
nents of R&D costs are then outlined fol-
lowed by a discussion of the recognition cri-
teria. The next topic is amortisation of devel-
opment costs followed by the discussion on
the impairment of development costs. Lastly
it spells out the disclosure requirement.

Objective
The objective of the standard is “to pre-

scribe the accounting treatment for R&D
costs.” This is clear enough. The next part
of the paragraph states that the standard uses
the recognition criteria established in the
MASB’s A Proposed Framework for the Prepa-
ration and Presentation of Financial State-
ments to determine when R&D costs should
be recognised as an expense and when they
should be recognised as an asset. An odd
thing about this part of the standard is that
the recognition criteria used in the standard
is based on framework that is still at the pro-
posal stage. The proposed framework was

T E C H N I C A L  N E W S
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issued as a Discussion Paper (DP 1) on 31
October 1998. It is included because the
framework is a part of IAS 9 (Revised) which
in the case of IASB is not a draft but a final
version. It would have been better if the
standard excludes this part and instead re-
fers straight to the criteria covered under
paragraph 14. Under the objective it is also
stated that it also provides practical guidance
on the application of these criteria. The mean-
ing of practical guidance is not really clear.

R&D Activities Under Contract
For Others

Paragraphs 4 and 5 discuss the R&D ac-
tivities done under contract for others. The
inclusion of R & D activities done under con-
tract is appropriate here because it involves
the accounting issue of off-balance-sheet fi-
nancing. The question is whether the funds
obtained from the other contracting party ;

constitutes a contract to do research for
the other party; or

simply a means of borrowing money to
fund R & D activities.

Paragraph 4 covers (1) above which is con-
cerned with a contract to do research for
another party. The research results whether
it is a success or a failure would be commu-
nicated by the researching party to the party
that made the payment for the research. In
this case, the standard requires the costs
involved to be accounted for in accordance
with either MASB 2, Inventories, or MASB
7, Construction Contracts. The treatment of
the costs involved in research done for an
outside party, on the basis of MASB 7, Con-
struction Contracts, is quite clear. The amount
charged for the research, that may be a long-
term project, is recognised as revenue either
on the basis of completed contract method,
or on the basis of percentage of completion
method. All related costs are charged against
the periodic revenue in the case of the per-
centage of completion method. The differ-
ence between the costs and the revenue is
considered as income or gain. However, the

Research and development costs (R&D) has long been an impor-
tant issue in accounting. A standard on R&D, (MASB 4), Research
and Development Costs, was issued by the Malaysian Accounting
Standards Board in 1999 alongside other standards. This article
attempts at a critical analysis of the standard.

MASB 4 Research and Development

Costs — An Analysis
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recording of such research costs on the ba-
sis of MASB 2, Inventories, is not quite clear
and needs further explanation. On the basis
of this alternative, all costs of R&D activities
carried out for other firms are capitalised as
part of the work in process inventory, for the
contract. When the job or the specific por-
tion of the job, is complete, the capitalised
costs are removed from inventory and re-
ported as cost of goods sold.

It may be added that in this case, the en-
tity that carries out the R&D activities does
not report a liability because there is no
obligation.

Paragraph 5 is concerned with (2) above,
which simply is a means of borrowing money
to fund R&D activities. In this case the costs
should be accounted for in accordance with
the standard, because it is the entity’s own
R&D activities. Unlike the situation under
paragraph 4, in this case (paragraph 5a),
there is an obligation to repay. So the entity
must recognise that liability and accordingly
report it in the balance sheet

Paragraph 5(b) provides the situation
where the contract does not require the en-
terprise conducting the R&D activities to
repay any of the funds provided by the other
enterprise. This is similar to a government
grant provided for a research of interest to
the government, for example a research to
increase the yield of rubber or palm oil. The
treatment of the fund provided by the gov-
ernment for a specific research, is not much
discussed in the standard. Usually the treat-
ment of such grant depends on the account-
ing treatment of the costs incurred. If the cost
is deferred, then the cost ought to be de-
ducted from the carrying amount of the capi-
talised cost. On the other hand if the cost is
expensed, the grant is credited to the income
statement.1  In addition, any potential liabil-
ity that the grant needs to be repaid must be
disclosed as a contingent liability. This may
result from the failure to satisfy the condi-
tions attached to the grant, for example, in-
ability to complete the research on time.

Definitions
Paragraphs 6 through 10 explain the

terms, ‘research’ and ‘development’. Re-
search is defined as … “original and
planned investigation undertaken with the
prospect of gaining new scientific or techni-
cal knowledge and understanding.” This

definition does not seem to be consistent
with the definitions given in standards in
the UK and the US. The definition in MASB
4 is more consistent with pure research
rather than with applied research. Busi-
ness enterprises normally carry out ap-
plied research, which is aimed at a certain
application. In the UK SSAP 13 distin-
guishes between pure and applied re-
search. Pure research is an experimental
or theoretical work undertaken primarily
to acquire new scientific or technical
knowledge for its own sake rather than di-
rected towards any specific aim or applica-
tion. Applied research is original or criti-
cal investigation undertaken in order to
gain new scientific or technical knowledge
and directed towards a specific practical
aim or objective. Similarly in the US, SFAS
2 refers to applied research with the inclu-
sion of the phrase, “aimed at discovery of
new knowledge with the hope that such
knowledge will be useful in developing a new
product or service or a new process or tech-
nique or in bringing about a significant im-
provement to an existing product or proc-
ess.” This distinction is important because
only applied research provides the linkage
with development, thus R&D activities.
This linkage is implied under paragraph 14,
that the nature of development activities
is an advancement of the research phase.

Development is defined as … “the appli-
cation of research findings or other knowl-
edge to a plan or design for the production
of new or substantially improved materials,
devices, products, processes, systems, or serv-
ices prior to the commencement of commer-
cial production or use.” The definition is
consistent with those in the US and the UK.

For both R&D, MASB 4 further explains
the definitions in terms of several exam-
ples. The examples are similar to those
given in FASB Statement No. 2, paragraphs
9, for R&D activities and paragraph 10, for
non R&D activities. However, in MASB 4,
separate examples are given for research
and for development, which is of course
consistent with the separate definitions.

The main idea behind the examples of
R&D and non-R&D activities, is that while
R&D activities are only concerned with or
related to pre-production efforts, non-R&D
activities are more concerned with ongo-
ing or existing production.

1 See IAS 20, Accounting for Government Grants and
Disclosure of Government Assistance; also AAS 13/
AASB 1011 (Australia)

Components of R&D Costs
Paragraph 11 states that these should

comprise all costs that are directly attrib-
utable to R&D activities or that can be al-
located on a reasonable basis to such ac-
tivities. Paragraph 12 outlines six catego-
ries of R&D costs as follows :

salaries, wages and other employment
related costs of personnel engaged in
R&D activities;

costs of materials and services con-
sumed in R&D activities;

depreciation of property, plant and
equipment to the extent that these as-
sets are used for R & D activities;

overhead costs, other than general ad-
ministrative costs, related to R&D ac-
tivities. These costs are allocated on the
bases similar to those used in allocat-
ing overhead costs to inventories;

other costs such as amortisation of pat-
ents and licences, to the extent that these
assets are used for R&D activities; and

costs incurred for the enterprise by
other entities on R&D activities and
charged to the enterprise.

Among the above costs, some may apply
not only to the current R&D purposes but also
to other projects or uses in the future. These
are materials (paragraph 12b), property plant
and equipment (paragraph 12c) and intangi-
ble items (paragraph 12e). In this case they
should in the first place be capitalised. Depre-
ciation and amortisation expenses of these
respective items should then be appropriately
charged to the periods in which the assets are
used for R&D purposes. This procedure is not
covered under the standard.

Paragraph 13 is concerned with selling
costs and borrowing costs. While selling
costs are clearly stated that they are not to
be included in R&D costs, the treatment
of borrowing cost is not stated directly.
Rather it is stated to be treated in accord-
ance with the GAAP on borrowing costs.
This is rather broad because the standards
of most countries may be considered to lie
within the context of GAAP. It should have
narrowed it down by reference to IAS 23,
Borrowing Costs for the time being and the
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met, the development expenditures are to
be expensed in the year in which they are
incurred alongside the research costs. This
is also the reason why in the US, all R&D
expenditures are required to be expensed
in the year that they are incurred (SFAS 2)
irrespective of the possibility of future eco-
nomic benefits.2  In Australia the practice
used to be similar to that in the US. All R&D
expenditures were expensed irrespective of
whether future economic benefits were ex-
pected to be received in the future. This
practice has since changed. Currently the
requirement in Australia is similar to the
provision under MASB 4. In the UK the re-
quirement regarding R&D costs, is slightly
different in the sense that a greater flexibil-
ity is allowed. SSAP 13 permits rather that
requires the capitalisation of development
costs provided certain conditions are met.
These conditions are similar to those out-
lined above for MASB 4. This means that in
the UK an enterprise may choose not to
defer development costs even if they meet
the above criteria.

The practice of expensing all R&D ex-
penditures on the basis of practicality or
conservatism, as in the US practice, may
to a certain extent contribute towards uni-
formity and hence comparability. But it vio-
lates the GAAP (matching principle), be-
cause certain development costs, which
may actually result in future economic ben-
efits, are expensed and not matched with
the related revenues of future periods. This
will result in the understatement of assets
and overstatement of periodic expenses.
The practice in the UK which allows choice
can lead to more uniformity and compara-
bility problems. The requirement as under
MASB 4 where capitalisation of develop-
ment costs is required if certain criteria are
met, seems to be the most appropriate. But
then the recognition criteria are left to the
management alone to decide.

Paragraph 18 does not seem to be clear. It
talks about development costs having met
with the definition of an asset, and then fol-
lows on to say that they may not meet with
the asset recognition criteria because there
is insufficient certainty that the future eco-
nomic benefits will flow to the enterprise as
a result of the development cost. To meet the
definition of an asset, it should be probable
that future economic benefits will flow to the

T E C H N I C A L  N E W S

2 Statement of Financial Accounting Standard No 2,
“Accounting for R & D Costs” (1974)

MASB standard on Borrowing Costs
when it comes into effect.

Recognition of R&D Costs
Paragraph 14 provides the basis for the

allocation of R&D costs to different periods.
It determines that all costs are to be
expensed except in the case where it is prob-
able that the costs will give rise to future
economic benefits and that they can be
measured reliably. Regarding research ex-
penditures, it further provides that by na-
ture research is such that there is insuffi-
cient certainty that future economic benefits
will be realised from it. Therefore, all re-
search costs are to be expensed in the pe-
riod in which they are incurred (paragraph
15). In the case of development, in some
instances, it may be possible that these costs
will result in some economic benefits in the
future. Therefore, such development costs
should be recognised as an asset when they
meet certain criteria which indicate that it
is probable that the costs will give rise to
future economic benefits (paragraph 16).
Paragraph 17 provides that all of the follow-
ing criteria must be met before any devel-
opment costs can be recorded as an asset.

the product or process is clearly de-
fined and the costs attributable to the
product or process can be separately
identified and measured reasonably;

the technical feasibility of the product
or process can be demonstrated;

the enterprise intends to produce and
market, or use, the product or process;

the existence of the market for the prod-
uct or process or, if it is to be used inter-
nally rather than sold, its usefulness to
the enterprise, can be demonstrated; and

adequate resources exist, or their avail-
ability can be demonstrated, to com-
plete the project and market or use the
product or process.

There are two major problems associated
with the accounting for R&D costs. The first
is the difficulty of being reasonably certain
as to the amount and the timing of the eco-
nomic benefits in the future. The second is
associated with amortisation or expensing
of the capitalised costs concerned. The first
difficulty provides the reason why such
strict recognition criteria are set, as outlined
above, where unless all the conditions are

enterprise from the costs or expenditures
concerned. If there is insufficient certainty,
then the costs would not meet the definition
of an asset. As such they should be expensed
as already covered under paragraph 14. The
usual criteria for recognition of an item in
the financial statements are definition, meas-
urement, relevance and reliability. Insuffi-
cient certainty about the future economic
benefits relate directly to the definition rather
than to the recognition criteria. Perhaps what
is meant is that although the costs meet the
definition of an asset, but if it does not meet
the recognition criteria as outlined under
paragraph 17, then it should be expensed.
This would then be clear.

Amortisation of Development Costs
As mentioned above, the expensing or

amortisation of capitalised development
cost is another difficult area. This is because
of the problem of deciding how much to
expense in each period and for how long
the capitalised costs will remain useful. The
standard in paragraphs 21 through 24 re-
quires the development costs recognised as
an asset to be amortised and recognised as
expense on a systematic basis so as to re-
flect the pattern in which the related eco-
nomic benefits are recognised. Paragraph
22 provides that two factors need to be con-
sidered in the amortisation of development
costs on a systematic basis. These are :

the revenue or other benefits from the
sale or use of the product or process; or

the time period over which the product
or process is expected to be sold or used.

Perhaps both the factors need to be con-
sidered, not either one. Thus the word “and”
should be more appropriate rather than “or”.

The phrase “expense on a systematic ba-
sis so as to reflect the pattern in which the
related economic benefits are recognised”
in paragraph 21 implies that if the related
economic benefits are recognised on a uni-
form basis from year to year, then the
straight line amortisation is to be used.
Otherwise, if they are recognised as more
beneficial in the earlier years, then the de-
clining balance method will be used. As to
the length of the usefulness of the capital-
ised item, paragraph 23 sets the maximum
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of five years as being normal. This is arbi-
trary but seems consistent with research
in the US which suggests that R&D has an
economic life of between five to 10 years.3

Impairment of Development Costs
Paragraphs 25 through 29 provides for the

treatment arising from an impairment of de-
velopment costs. Paragraph 26 provides that
the unamortised balance should be reviewed
at the end of each year. The need to review
the unamortised balance every year is con-
sistent with the practice in other countries,
for example the UK and Australia. The bal-
ance of the unamortised development cost is
to be written off immediately if any of the rec-
ognition criteria outlined in paragraph 17
cease to be met. It is to be written down to the
extent that the unamortised balance, taken
together with further development costs, re-
lated production costs, and selling and admin-
istrative costs directly incurred in marketing
the product, is no longer probable of being
recovered from the expected future economic
benefits. The amount written back or written
off is to be written back when the circum-
stances and events that led to the write down
or write off cease to exist and there is persua-
sive evidence that the new circumstances and
events will persist for the foreseeable future.
It is also provided that the amount written back
should be recognised as a reduction in the
amount of the development costs recognised
as an expense for the period.

As evident above, the impairment of de-
velopment costs is covered at great length
covering not only the write down and write
off but also the write back of development
costs.

The treatment of the impairment of devel-
opment cost under the standard is an added
difficulty to an already difficult problem. It is
difficult because at each stage in the account-
ing for R&D a considerable amount of un-
certainty is involved. The subjectivity in the
treatment of impairment involving write off,
write down and write back can open the door
to the manipulation of periodic income.

Disclosure
The disclosure requirement is consist-

ent with the earlier requirements on rec-
ognition, amortisation and impairment.
Thus, amongst the disclosure require-
ments are the useful life of the capitalised

cost, the amortisation rate, the amortisa-
tion method used, the periodic amount of
amortisation, the accounting policy for
R&D, and a reconciliation of the unamor-
tised balance at the end of the period with
the balance at the beginning of the period.

In addition to the above disclosure re-
quirements, the reporting enterprise is
also encouraged to describe its R&D ac-
tivities and other disclosures in its annual
report. The encouragement for reporting
enterprises to make voluntary disclosures
as provided for under paragraph 31 is an
advance over the previous standards.

Summary and Conclusion
MASB 4 (Research and Development Costs)

is an adapted version of International Ac-
counting Standard IAS 9, Research and De-
velopment Costs (Revised), issued in 1996. The
revised version grew out of the earlier ver-
sion of the standard issued in 1987. Subse-
quently both were adapted and adopted by
MIA which are now superseded by MASB
4. Except for a few minor additions, MASB
4, is virtually the same as IAS 9 (Revised).

The standards covers the main topics asso-
ciated with the accounting treatment of R&D
costs, including its objective, R&D activities
under contract for others, recognition of R&D
costs, the amortisation and the treatment of
the impairment of development costs.

Paragraphs 4 and 5 are concerned with
the R&D activities under contract for oth-
ers. While the coverage is quite compre-
hensive, there is little discussion on the ac-
counting treatment for an R&D grant,
which an enterprise may receive for a
project of interest to the government.

Paragraphs 6 and 7 define “research” and
“development” respectively. While the defi-
nition of the latter is quite consistent with
the definition in other countries, the defini-
tion of “research” is not so because it fo-
cuses on pure research rather than on ap-
plied research. Businesses usually carry out
applied research in order to gain new sci-
entific or technical knowledge directed to-
wards a specific aim or objective. To help
with the understanding of these two terms,
several examples are given in the standard.

Paragraph 11 outlines six categories of
R&D costs, including salaries and wages,
materials, depreciation, and amortisation.
Among these are those that can be used

across periods and thus should first be capi-
talised and then appropriately charged to
the proper periods. This accounting treat-
ment is not mentioned in the paragraph.

Regarding borrowing cost, paragraph 13
provides that it is to be treated in accordance
with the GAAP on borrowing costs. This is
rather broad. It should be more specific, for
example, as a temporary measure by refer-
ence to IAS 23, Borrowing Costs for the time
being until such time as when MASB stand-
ard on borrowing costs comes into effect.

The recognition criteria used in the
standard are based on the framework that
is still at the proposal stage. However, the
criteria are well covered under paragraph
14. Paragraph 17 provides the criteria that
must be met before any R&D costs can be
deferred. The intention behind paragraph
18 does not seem to be quite clear. Does it
mean that although the deferred costs
meet the definition of an asset (probable
future economic benefits) they should be
expensed if the recognition criteria spelt
out under paragraph 17 are not met?

The decision on the amount of the de-
ferred costs to be amortised for each period
and for how long is a difficult issue. Para-
graph 21 through 24 require development
costs that have been deferred to be amor-
tised on a systematic basis so as to reflect
the pattern in which the related revenues are
recognised. The standard also requires the
amortisation period not to exceed five years.

The treatment of the impairment of devel-
opment cost is another difficult area. It is dif-
ficult because at each stage in the account-
ing for R&D a considerable amount of un-
certainty is involved. The subjectivity in the
treatment of impairment involving write off,
write down and write back can open the door
to the manipulation of periodic income.

 The disclosure required under the
standard is consistent with the earlier re-
quirements on recognition, amortisation
and impairment. The call on the reporting
enterprises for certain voluntary disclo-
sures is indeed commendable.

On the whole the standard does serve
as a useful guide to the reporting enter-
prises in the accounting treatment of R&D
activities.

3 HirscHey and Weygangt  (1985), Amortisation Policy
for Advertising and R & D Expenditures, Journal of
Accounting Research, Spring 1985, pp 326-35.
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Audit Evidence
Ensuring its Legality for Legal
Proceedings — A Critical Success
Factor in Investigation

Corporate Shenanigans &
Accounting Scandals

The recent spate of corporate shenani-
gans and accounting scandals juxtaposed,
what was a mundane low profile account-
ing and auditing job that will not be billed
for a high profile television series of LA
Law into an extremely and unprecedented
hot news worldwide.

Auditors Helping to
Lay Proper Foundations

Though the proper foundation may not
have been laid for audit evidence to be ac-
ceptable as evidence in a trial, nonetheless
this may not necessarily preclude such evi-
dence from being admissible. It is trite prac-
tice and therefore it must be noted that a
great deal of technically inadmissible evi-

dence has been admitted as evidence in
court. The mere fact that evidence can be
excluded does not automatically mean that
it will be excluded. If one party attempts to
introduce inadmissible evidence, the other
party must object stating the specific
grounds on which that evidence ought to
be excluded. If the party fails to object, the
right to exclude that evidence is deemed to
have been waived and the potentially inad-
missible evidence then becomes admissi-
ble. If the judge mistakenly admits inadmis-
sible evidence, but the grounds stated in the
objection seeking to exclude the evidence
are inadequate — that is, there are grounds
for excluding the evidence, but they are not
those stated in the objection — then the
evidence will stand. There are also situa-
tions in which inadmissible evidence has

been introduced before the opposing party
has a chance to object to it, for example,
when a witness blurts out some inadmissi-
ble fact or opinion. If the evidence is ob-
jected to as soon as possible and the judge
sustains the objection, the judge will instruct
the jury, if there is one, (abolished in Ma-
laysia) to disregard that information. Unfor-
tunately, of course, it is all but impossible
for the jury or for that matter any court of-
ficer including judges to disregard what
they have heard, particularly if it is espe-
cially shocking, dramatic or sensational,
despite what the judge directs them. Try
recollecting the LA Law court dramas. As a
general rule the auditor’s work should be
performed before any legal action is com-
menced. In fact more often than not it may
be an audit finding that leads to legal pro-
ceedings. The auditor’s role in ensuring the
reliability of the audit evidence is to create
legally admissible evidence. Generating
admissible evidence requires proving the
reliability of the audit evidence, which is also
known as laying a proper foundation.

Criteria for Legal Evidence
The basic criteria for admissibility of

evidence into a trial is as follows :

Evidence must be reliable.

Evidence must be relevant to the issues
being disputed and will lend credibility to
either the opponent’s or proponent’s view.

Evidence must be authentic.

Evidence must not have been obtained
in a manner that would be contrary to
any law for instance such as statutory
laws of inducement, threat, promise or
the common law of oppression.

Evidence cannot be prejudicial.

Evidence must be derived from eyewit-
nesses or from authentic records of the
act, condition or event being tried in court.
Its veracity should be able to withstand
being tested during the cross-examination

L E G A L  A C C O U N T I N G
A U D I T

This article is written for the benefit of Auditors, especially Internal Auditors
involved in fraud investigations, examination of corporate accounting scan-
dals or forensic accounting and not for legal advocates or legal practitioners.
In this article, the rules of evidential law will be presented so that auditors
have a general appreciation and therefore a better understanding of the types
of evidence that are admissible as legal evidence in both criminal and civil
court proceedings especially with regards to matters involving accounting
malpractice. The writer’s goal is to familiarise auditors with evidential law in
order to assist their legal counsels to lay a proper foundation for evidence to
be presented in any case. Further, this article will present the general proce-
dures and steps necessary during an audit, which would strengthen the le-
gality, and hence the admissibility of the audit evidence. This article will not
discuss the presentation of evidence during a trial. Such procedures, rules,
tactics and strategies are an art to be taken to heart and a talent unto them-
selves. It is therefore best left to the external legal counsels.

By Lim Kian Chai, ADVOCATE & SOLICITOR
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and/or the re-examination stages of trial.

Evidence should not be redundant or
be representations of prior admitted
evidence or rejected evidence. This is
also known as the Best Evidence Rule.

Applicable General Criteria
Any auditor can see that all the seven cri-

teria, especially the first three criteria are
inherent in principles of auditing. During any
audit, either financial, operational, EDP, E-
commerce or auditing in a digital signature
environment, the auditor is concerned with
the document’s or report’s authenticity, da-
ta’s relevance and the relevance of corrobo-
rative data to the auditors findings in addi-
tion to the reliability and accuracy of the data,
financial records and systems, accounting or
otherwise being reviewed or tested. Though
an auditor is able to make assumptions about
the reliability and authenticity of certain
documents or reports, based on prior expe-
rience with either the system, management,
permanent files and current files, however,
the legal counsels, court and jury cannot rely
on such third-party representations. None-
theless, the court can take judicial notice of
legal assumptions.

The Hearsay Rule
A basic rule of evidence is the hearsay rule.

Hearsay is inadmissible evidence in a trial.
Hearsay, in its simplest form is defined as
out-of-court utterances that are asserted as
truths and offered as proof of such state-
ments. To the layman, hearsay is nothing
more than gossip — what was heard is re-
peated in court. It is where one individual
asserts statements made by a Third Party
as the truth and proffers the same to be ad-
mitted as proof in court. The makers of such
hearsay evidence have no personal knowl-
edge of the truth of the statement. Hence,
hearsay evidence is strictly inadmissible.

Fortunately, like most general legal prin-
ciples, there are many exceptions to the
hearsay rule. Exceptions to the hearsay
rule have come about when there is rea-
son to believe that the evidence, although
hearsay, is still reliable. For justice must
prevail under any civilised rule of law. The
statutory Evidence Act, 1950 and the com-
mon body of legal cases among the Com-
monwealth countries have created and sus-
tained many exceptions to the hearsay
rule. The doctrine of judicial precedent
further entrenched such exceptions.

Best Evidence Rule
Another key rule of evidence is known

as the “Best Evidence Rule.” This rule
states that only the original written docu-
ment can be introduced as evidence unless
the original is proved to be unavailable.
The original includes photocopies, carbon
copies, etc., which were executed at the
same time as the original.

In order for evidence to be admissible,
reports or documents must be shown to
be authentic or a genuine record of an act,
condition or event, void of any possibility
of tampering, alteration or falsification.
This criterion is normally met by the testi-
mony of the creator or the custodian of the
data or records. The creator or the indi-
vidual will only have to attest to the fact
that the records are a genuine record from
the system and not have to prove the reli-
ability of the contents. This legal require-
ment is amply and succinctly reflected in
the Digital Signature Act, 1997.

There are two rules of evidence, which
are not within the auditor’s control, but are
worthy of mention. The first of these rules
states that evidence must be available to
one’s opponent during the pre-trial discov-
ery process. This rule allows both parties
adequate time prior to the trial to determine
whether their positions can be substantiated
by evidence and the merits and strength of
their respective cases. If their case cannot
be substantiated, then an out-of-court set-
tlement may be a better alternative to a long,
protracted and costly legal battle. This rule
prevents one party from withholding evi-
dence that could be the determining factor
in resolving a dispute before the matter goes
to trial. The final rule states that the court
(judge) has the ability to use his/her dis-
cretion in determining the admissibility or
inadmissibility of any evidence submitted.

Audit Principles
After obtaining a basic understanding of

the rules and principles of evidence, the
auditor has the opportunity to integrate that
knowledge into the audit steps, audit pro-
grams, audit plans, audit working papers
and audit evidence gathering techniques.
The external legal counsels should have a
pre-trial conference with the auditor or
members of the audit committee, to inter
alia counsel and guide the auditor. During
a trial, testimonies will be given by inter alia
the auditor regarding the records, reports,
systems, documents and equipment used.

The auditor’s role in ensuring that poten-
tial evidence is legally admissible in a court
of law can be implemented prior to the be-
ginning of the discovery process or the trial

by integrating the rules of audit evidence
into the rules of legal evidence. Needless
to say, the rules of legal evidence shall pre-
vail in the event there is conflict of evidence.

Submission
The auditor can ensure the legality of au-

dit evidence by first acquiring a basic under-
standing of the legal aspects and of the evi-
dential principles and rules involved. Once
an understanding has been obtained, the
auditor is ready to incorporate the necessary
steps within each of the audits the auditor
undertakes. By integrating this knowledge,
not only will the organisation be better
equipped in the unfortunate event that the
organisation is involved in a law suit, but it
will further strengthen the auditor’s findings
and reports including the audit committee’s
findings and reports. Though the auditor’s
control objectives are nearly identical to the
court’s requirements for evidence, most busi-
nessmen can identify better with laws, regu-
lations and rules rather than with the ‘re-
quirements’ of an auditor.

In order to integrate the rules of evidence
within the auditor’s normal duties, interac-
tion will be required with the organisation’s
external legal counsels. This interaction
should take place at least annually to deter-
mine or influence the audit programs, tech-
niques and documentation process to en-
sure that the integrity of the evidence is
maintained and thereby aiding the external
legal counsels by providing a strong basis
for the pre-trail discovery process. Upon
completion of an audit, the findings and
work papers should be reviewed by the ex-
ternal legal counsels. This review would
assist the external legal counsels in deter-
mining whether other legal weaknesses
exist and to ensure their understanding of
the auditing system. Since the auditors can
normally choose the type of documentation
included in work papers, the review of au-
dit work papers helps the external legal
counsels to ensure that the system work
papers are adequate for future reviews.

Note :  All or portion of this paper may be cop-
ied for private use or otherwise quoted, ar-
chived, and distributed without charge provided
only that each copy so made or distributed in-
cludes the following attribution :  Copyright @
2002 Lim Kien Chai of Messrs K.C. Lim & Co.,
Advocates & Solicitors, Suite D-1-8, Block D,
Megan Phileo Promenade, 189, Jalan Tun Razak
50400 Kuala Lumpur.

For further information on the subject ad-
dressed in this paper, contact the author at the
above address or Tel :  03-2166 2480; Fax :  03-
2166 2484; or e-mail :  lawyer@kclimco.com
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Introduction
Theorists and academics debate whether

women and men in management differ in
their values, attitudes and behaviour. The
review of literature is highly fragmented
because many researches have been stud-
ied with various kinds of methodology such
as various industrialised countries, sectors
of business and data collecting methods.

Since industrialisation was introduced in
the 1960s and 1970s, Malaysia experienced
a rapid increase in female labour force par-
ticipation, reflecting the expanding employ-
ment opportunities of a rapidly growing
economy. Since then, the opportunity for
women to excel in various fields has in-
creased, especially in education. In many
countries in the world today, women con-
tribute substantially to the development of
small businesses. For the past century,
men usually occupied dominant positions
in the economy and labour force. Some ob-
servers and scholars have argued that en-
trepreneurship is an exception to this gen-
eral pattern and suggested that self-

employment enables women to overcome
discrimination and other employment dif-
ficulties, (Cromie and Hayes, 1988 in
Kalleberg and Leicht, 1991).

Today, many governments in the world
have been spending considerable sums try-
ing to create entrepreneurs from men and
women. One critical aspect of this infra-
structure is the creation of an enterprise
culture, which will encourage and entice
individuals to take the risk of starting a
business. One of the core components in
enterprise culture is education. Many de-
velopment agencies, educational and train-
ing institutions around the world are fac-
ing this challenge of how to create an en-
terprise culture and many of them already
provide valuable and much needed assist-
ance such as advice and financial assist-
ance. Today entrepreneurship has become
a commonly taught subject in universities.
However, research on entrepreneurship
education into non-business programmes
has still not been fully investigated, espe-
cially in developing countries such as Ma-

laysia.
This article will concentrate on the topic

of entrepreneurship education, with a spe-
cific emphasis on how this education can
be promoted and fostered to technical stu-
dents. To best help students prepare for
these new challenges, this research sought
to identify an appropriate set of under-
graduate courses for the introduction of en-
trepreneurship elements and to indicate
the level of student interest in these
courses. This study also will compare male
and female students in terms of their per-
ception of introducing entrepreneurship
education into programmes in higher
learning institutes in Malaysia.

Entrepreneurship Training
and Education

There is always ongoing discussions or
debates as to whether entrepreneurship
can be taught at learning institutions. Some
argue that even the most prominent entre-
preneur, Bill Gates, chose to leave the
grand ivy league of Harvard, halting edu-

By Prof. Madya Dr. Rohaizat Baharun and Fauziah Sheikh Ahmad
DEPARTMENT OF MANAGEMENT, FACULTY OF MANAGEMENT AND HUMAN RESOURCE

UNIVERSITI TEKNOLOGI MALAYSIA, SKUDAI, JOHOR.

Access to
human capital in
entrepreneurship
education :
A Comparision of Male and Female Students
in Technical Disciplines
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cation in seeking entrepreneurship expe-
rience. Many believe entrepreneurship is
the result of a gut feeling, internal drives,
timing and luck. However, Garavan (1994)
suggested that ‘learning’ entrepreneurship
either from successful entrepreneurial par-
ents, work experience or proper education
will enhance the probability of success.
Believing entrepreneurship can be taught,
he stressed the paradigm that “entrepre-
neurs are often made, not born”. It is un-
derstood that the teaching responsibility
does not rest entirely with the educational
world. The society has its role in provid-
ing the appropriate environment and right
atmosphere for the growth of entrepre-
neurship. Failures must not be penalised
but instead analysed, as they are also a vi-
tal part of the learning process.

Initiatives to encourage entrepreneur-
ship behaviour among individuals particu-
larly among university students are being
implemented at universities all over the
world. For example, in Australia as dis-
cussed by Breen and Bergin (1999), a joint
study by the Victoria University of Tech-
nology and the Australian CPA found that
86 per cent of their academicians agreed
that there is a need for the country to de-

velop an enterprise culture. Respondents
strongly agreed to what has been referred
to as the Karpin Report (in Breen and
Bergin 1999) recommendations. The
Karpin Report is a Report of the Austral-
ian Industry Task Force on Leadership and
Management Skills in 1995 that encour-
aged greater involvement of universities in
the teachings of entrepreneurship and sug-
gested a review on university curricula in
order to develop new or extend existing
units of study to cover small business and
entrepreneurship issues.

In the US, a majority of universities have
long been known to encourage
entrepreneulism. About 93 per cent of the
American professors in one research sur-
vey believed that entrepreneurship could
be taught. Another survey of 15 ‘leading
entrepreneurship educators’ stated that
their main objective of entrepreneurship
education is to teach students the proc-
esses involved in starting and running a
new business (Hynes 1996).

Rapid developments in providing entre-
preneurial education are also felt by uni-
versities in Sweden. Many professorships
have been created in this area to cater for
the growing need for entrepreneurship ac-

tivities. For example, the Centre for Inno-
vation and Entrepreneurship at Linkoping
University together with a private network
of enterprise has developed what they call
the Entrepreneurship and New Business
Development Programme (ENP), which
focuses on the start-up of new technology-
based or knowledge-intensive enterprises.
As at year 2000, they have successfully
formed 80 new firms venturing in diverse
new business areas (Klofsten 2000).

The University of Glanmorgan in Wales
has also offered a full-time course in en-
trepreneurship. It’s Diploma in Entre-
preneurship Practice (DEP) requires se-
lected students to be involved in simulated
and real projects to enhance their entre-
preneurial skills, knowledge and attitudes
(Evans, Williams and Deacon, 2000).

Introducing an entrepreneurship course
to business discipline students is a normal
process. However, it seems to be a more
challenging task for academicians of entre-
preneurship to introduce the subject to
non-business disciplines. The question is,
how and where do we start? Assuming
entrepreneurship education as a new prod-
uct of the university and academicians as
natural marketers, market research on the
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academic curriculum. This approach fol-
lows the general method of developing top-
ics and then eliciting students interest in
them (see Duke 1996). Data was gathered
through a self-completion questionnaire,
which comprised of 20 major questions,
with additional sub-categories where ap-
propriate. Most of the questions took the
form of a set of statements by using a type
of intent-to-purchase scale, which were
judged by students on a Likert Scale of 1
to 4, with a scale value of one being ‘Not at
All Likely’ and a score of four being ‘Abso-
lutely Likely’. Final year undergraduates
at the beginning of scheduled classes com-
pleted the questionnaires. The conven-
ience and judgment sample from the tech-
nical and engineering courses was delib-
erately chosen to obtain as many different
majors as possible. Each set of question-
naires was prefaced by a covering letter
that explained the purpose and importance
of the survey, and provided assurances that
all questionnaire responses would be
treated with the strictest confidentiality.

Results
A total of 595 questionnaires were col-

lected from the faculties’ sources across the
five academic faculties at undergraduate lev-
els. In terms of general characteristics, 53.9
per cent of them were male, and 44.9 per cent
were female, and 80.2 per cent were below
22 years old. The ages of respondents ranged
from 21 to 25 years. A breakdown of the re-
spondents’ academic performance indicated
that 58.1 per cent had a gain range of second
class lower, 35.9 per cent an upper class and
4.4 per cent a first-class degree. Table 1
shows that the majority of the students
agreed to introduce the entrepreneurship
subject in their enrolled programmes.

Table 2 lists the most frequently cited key-
words associated with the term entrepre-
neur, with nearly more than 20 words given,
including the most common such as
“money”; “risk”; “profit”; “management” and
“business”. Compared to the study done by
Henderson and Robertson (1999) at Leeds
Metropolitan University, where half of the
samples were studying an elective subject

(Running a Small Business),
the words associated with en-
trepreneur were “risk-taker”;
“motivated”; “ambitious” and
“successful”.

Further analysis using t-
tests was carried out to see if
there was any other gender
differences in the findings. Ta-
ble 3 shows the means, stand-
ard deviations and F-values for
the gender. Results show that
only management knowledge
is significant for one of the five
factors. This is because people
concluded that the female stu-
dents expected men more
than women to hold the char-
acteristics compatible with
many managerial activities
(Konrad, War yszak and
Har tmann 1997) or male-
dominated fields (Marshall
1997). However overall results
suggested that substantively
significant gender differences
do not exist and is supported
by numerous researchers and
reviewers (see LeBlanc and
Nguyen 1999; Watson and

motivation of potential candidates (mainly
technical and engineering students) on
entrepreneurship curricular could provide
us with a better insight on their interests
and awareness on the subject. In a disci-
pline of marketing, individual acceptance
of a new product is a result adoption proc-
ess, which starts with awareness and in-
terest before reaching the adoption stage.
In other words it is pertinent to start with
the understanding of the needs and wants
of the students which in many cases are
reflected in their knowledge, interests and
acceptance of the new product idea — in
this case the entrepreneurship course.

Method
With uncertainty and an unrealistic sce-

nario for most graduates entering employ-
ment, traditional career paths becoming
less secure and less predictable within
large organisations, graduates need to be
more flexible in their attitudes towards
employment. From the scenario and sug-
gestion made by Hynes (1996), we ana-
lysed the views and attitudes
of science and technology
undergraduates towards in-
troducing entrepreneurship
as a subject (as a product)
in their degree programme.
Final year students from five
faculties from the main cam-
pus of Universiti Teknologi
Malaysia (UTM) were cho-
sen for this paper, namely :

Petroleum Engineering;

Mechanical
Engineering;

Electrical Engineering;

Geo-information
Engineering; and

Science.

UTM is particularly ap-
propriate for this type of
study because it is known as
a Technical University and
has not yet introduced entre-
preneurship as a subject in
their degree programme. A
survey of students was con-
ducted to assist in develop-
ing potential courses for the
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T A B L E  3

T A B L E  1

T A B L E  2

Comparison between Genders in
keywords associated with Entrepreneur

D I A G R A M  1

Hogarth-Scott 1998; Kalleberg
and Leicht 1991).

From the Diagram 1, there is
no different between genders
about the term associated with
the word entrepreneur. This
finding is supported by research
done by Hyde and Linn (1988)
and Nabi and Bagley (1999),
stating that gender differences
appear to be vanishing. This is
true in UTM especially when
they are studying the engineer-
ing and technical subjects in the
same class or institution.

Discussion
Tertiary education institu-

tions in Malaysia, especially
ones who offer technical and
engineering programmes
must monitor and adapt to the
continuous changes taking
place in the surrounding envi-
ronment. Comments from the

industr y and a few findings
stated that the students were
graduating with a very narrow
and theoretical degree which
reduced their flexibility to
work in different areas of the
organisation (see Hynes 1996;
Jack and Anderson 1999).
Therefore, a considerable chal-
lenge faces educators and
trainers to derive programmes,
which are appropriate for
preparation for learning in the
outside world. From this re-
search, entrepreneurship edu-
cation should be incorporated
into the non-business disci-
plines where business and
product ideas emerge. The dif-
ferent sets of specific entrepre-
neurship subjects also need to
fit the strengths and mission of
the university. This paper also
shows that a majority of male
and female students share de-
cision-making processes and

perceptions in some way. However, our
data has several obvious and important
limitations. Our study group was restricted
to only one university, which made it im-
possible for us to assess the real percep-
tions of female students in technical and
engineering programmes. Since this is one
of the few studies on the comparison of per-
ception and behaviour about entrepreneur
education between female and male stu-
dents in Malaysia, it is hoped that these
results will form the basis for future re-
search to enable more to be made known
about entrepreneurship education.
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Perception of the Importance of Entrepreneurship by Gender

Perception factors Male Females F Value
Mean SD Mean SD

Risk Taker 2.83 0.85 2.72 0.82 0.014

Highly Motivated 2.91 0.81 2.85 0.83 1.195

Management Knowledge 3.00 0.76 2.80 0.82 7.633*

Good Opportunity in Career 2.66 0.87 2.54 0.81 0.873

Trained Decision Maker 2.80 0.75 2.73 0.76 1.198

* Significant at 0.05 level

Introducing Entrepreneurship in the
Technical Programmes

Faculties Male Female
(numbers) (numbers)

Agree 230 176

Neutral 87 85

Do not agree 4 5

Do not answer - 7

Total 321 273

Keywords associated with the Term

Keywords Responses Responses
(numbers) (percentage)

Risk 46 11.4

Business 171 42.2

Capital 79 19.5

Economic 54 13.3

Management 55 13.6

Total 405 100.0
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M O N E Y  T R E E
F I N A N C I A L  P L A N N I N G

In Search of the
Meaning of Life
and Money By Rajen Devadason

Physicists love the word ‘entropy’. It refers to the tendency
every natural system has to move from a state of order to that
of maximum chaos. Entropy explains why astronomers
believe the universe appears to be heading toward a final
‘heat death’, countless billions of years from now. Entropy can
also be used to rationalise why your clients’ accounts some-
times refuse to balance; and why your teenager’s bedroom
might look like a concussion grenade just went off in it.

Not surprisingly, entropy also works in our financial

lives. This regular feature represents Akauntan Nasional’s
(AN) serious bid to educate all Malaysians of the need for
wise adherence to sensible financial planning principles
and strategies. Each accountant is a centre of influence —
in your of fice, to your colleagues and clients; and in your
home, to your family. Money Tree is thus designed to help
you learn and then teach — in steps — all that is impor-
tant in crafting a life of financial abundance, bounty and
contentment.

The more time I spend with
my financial planning cli-
ents, the more I learn
about their lives and what
makes their minds tick. As

a result, I’ve discovered a wee bit about why
some people seek wealth. I believe such
knowledge is important because simply
having loads of money isn’t a true reason.

And that’s a fact even given Lewis H.
Lapham’s correct observation :  “Money
ranks as one of the primary materials with
which mankind builds the architecture of
civilisation.”

But if you think about all the things that
are truly needed to build a life, a society, a
civilisation, you’ll begin to realise that for
each and every one of us, it is actually the
things or the states of being money can
purchase that seem to be the true under-
lying motivators. The chief motivator is
never money in and of itself.

And, frankly, more often than not it is the
various states of being (that having money
permits) rather than the stuff it buys that
is ultimately more important to people.

That is precisely what the groundbreaking
research undertaken by American psycholo-

gist Abraham Maslow (pronounced ‘mas-
lov’) unearthed. In the 1950s, Maslow closely
observed American industrial workers at
their places of work and gradually learnt that
each individual’s personality grows accord-
ing to a strict hierarchy.

In my opinion, beyond a certain base
level — more than adequately described
by Abraham Maslow’s lower rung ‘needs’
— the ‘stuff’ itself that money buys is rela-
tively meaningless. Even Lapham, that
great respecter of money, obser ved,
“Never in the history of the world have so
many people been so rich; never in the his-
tory of the world have so many of those
same people felt themselves so poor.”

Since the stuff money buys is less im-
portant than the states it permits, let me
give you examples of two different states
that wealth makes possible, using Renée

“Money ranks as one of the
primary materials with which
mankind builds the architec-

ture of civilisation.”
Lewis H. Lapham

1

2

and Stevie — composite characters based
upon actual clients of RD WealthCreation
Sdn Bhd. (Some of the details that follow
have been cosmetically altered to protect
Renée’s and Stevie’s privacy.)

Renée and Stevie prove invaluable each
time I talk or write about two reasons we
human beings chase money :

A burning search for significance; and

A desire to extend sympathy.

The two key words are significance and
sympathy. Later on, I shall give complete
dictionary definitions of both words, but
for now feel free to interpret both terms
within your own context and experience.

Each word or term represents a state of
being. And both those states are pursuits
that strike a sympathetic chord in human-
ity and which require money for their fulfil-
ment. Not surprisingly, then, John Kenneth
Galbraith pointed out, “Wealth is not with-
out its advantages and the case to the con-
trary, although it has often been made, has
never proved widely persuasive.”

You and I — not to say anything of our
spouses, children, bankers and creditors —
know beyond any shadow of doubt that
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money is required to
achieve many important
needs. As Oprah Winfrey
says, “Wealth … gives you
freedom to make choices.”
And as the richest woman
in American entertainment,
she ought to know what
she’s talking about!

If you are a faithful reader
of this column, you might
remember that quite some
time ago I wrote quite ex-
haustively about Maslow’s Hierarchy of
Needs. To refresh your memory, take a
quick look at this chart and note that peo-
ple seem constrained to fulfil lower rung
needs before they can begin to strive to
achieve those higher up :

In my opinion, those who seek great
wealth because of the twin reasons of sig-
nificance and sympathy inhabit the upper
reaches of Maslow’s Hierarchy, specifically
levels 4 (self-esteem, independence and
prestige) and 5 (self-actualisation and ful-
filment).

In Renée’s case, she actively seeks great

wealth be-
cause her
core desire is to
achieve significance in a dreamed of new
career, and by extension in her life. Renée
is in her early 40s and currently works in a
quasi-government organisation. Her
monthly salary is respectable, only
slightly below the five-figure mark.
Unfortunately, Renée is bored out of
her skull!

She feels as though her brain is im-
mensely under-utilised at work.
(She often uses the term ‘brain-
dead’ when describing to me how
she feels while at the office!) Renée des-
perately wants to leave her job. Unfor-

1
2
3
4
5

Air, food, drink, shelter, warmth and sleep

Security, law and order and stability

Family, love, affection 
and relationships

Self-esteem, 
independence and prestige

Self-
actualisation 
and fulfillment

tunately, she feels caught between a rock
and a hard place; this is her dilemma: Be-
cause she makes so much more money than
her rather laid-back husband, she is in the
unwanted position of being the primary
breadwinner for her family.

This means she doesn’t dare leave her
present job until she has built a portfolio
large enough to spin off a passive income
stream that will safely compensate for her
drop of income when she resigns.

Renée yearns to do work that is significant
to her; in her mind that would necessitate
running her own freelance consultancy out-
fit. Yet, Renée is nervously aware of her need
to commit to several years of low freelance
earnings before her total active income
reaches her present level as a senior sala-

ried employee.
This is the danger: If she were to leave

her present cushy job without first
building an appropriately large port-
folio, her entire family’s standard of
living would undoubtedly slide down
Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs pyramid

to level 2 (security, law and order,
and stability) because they would
then become excessively focused
on simply re-attaining financial
stability. If that new need isn’t ad-
dressed quickly, the strain might
seriously delay the full, unfet-
tered resumption of level 3’s re-
quirements (family, love, affec-
tion and relationships).

My solution to Renée’s quan-
dary has been to strongly urge
her to delay her planned move

from her present job while she builds
wealth through a programme of regular
saving and investing. That way the even-
tual regular outflow of passive income from
her enlarged portfolio should make up, at
least to a substantial degree, for her drop
in active income.

Stevie’s situation is very different.
He owns his own company and is success-

ful as a businessman, husband, father and in-
vestor. But when Stevie was a young child, he
suffered from a violent and abusive father who
never let slip any opportunity to put him down.

It has taken
Stevie many years to dump the

awful weight of emotional baggage
that his background left him with.

Perhaps because of his background,
Stevie used to talk unceasingly of a burn-

ing desire to start orphanages.
He hasn’t done so yet, but has
instead initiated measures
that help fund existing or-
phanages! Actually, he is al-

ready living the true essence of
his dream.  But he wants to do more.

Frankly, Stevie desires to make more and
more money so that he can give more and

HOW CAN I USE MY WEALTH TO GAIN

SIGNIFICANCE AND EXTEND SYMPATHY?

Maslow’s
Hierarchy
of Needs
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more money to other worthy social causes.
In his own life, it took Stevie many years to
break into, and later through, Maslow’s Level
3 (family, love, affection and relationships).

Now that he has done so, he is well on
his way to achieving outstanding success
in Level 4 (self-esteem, independence and
prestige) and has even started to make his
mark through Level 5 living marked by self-
actualisation and fulfilment.

My persistent referencing of Maslow’s
work is not accidental. Whether or not he
realised it at the time, half a century ago,
his now-famous Hierarchy of Needs is a
fabulously useful tool for understanding
what drives human beings. Any financial
planner worth his salt needs that level of
comprehension.

I have often quoted the official definition
of financial planning used by the US-
based CFP (Certified Financial Planner)
Board of Standards:

“Financial planning is the process
of meeting your life goals through the
proper management of your finances.”

In the case of Renée and Stevie, those
life goals are, respectively:

Crafting a working career (essentially
a life) that is challenging and signifi-
cant; and

Putting flesh, blood and sinew upon the
bones of social sympathy.

Let’s now try and move from the abstract
to the concrete.

I want YOU to imagine for a moment what
YOU might want to accomplish that will al-
low YOU the opportunity to achieve signifi-
cance in life or to extend social sympathy.

To jumpstart your thinking, and as ear-
lier promised, I’m going to give you stand-
ard dictionary definitions of both key
words (derived from Funk & Wagnalls
Standard Desk Dictionary, Volume 2, N-Z).
Significance: 1. The character of state
of being significant. 2. Meaning. 3. Im-
portance; consequence.
Sympathy: 1. The quality of being af-
fected by the state of another with feelings
correspondent in kind. 2. A fellow feel-
ing; esp., a feeling of compassion for an-
other’s sufferings; pity; commiseration. 3.
An agreement of affections, inclinations,
or temperaments that makes people agree-
able to one another; congeniality; accord.
Each word has three definitions. I sug-

gest you pick the single definition of each
word that most closely matches what you

want to feel or accomplish with your money.
For instance, for ‘significance’ you

might choose definition 3 (importance;
consequence), and for ‘sympathy’ you
might choose definition 2 (a fellow feeling;
especially a feeling of compassion for an-
other’s sufferings; pity; commiseration).

You’re free to focus on just one aspect of
this exercise – either significance or sym-
pathy. You might feel that to gain true sig-
nificance in your life you need to be able
to retire early and travel the world, explor-
ing strange lands. Or you may decide that
like Stevie you want your money to make
a difference and provide a tangible expres-
sion of your compassion toward orphans.

The choice is really entirely yours. I
know most of you will not do this exercise,
and that’s OK.

But for the minority that does, I suggest
one final step. Use the power of your im-
agination to figure out how you might be
able to combine the two wealth creating
drivers of significance and sympathy into
a single super-goal.

For instance, you might decide that you
would like to be able to retire in 10 years,
yet be fit enough to attempt an exploration
of the Himalayas and rich enough to fund
the establishment of a Nepalese orphanage.

If that particular scenario does nothing
for you, that’s OK. There is no limit to what
you can imagine for yourself. But you do
need to give yourself the time to contem-
plate and ruminate on what is truly, deeply
important to you.

It’s the only way you’ll ever tap into your
own best destiny; and, frankly, having great
wads of cash is only useful if it allows you
to do just that!

John D. Rockefeller, who knew all about
having great wads of cash, said, “I believe
the power to make money is a gift from
God.” Despite my natural scepticism, I find
myself leaning toward agreement with him.

And if that is the case, then God must
surely want each of us to achieve maximum
fulfilment by looking beyond the narrow
confines of our own petty cravings.

Thus far, I’ve focused on the whys of
wealth creation. But, of course, all this talk
about what we might do with great wealth
is rather pointless without the means —
or hows — to fund those grandiose goals.

The Hows of Wealth Creation
Vary from Person to Person

You might be a whiz at real estate invest-

ing, as is my friend and fellow financial
planner cum writer, Azizi Ali. If that’s where
your forte is or if you believe that’s where
it will one day be, then I highly recommend
Azizi’s latest book, The Millionaire in Me.

Personally, I am far more comfortable
with paper assets such as direct equities
and unit trusts. In this realm, it would be
smart to heed (or in the context of the
Malaysian market, partially heed) the ad-
vice of the man who taught Warren Buffett,
America’s most successful stock picker.

Buffett’s investment mentor was the late
Benjamin Graham, known as the Father of
Security Analysis, who wrote, “The inves-
tor with a portfolio of sound stocks should
expect their prices to fluctuate and should
neither be concerned by sizeable declines
nor become excited by sizeable advances.
He should always remember that market
quotations are there for his convenience,
either to be taken advantage of or to be ig-
nored. He should never buy a stock because
it has gone up or sell one because it has gone
down. He would not be far wrong if this
motto read more simply: ‘Never buy a stock
immediately after a substantial rise or sell
one immediately after a substantial drop.”

The intelligent Malaysian seeking to cre-
ate wealth would do well to heed Graham’s
words. But he should also take the trouble
to identify sound paper investments so that
he can distinguish between true pearls and
the vast array of pebbles that populate our
local investment landscape.

In my opinion, such an investor would be
wise to first identify by himself, or with the
help of a suitably qualified financial planner,
his true reason for wealth creation.

Understanding his present position on
Maslow’s pyramid, and then figuring out
what will grant him personal significance
and how he wants to constructively chan-
nel his innate social sympathies would be
excellent ways to start.

Note :  The writer, a certified financial planner
and professional trainer, is co-author of best
sellers Financial Freedom – Your Guide to Life-
time Financial Planning and Financial Freedom
2 – Through Malaysian Equities and Unit Trusts,
(publisher: Public Mutual). His latest book is
entitled Liberty! From Debt-Slave to Money Mas-
ter, (publisher: i2Media). Rajen is CEO of RD
WealthCreation Sdn. Bhd. He welcomes ques-
tions and comments on any aspect of personal
finance in Malaysia. So, please feel free to ‘snail
mail’ c/o Akauntan Nasional or e-mail
rajendevadason@yahoo.co.uk and cc
devadason@maxis.net.my. You can also visit him
at www.i2media.com.my/wealthcreation.

M O N E Y  T R E E

AN
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G E R M A N Y

The role of the consultant as a chartered accountant, or
any other professional, is not identical all over the world.
Despite this fact and despite all efforts to move closer to
a single global set of accounting standards, the neces-
sary communication with the international client is still
and will also remain subject to a different set of rules.

By Sergey Frank & Steven Bruck

DOING BUSINESS
IN GERMANY

Germany plays a vital role as
the largest country in the
European Union (EU) as
well as the biggest market

place. Its economy is the world’s third larg-
est, only behind the US and Japan and ac-
counts for approximately 25 per cent of the
EU’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP) by it-
self. Germany has a long tradition of export
driven business, but over the years has also
become an increasingly interesting market
for investment. Many regional differences
exist influencing dialects, language, mental-
ity and also business behaviour. Keeping
this variety in mind the following is going
to describe the most important general ten-
dencies in business behaviour, irrespective
of whether the location is Berlin, Frankfurt,
Hamburg or Munich.

In business situations, Germans shake
hands firmly at the beginning and at the end
of the meeting. The communication is quite
direct. German managers generally tend to
speak their mind. The clarity of the subject
matter has a high priority. Negotiators in
Germany are prone to get to the point quite
quickly. As an indication be prepared that
they answer the telephone by giving their last
name rather than saying “hello”. Titles are
important. Hence, it is recommended that
you address people by their full correct title
in correspondence. Unlike the Anglo-
American tradition most Germans expect to
be addressed as Mr. or Mrs. followed by their
surname. The German language contains
two different personal pronouns for “you”.
“Sie” is the official pronoun appropriate for
any formal relationship while the informal

“Du” is reserved for close personal friends,
family and minors. However, due to an in-
creasing tendency of using Americanisms,
especially in business negotiations when
English is the spoken language, such nego-
tiations are frequently conducted on a first
name basis, but, without the automatically
intimate implication of “Du” for the German
language. If communication switches from
English to German it is advisable to stay on
a first name basis but at the same time to
retain the formal “Sie” to address the
German partner. Different manners may
apply for the new generation of business
people in start-up companies, for example
within e-commerce :  They are usually very
relaxed and may immediately adopt first
name basis also in the German language. The
negotiating pattern of German business
people is often systematic and very well-
prepared which helps to establish and
maintain an efficient communication proc-
ess. This is quite a positive aspect, taking into
consideration the frequent complexity of ne-
gotiating subjects as well as given deadlines,
etc. However, you may occasionally also find
business partners who are rather dogmatic
and fond of “doing everything by the book”.
In such cases it takes some considerable
effort to persuade the other side to agree
upon unexpected and unforeseen solutions.
It is recommended to make a thorough and
detailed presentation. The emphasis is fo-
cused on objective information, i.e. on the
company’s and/or project’s history, and on
background information rather than on fancy
visuals with a lot of marketing gadgets. A list
of references may also be very helpful.

B U S I N E S S  W AT C H

Unlike some other
countries, for example the
US, humour is not neces-
sarily such a critical
element during a presen-
tation and should be used
carefully. Enthusiastic attitudes or compli-
ments, which, for example, are one of the
characteristics of communication in Latin
Europe and Latin America, are very rarely
used in Business Germany. Time and punc-
tuality are very important :  Lateness may
be interpreted as unreliability. In case of
delays one should always inform the coun-
terpart and possibly reschedule the meeting.

Start negotiations by being well-pre-
pared and ensure that you put your per-
spective across clearly during the opening
stage as well as during the exploration
phases of your business negotiation. Avoid
interruptions during presentations unless
you have an urgent question concerning
the information presented. German nego-
tiators frequently do not like too much bar-
gaining which they regard to be some kind
of un-serious bazaar technique. Initial quo-
tations should be realistic. Here it is im-
portant to legitimise your bids with com-
parative market prices. The offer should
have a considerable margin built in to
cover, unexpected developments and some
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room for concessions but one should avoid
over-inflating the initial offer.

The follow-up to a business negotiation
is frequently conducted over the telephone.
While important negotiations are con-
ducted face-to-face, one should expect
many follow-up calls, e-mails or telefaxes
thereafter to finalise the agreement. In
Germany, business people tend to discuss
the project internally with colleagues and
supervisors before reaching an important
decision. Once the decision has been
taken, the implementation of the project is
usually done comprehensively and reason-
ably fast. The contractual agreement re-
flecting the outcome of negotiations, in-
cluding all legal aspects and definitions, is
very important. The other side will tend to
depend more on the wording of the con-

tract rather than on the personal relation-
ship with his business partner in order to
solve problems and disagreements, which
may occur in the course of the contract.

The main forms of corporate structure are
the GmbH (broadly equivalent to our limited
company), the GmbH 6 Co KG (broadly
equivalent to our limited partnership, but
much more widely used), and the AG (broadly
equivalent to our Plc). Do not assume that a
company can be formed as quickly and easily
as in the UK. The entire process is far more
time consuming and legally complex.

German accounting practice has histori-
cally tended to be tax driven, with a gener-
ally prevailing emphasis on prudence. In-
come is therefore often recognised later
than is usual in the UK and provisions are
often made in circumstances, which would
be regarded here, as unnecessary. Conse-
quently, German profits will tend, in iden-
tical circumstances, to be lower than in the
UK and hidden reserves are quite usual.
Having said that, however, the influence of
global equity markets is now beginning to

be felt, and large German based multina-
tionals are increasingly adopting Interna-
tional or US Accounting standards for their
consolidated financial statements.

There remains far less transparency in
Germany with regard to the publication of
results than we are used to here. Company
results, par ticularly for the family
“Mittelstand” Companies which continue
to have a major role in the economy, are
therefore often seen as nobody’s business
other than the shareholders. Every oppor-
tunity is therefore taken to maintain confi-
dentiality and avoid filing at the local Reg-
istry, notwithstanding laws which theoreti-
cally enforce such filing. Once again how-
ever greater harmonisation with the UK is
observable.

German tax rates have traditionally been

much higher than the UK, hence the pre-
occupation with minimising reported prof-
its. However a five-year program of tax re-
form has begun in 2001 which will progres-
sively reduce corporate and personal tax
rates to a level which will be very competi-
tive with the UK. Additionally a very favour-
able capital gains tax regime is being in-
troduced which will enable companies to
sell shares in other companies free of tax,
and will reduce the tax on personal sales
of shares by 50 per cent. The Anglo Saxon
M&A culture has been slow to catch on in
Germany, but these tax changes together
with other factors are already fuelling a
marked increase in interest in equity trans-
actions.

In Germany people tend to guard their
private lives quite strongly so do not phone
an executive at home without prior permis-
sion to do so. However, this tendency is
also changing through an increasing
number of new generation e-commerce
and start-up companies, where young pro-
fessionals, much like in the US, regard

their professional life and achievement
more important than their privacy.

Many German executives are quite pre-
pared to conduct business in English. Tak-
ing the above aspects into consideration,
especially the preference for a direct style
of communication and tendency to make
the subject matter of the negotiation clear,
you will probably face less communication
difficulties in Germany than in many other
countries. This can be very helpful in fa-
cilitating a successful outcome so long as
you do not misunderstand the difference
in style as abruptness or rudeness. Simi-
larly be as clear as you can yourself so that
misunderstandings do not occur. The ba-
sic rule is :  “The cleaner the better”. Then
you are likely to have success in one of the
most attractive markets worldwide.

Note :  Sergey Frank is a partner of Kienbaum
Executive Consultants and Managing Director of
Kienbaum Ltd, the London office of Kienbaum
Consultants International (www.kienbaum.co.uk).
He works as a principle consultant in executive
search, remuneration consultancy and coaching
on international projects throughout Europe and
the US and is an acknowledged speaker on inter-
national communication issues.

Steven Bruck is a partner in Chartered Ac-
countants, Blick Rothenberg. He specialises in
advising on cross-border transactions and inward
investment to the UK, with a special focus on
German business. www.blickrothenberg.com
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Note :  The ideas put for-
ward in the articles apply for
the actual international con-
sultation regardless where
it is taking place. The arti-
cles aim to educate on dif-
ferent ways of doing busi-
ness in different countries. This is important
since it helps to understand international busi-
ness. And this conclusion is vital because no-
where in business, especially in international con-
sulting, can so much be gained and lost so quickly
as in international transactions and projects. The
articles were first published in Accounting & Busi-
ness, ACCA’s monthly publication.

AN
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T
he International Accounting Stand-

ards Board (IASB) today published

for public comment proposals to

improve the two International Accounting

Standards (IASs) related to accounting for

financial instruments, IAS 32 and IAS 39.

The proposals are in the form of an Expo-

sure Draft on which comments are invited

by 14 October 2002.

The release of the Exposure Draft marks

the first stage of the IASB’s efforts to im-

prove the accounting for financial instru-

ments. The IASB has focused in the near

term on improving the existing standards,

which are closely modelled on the ap-

proach of US generally accepted account-

ing principles. Whilst the Board has sig-

nalled its desire ultimately to develop a

principles-based approach for the account-

ing for financial instruments, the proposed

improvements are aimed at removing in-

consistencies in the existing standards,

providing additional guidance, and easing

A
t its 23 July trustee meeting, the

Financial Accounting Foundation

(FAF), which has oversight, ap-

pointment and fundraising responsibilities

for the Financial Accounting Standards

Board (FASB) and Governmental Account-

ing Standards Board (GASB), voted to

change its certificate of incorporation and

by-laws to increase the independence of its

trustee appointment process. The change

is effective immediately.

“Given the critical role that accounting

standards play in our capital markets, cou-

pled with the nation’s need for objective

oversight, the Foundation believes that

greater independence and self-governance

are highly desirable,” commented Manuel

Financial Accounting Foundation Increases Its
Independence Through Amended Trustee Appointment Process

H. Johnson, Chairman of the Financial

Accounting Foundation and Co-Chairman

of Johnson Smick International Inc. “While

the input that the Foundation receives from

constituent organisations is invaluable, we

believe that the public will be even better

served through a more empowered and

independent FAF,” he said.

The current FAF trustee appointment

process is based on eight constituent or-

ganisations that submit names of prospec-

tive trustees when their respective seats

on the FAF Board of Trustees open. The

appointment of these nominees requires

the approval of the majority of those head-

ing up the constituent organisations.

The FAF consists of 16 trustees whose

backgrounds represent a broad range of pro-

fessions and areas of expertise. Constituent

organisations nominate 11 of the 16 seats and

the balance consists of “at-large” seats, which

are appointed directly by the trustees.

The change requires the trustees to con-

sider up to two nominees from the constitu-

ent organisations for each seat and for the

appointment to be made by the trustees.

The new process will not affect the Board’s

composition or any seat’s experience or

credentials.

Under the new system, if the trustees do

not find the nominees acceptable, they may

consult with that particular organisation

and appoint a person of their own choos-

ing. AN

IASB Proposes improvements of Financial instrument Standards

implementation.

The IASB recognises that to undertake

a complete overhaul would require time for

a comprehensive re-examination of the

complex issues involved and would pro-

long uncertainty for the many companies

required to make the transition to interna-

tional standards under a new European

Union regulation. Furthermore, having in

place usable standards for financial instru-

ments is increasingly important for inves-

tors as the use of derivatives and other fi-

nancial instruments grows.

Introducing the Exposure Draft, Sir

David Tweedie, IASB Chairman, com-

mented, “With thousands of companies

required to implement international stand-

ards in the next few years, there is an ur-

gent need to remove uncertainty and to

make it easier to implement the standards

on the reporting of financial instruments.

In a world in which financial instruments

are becoming increasingly complex and

are often a source of confusion for inves-

tors, having workable standards in place,

with appropriate guidance, is an essential

element in providing investors with a com-

plete picture of companies’ financial per-

formance. These proposals offer a practi-

cal and timely solution to the immediate

problem. In the longer term, the IASB will

initiate a complete re-examination of the

issue with the aim of creating a universally-

accepted principles-based approach for fi-

nancial instruments.”

Copies of the “Exposure Draft of Proposed
Amendments to IAS 32, Financial Instruments:
Disclosure and Presentation, and IAS 39, Finan-
cial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement”
(ISBN 0 905625 99 4) are available, at £18.00
(EURO 31/US$28) each, including postage,
from: the IASB’s Publications Department, 7th
Floor, 166 Fleet Street, London EC4A 2DY, UK.
Tel :  +44 (0) 20 7427 5927, Fax :  +44 (0) 20 7353
0562, e-mail :  publications@iasb.org.uk Website
:  www.iasb.org.uk Subscribers to the IASB’s
Comprehensive Subscription Service can view
the exposure draft from the secure subscriber
area of the IASB’s Website. From 1 July the com-
plete text of the exposure draft will be freely
available from the Website.

AN
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IFAC Board Takes Actions to Improve
Accountability of Accountants

T
he theme of the International Federation of Accountants
(IFAC’S) Board meeting in Madrid, 8-10 July, was “Rebuild-
ing Public Confidence.” During the meeting, the Board

took actions to advance a number of public interest initiatives.

� It agreed to revise quality control standards for audit engage-
ments and for firms performing such engagements.

� The Board also approved the formal establishment of the Fo-
rum of Firms (FoF) for firms that conduct or plan to conduct
transnational audits. Members of the Forum must be willing to
participate in international quality assurance and discipline pro-
grams, as well as comply with IFAC’s International Standards
on Auditing and Code of Ethics.

� Additionally, the Board also agreed to revise the requirements
for IFAC member bodies regarding the establishment and main-
tenance of quality assurance programs for firms of practicing
accountants. These programs require regular monitoring of
quality control standards such as skills and competence of the
firm’s personnel, supervision of personnel, and the acceptance
and retention of clients.

� The Board noted the adoption of the major provisions contained
in IFAC’s Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants by the
European Union, other non-EU countries, and some account-
ancy institutes. It agreed to become more active in encourag-
ing the early adoption of the Code, particularly its independ-
ence rules and to communicate the value of the Code to mem-
bers in business, especially accountants involved in the prepa-
ration of financial statements.

� Finally, in an effort to make International Standards on Auditing
(ISAs) more widely available to the world’s accountants, thus as-
sisting them in providing high quality work, the Board agreed that
all final pronouncements issued by the International Auditing and
Assurance Standards Board would be available free through the
IFAC website (www.ifac.org) effective 1 January 2003.

International Accountancy Profession
Establishes Forum of Firms

T
he Board of Directors of the International Federation of
Accountants (IFAC) and the Forum of Firms (FoF) ap-
proved the FoF Constitution, formally establishing the FoF.

Membership in the FoF is open to firms that perform or wish to
perform transnational audits and that are committed to the FoF Qual-
ity Standard. The Quality Standard requires compliance with IFAC’s
International Standards on Auditing and Code of Ethics and partici-
pation in international quality assurance and discipline programmes.

”IFAC Board’s approval of the Forum Constitution demonstrates
IFAC’s ongoing commitment to promoting consistent and high
quality standards of financial reporting and auditing practices

worldwide,” states Aki Fujinuma, IFAC President.
”Having approved the Constitution, the next major step is to

agree on a framework and guidelines for the FoF quality assur-
ance process,” adds Karl-Ernst Knorr, Chairman of the FoF.

There are currently 23 provisional members of the FoF, includ-
ing the largest accounting firms. They will be admitted to full mem-
bership upon demonstrating adherence to the FoF Quality Stand-
ard through satisfactory completion of the quality assurance re-
quirement.

Auditing Fair Value Measurements
Subject of New International Auditing

Standard

T
o address the increasing number of complex accounting
pronouncements containing measurement and disclosure
provisions based on fair value, the International Federa-

tion of Accountants (IFAC’s) International Auditing and Assur-
ance Standards Board (IAASB) has developed a new International
Standard on Auditing (ISA) entitled Auditing Fair Value Meas-
urements and Disclosures.

The ISA addresses audit considerations relating to the valua-
tion, measurement, presentation and disclosure for material as-
sets, liabilities, and specific components of equity presented or
disclosed at fair value in financial statements.

Specifically, the ISA provides information on the following :

� Understanding the entity’s process for determining fair value
measurements and disclosures and relevant control procedures;

� Assessing the appropriateness of fair value measurements and
disclosures;

� Using the work of an expert;

� Testing the entity’s fair value measurements and disclosures;

� Evaluating the results of audit procedures;

� Management’s process for determining fair value and manage-
ment representations; and

� Communication with those charged with governance.

The appendix to the ISA discusses fair value measurements and
disclosures under different financial reporting frameworks.

“It is important that auditors obtain sufficient audit evidence
that fair value measurements and disclosures are in accordance
with the entity’s identified financial reporting framework as
changes in fair value measurements that occur over time may be
treated in different ways under different financial reporting frame-
works,“ emphasises Dietz Mertin, IAASB Chairman.

A print copy of Auditing Fair Value Measurements and Disclosures may
be purchased for US$25 plus shipping by calling IFAC’s publications de-
partment at 1-212-286-9344. Individuals may gain access to all ISAs, in-
cluding Auditing Fair Values and others issued through December 31,
2002 for a fee of US$50 by going to www.ifac.org/store and signing up for
the IAASB online handbook and subscription service. (All ISAs may be
downloaded free of charge beginning January 1, 2003).

○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○ ○
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Strengthening Ties with
the Royal Customs &
Excise Department,

Malaysia

The Penang Branch Committee led by its Chair-
man, Steven Teh recently paid a courtesy visit
to the Royal Customs office. They were received

by State Director, Zainol Abidin Bin Din and Deputy
Director, Ho Beng Tat.

The committee sought clarification on the issue
of disbursements in relation to ser vice tax and
commented that the disbursements are actually re-
imbursement of expenses. It was confirmed that
disbursements with the exception of disburse-

NAC 2002 Focuses on Integrity to Redeem Trust

Support … KLSE’s Vice-President, Tan Chun Weng (extreme right),
handing over the RM25,000 mock cheque to the Conference Organising
Committee Chairman, Albert Wong. The ceremony was witnessed by
Sudirman Masduki (second from left), Abdul Samad Haji Alias (MIA
President) and Datuk Nur Jazlan Tan Sri Mohamed

Getting the message across … MIA President, Abdul Samad Haji
Alias together with his team during the NAC 2002 press conference

The Malaysian Institute of Account-
ants (MIA) is focusing on the integ-
rity of its members to redeem pub-

lic trust in the profession. MIA President
Abdul Samad Alias said the recent account-
ing irregularities in the US have been dam-
aging to the industry, leaving the public
questioning the credibility of the profes-
sion. He said Malaysia has sufficient guide-
lines, which put the accounting industry
under control, but if one is bent on being
unethical, the profession’s credibility is still
at stake. “Hence the focus now should be
on the ethical side of the profession,” Abdul
Samad said before a mock cheque presen-

tation ceremony for the National Account-
ants Conference (NAC) 2002 in Kuala
Lumpur on 20th August 2002.

The Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange
(KLSE), represented by Senior Vice-Presi-
dent Tan Chun Weng, presented RM25,000
to the Vice-President of MIA and NAC 2002
Organising Committee Chairman, Albert
Wong. Besides the Accountants Act 1967,
Malaysian accountants are also regulated by
the Malaysian Accounting Standards Board.
He said in the US, the profession’s regula-
tory body, the Financial Accounting Stand-
ards Board, is more rule-based and not sub-
stance-based, and it is also industry-driven.

“We also (practise) a co-regulatory system.
We are not only regulated by the Finance
Ministry but also by the Companies Act
(1965), the Securities Commission and the
KLSE,” Abdul Samad added. The confer-
ence, themed “Malaysia’s New Chartered
Accountants: Securing the Credibility of the
Profession”, will see the previously-known
registered and public accountants being
given a new designation - chartered account-
ants. Scheduled for September 17 and 18, the
annual event will also see the participation
of industry leaders, policy and decision mak-
ers. NAC 2002 targets 1,500 participants com-
pared to last year’s 1,200.

Fostering closer rapport (L-R) Richard Oon, Albert Yeoh, Ho Beng Tat (Customs’
Deputy Director), Steven Teh, Zainol Abidin Bin Din (Customs’ Director)
Adelena Lestari Chong & Fan Kah Seong

AN
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Inter-Varsity Accounting Quiz (IVAQ 2002)

Proud Winners … Lee Hin Kan and Piong Yew Peng congratulating
the winners of the IVAQ 2002.

Welcome … YAB Datuk Seri Mohd Ali Rustam being greeted by the
MIA and MMU officials on his arrival for the official opening of
the IVAQ 2002 at the MMU Melaka Campus in Bukit Beruang

Some 500 spectators packed the MMU Lecture Hall to witness the
IVAQ 2002 competition

The ‘M’ Team... (L-R) MIA Melaka Committee Member, Albert Goh;
IVAQ 2002 Organising Committee Chairman, Piong Yew Peng;
MIA Melaka Branch Chairman, Lee Hin Kan; MIA Vice-President,
Albert Wong and MIA Melaka Vice-Chairman, Abdul Halim Husin.

Sunway College emerged winners of
the annual Inter-University Account-
ing Quiz event, organised by the

Melaka Branch of the Malaysian Institute
of Accountants together with the Account-
ing Club of the Multimedia University
(MMU Melaka Campus). The team walked
away with the MIA President’s Challenge
Trophy. The teams from the Multimedia
University, HELP Institute and Universiti
Utara Malaysia took the second, third and
fourth places respectively.

The event which was officiated by the
Melaka Chief Minister, YAB Datuk Seri
Haji Mohd Ali Mohd Rustam on 20 July
2002 attracted 24 teams from 12 universi-
ties and Institutions of Higher Learning
from all over Malaysia.

In his opening remarks the Chief Minister
commended the effort taken by the Insti-
tute as well as the MMU in ensuring that
young accountants keep abreast of their
roles in the business world through healthy
competitive activities such as this event.

“Challenging the students on accounting
principles, financial and management ac-
counting, the annual quiz is aimed at enhanc-
ing the understanding, knowledge and ap-
plication of accounting essentials in manag-
ing a business,” said the IVAQ 2002 Organ-
ising Committee Chairman Piong Yew Peng.

The competition is one of many activi-
ties organised by MIA Melaka Branch to
promote the study and practice of account-
ing among Malaysians. AN

MIA MELAKA BRANCH

AN

ments required by other legislations are
included in the determination of thresh-
old for service tax purpose, and the dis-
bursements are not subject to ser vice
tax.

In response to Ho Beng Tat’s question,
Steven and the Penang Branch Vice-Chair-

person, Adelena Lestari Chong briefed him
on their billing systems as an auditor and
a company secretary respectively. Other
matters discussed and views exchanged
were the service tax imposed on manage-
ment service charges between groups of
companies and the software, MyKastam.

Steven also expressed the willingness of
the Institute to work closer with the Cus-
toms office in area such as disseminating
information regarding changes in admin-
istrative requirements from time to time
and jointly organising talks on topics of mu-
tual interest.
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Alocal institution of higher learning,
FTMS, stepped forward to offer a
three-year scholarship to a bright

student from Chung Hua Middle School
No. 3 who aspires to be an accountant. The
plight of 19 year old - Phang, who obtained
11As in his recent examinations and who
was unable to further his studies due to
financial constraints caught the attention
of MIA Sarawak Branch. Based on the rec-
ommendation from Chong, the school prin-
cipal, MIA Sarawak Education Chairman,
Simon Tan interviewed the student and
found that the student was willing to pur-
sue accountancy courses while still carry-
ing on part time tutoring to help his fam-
ily. He is also applying for a post in a local
accounting firm

David Tiang, MIA Sarawak Branch
Chairman thanked FTMS for being “an
institution with a heart” and Eddie Wee,
also a member of MIA, for granting the
scholarship instantly when he received the
call from MIA Kuching Office. Tiang at the

Aspiring Accountants
presentation ceremony said that MIA is
concerned not only with the welfare of the
existing accountants but also the future
ones who would one day become members
of the Institute.

The Education Sub-Committee together
with the Branch Manager participated in
education fairs and presented career talks
to schools and colleges in and around
Kuching City. It is quite apparent from
these fairs and talks that more and more
females are interested in accountancy. The
Committee has plans to visit other smaller
towns to promote accountancy to the stu-
dents and teachers especially in schools
who may not have heard of MIA.

The month of August saw MIA’s pres-
ence in Sarikei, Bintulu and Miri. Sarikei,
a town in the third Division, about two
hour’s drive from Sibu, is famous for its
sweet pineapples and previously was an im-
portant producer of pepper. The local chap-
ters of Sibu, Bintulu and Miri co-ordinated
the career talks which were presented by

the Branch Manager of MIA Sarawak and
Sabah, Lucy Read.

Travelling within Sarawak is an adven-
ture. Lucy was on a confirmed seat on a
MAS fokker flight from Sibu to Bintulu but
was mysteriously “bumped off” a couple of
days before she embarked on her annual
rounds of career talks in the three chap-
ters. With no seats and no other flights to
get her to Bintulu on time for the presen-
tation at SMK Bintulu scheduled for 9.30
am and after receiving numerous frantic
telephone calls from the Bintulu Commit-
tee not to cancel or postpone, Lucy had to
resort to catching a 5.30 am bus ride over
250 km.

Road and vehicle conditions were not
comfor table but the pot-holed bumpy
three-hour or more ride added an inter-
esting outlook to her experience. She
commented that she felt almost like the
‘globe trekker’ “being the lone passenger
on the journey to the more remote areas
of Sarawak. Only with the break of dawn,

A section of students of SMK St. Anthony, Sarikei … one obviously
camera shy

Blurry eyed MIA Branch Manager receiving a pennant from Mohd
Muyudin, teacher in charge at SMK Bintulu. Also present were Bintulu
Committee members, Ngu Ying Ping (left) and (from right) Ambrus
Wong Sii Ling, Florence Tang Chin Meng and Richard Hii Ming Tiing

At the handing over ceremony (L-R) Eddie Wee (FTMS), David
Tiang (MIA), Chong (Principal), Phang (student), Simon Tan
(MIA) and Eileen Kiu (FTMS)

Female students of Chung Hua Middle School No. 1 at their
school’s annual Education Fair after counselling by Branch
Education Committee members Ho Khung Chiew and Simon Tan
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With changes in the offices of the
heads of IRB in Sabah, MIA
Sabah Branch made a special ef-

fort to meet up with the new directors in
Kota Kinabalu and Sandakan and renew
contacts with the tax officers in order to
continue the cordial working relationship
between IRB and MIA.

The Sandakan Chapter Committee
called on Mohd Zaiki bin Ariffin, Direc-
tor of LHDN Sandakan at his office. Tan
Huang Dak, Sandakan Chairman and his
chapter committee members met with the

their clients.
The Sabah IRB Director informed MIA

that his department would organise work-
shops to train employers on the software
on preparing their CP39 forms. He also
agreed to look into the possibility of co-
organising workshops on Self-Assess-
ments for individuals for tax agents and
their clients jointly with MIA Sabah. On a
lighter note, Kamaruzzaman requested
tax agents to ensure that their clients pay
their tax dues to IRB on time to avoid
more stress.

Connecting with Kota Kinabalu and Sandakan IRB

Group photograph of MIA Sabah Branch Chairperson and Committee
Members with the IRB Director and senior staff at Kota Kinabalu

director and senior officers and briefed
them on the role of MIA, the branch and
chapter committee and members of MIA.
Tan also took the opportunity of the cour-
tesy call to bring up tax administrative is-
sues for discussion.

At the branch level, Sabah Chairperson,
Alexandra Thien and her branch commit-
tee members paid a similar courtesy call
on the new Director, Kamaruzzaman Ab.
Salleh for a friendly discussion on the cur-
rent tight deadlines of submission, which
has been stressful on the practitioners, and

MIA SABAH BRANCH

AN

Tan Huang Dak (MIA) presenting a memento to Mohd Zaiki bin
Ariffin (IRB) in Sandakan

Group photograph of Committee/Panelists with the first year
accounting degree students of Curtin University of Technology,
Sarawak campus and their lecturer who attended the career talk in
Dynasty Hotel, Miri

after the small town of Balingian, could
she begin to appreciate her surroundings.
Passing by dozens of longhouses dotted
along the road and local farmers on their
way to their farms walking with dogs as
companions and rattan baskets and
parangs on their shoulders, she realised

the familiar smell and hazy horizon were
partially contributed by nature and soci-
ety. It was disturbing to see patches of
scorched land and hill slopes with charred
whole trees, browned but still standing,
with only the top branches and leaves
green which had managed to escape the

inferno. It was also sad to note that some
locals still depend on such outdated farm-
ing methods handed down from genera-
tions for a living in a nation which prides
itself as one of the most developed coun-
tries of this region and where now stands
the tallest building in the world.

Miri career talk panelists (in Batik attire) (L-R) Matthew Wong Chie
Bin, Sim Yong Liang, Yong Nyet Yun, Andy Chia Chu Fatt, Aline Lee
Li Min, Lucy Read and Paul Bong Ted Luk

AN
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�
What is Risk?

In business, risk is often grouped into :

(i) market risk (business environment, in-
dustry, political situation),

(ii) liquidity risk (cashflow, funding, capi-
tal), and

(iii)credit risk (customers’ reputation, set-
tlement, accounts, payment).

Any other risks that reside in the busi-
ness and not falling into any of the above
would be categorised under :

(iv) operational or process risk.

Risk itself is not bad nor good, it just ‘is’. It
is in fact the impact and the outcome of risks
occurring to a business that is of concern to
entrepreneurs. Risk brings in two kinds of
result :  the negative impact would spell
losses and disasters, while the positive im-
pact would bring in profit or gain. This arti-
cle delves more into process or operational
risk.

Operational Risk
For financial institutions, the definition

by the Basle Capital Accord (draft) Janu-
ary 2001 is relevant. It says that operational
risk is ‘the risk of direct or indirect loss
resulting from inadequate or failed inter-
nal processes, people and systems or from
external events’. This definition focuses on
the causes of operational risk.

Fundamental factors in
operational risks

Essentially, operational risks in any or-
ganisation, be it in a business or non-busi-
ness (non-profit) entity, revolves around
the three fundamentals of :

(i) systems, policies & procedures;

(ii) internal controls; and

(iii)management supervision.

Operational risks do lurk around in an
environment where any or all of these

erational hazard. Pre-emptive risk manage-
ment is useful in operations like foreign
currency exchanges, derivatives and op-
tions. The concept or approach somewhat
differs from other kinds of risk manage-
ment like credit, liquidity or operational,
in that it aims to control and eventually halt
unauthorised trading transactions. This is
done by using various risk measurement
methodology to customers’ orders before
they are processed/executed. Example : In
the electronic trading environment, man-
agement uses pre-emptive risk manage-
ment as a tool that gives a financial inter-
mediary control and analysis over orders
received from retail or institutional custom-
ers before these orders are channelled to
the electronic markets. It is not uncommon
nowadays to see that many financial insti-
tutions are installing more screens for such
purposes. The bare fact is that a single ‘un-
controlled order’ could bring the collapse
of a financial empire.

The Might of K-economy and
Risks Thereat

Knowledge is information and vice-versa.
Today, knowledge moves the economy, so
that the person or group that has the
knowledge could outclass its competitors
and rule the industry. Knowledge these
days is indeed the ‘power’. In the banking
industry, for example, bank management
does have the great belief in its own instinct
when confronted with various complicated
situations. However, even the more gung
ho of management recognises that the
more reliable and credible (accurate) in-
formation it has about a situation, the more
effective its likely hunch. Taking the crash
market drama, the magnitude of downward
movement and losses over time in the early
stage are likely to be exponential. There-
fore in such a situation, speed of reaction
is vital, so that the quicker management
could evaluate its levels of exposure the

R I S K

That 4-letter word

“Risk”By Josef Eby Ruin

Internal
Controls

Systems,
Policies &

Procedures

OPERATIONAL
RISKS

Management
Supervision

M A N A G E M E N T

three fundamentals are weak, loose or not
reasonably observed and implemented.

Source :  J. E. Ruin, March 2001

Risk Management
Risk management is the art of dealing

with unpredictable events.
Managing risk entails a cyclical loop of

identifying, assessing, measuring, treating,
and monitoring of risks. It is ‘the process
of making and carrying out decisions that
will minimise the adverse effects of acci-
dental losses upon an organisation. Mak-
ing these decisions requires five steps in
the decision process (analysing, examin-
ing alternatives, selecting techniques, im-
plementing techniques, monitoring re-
sults). Carrying out these decisions re-
quires the risk management professional
to perform the four functions in the man-
agement process (planning, organising,
leading, controlling). Extract from G.L.
Head & S. Horn II, “Essentials of the Risk
Management Process”, Vol. 1).

Pre-emptive Management of Risk
Another word for proactive risk manage-

ment is pre-emptive risk management.
This pre-emptive approach is gaining popu-
larity due perhaps to today’s proliferation
of electronic trading performed in finan-
cial institutions. Pre-emptive risk could
pop-up from deliberate gambling, or it
might be a result of hacking or pure op-
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quicker would any decisive course of ac-
tion be taken. The course of action ought
to be performed in the shortest amount of
time for it to have maximum effect.

Chief Risk Officer
Towards the end of last year, many banks

(especially the foreign-owned) established
an important ‘Chief Risk Officer’ or CRO
post. He functions above other manage-
ment, and functionally reports directly to
the CEO/Chairman. Having a CRO is a
step in the right direction for the financial
institutions to manage their risks effec-
tively.

Objectives of an Enterprise
In risk management, one of the aims or

accountabilities would be to ensure that the
organisation is able to sustain or meet all
or most of the corporate objectives. These
objectives or things that an organisation
looks at or is concerned about would be :

(i) Making/maximising profit.

(ii) Providing quality service/products.

(iii) Increasing market share.

(iv) Gaining public confidence.

(v) Ensuring survival, business continuity.

(vi) Expanding into other markets, terri-
tories (trailblazing into new products/
services).

(vii) Increasing share prices and earnings.

(viii)Coping with rapidly changing technol-
ogy (change-management).

(ix) Ensuring stability of income/busi-
ness and operating performance.

(x) Maintaining or improving standards
of production or services.

(xi) Contributing to community welfare
(good corporate citizen).

(xii) Maintaining employee welfare (em-
ployer-of-choice, caring master).

(xiii)Reducing staf f turnover, enhance
employees’ productivity.

(xiv)Projecting positive image and reputa-
tion in public.

(xv) Ability to avoid major setbacks (resil-
ient); good risk management.

(xvi)Ability to recover from major set-
backs (innovative/versatile).

Benefit of Having Focused Risk Management

Party Kinds of benefit

Micro-level: • Business survival or failure
An organisation • Reducing expenses … cost of risks

• Peace of mind
• Social responsibility enhanced

Unit or individual-level : • Continuation of employment, no disruption of life-
 A family, or individual style due to, say, unemployment or retrenchment
(say, employee) • Reducing expenses … cost of risks

• Peace of mind
• Family image

Macro-level:
The community, society, • Costs to society from risks would be reduced to an
country extent that each business organisation or family unit

has managed the risk it faces
• Savings in social security/safety expenses, less

litigious society
• Healthy welfare community
• Reduced regulatory requirements

The Steps in the Risk Management Process

IDENTIFICATION

(identify type, nature, sources, causes)

MEASUREMENT

(assess frequency, severity, impact)

TREATMENT

(examine best practices, implement, monitor)

RISK CONTROL  RISK FINANCING/RETAIN RISK TRANSFER

Mitigate Excess or deductible Commercial insurance
Beef up internal controls Self-insure  Contractual transfer  for risk

Source :  J. E. Ruin, March 2001.

The Potential Cost of Risk
Risk does not come cheap, and managing it in itself is ‘cost’ already. Cost of risk could

be ascertained as (i) direct cost, (ii) indirect cost, and (iii) risk-financing related cost.

Type of cost Nature of cost

Direct cost of risk • Cost of replacement • Damages paid

• Loss of revenue

Indirect cost of risk • Loss of market • Product/service recall

• Loss of reputation • Write-offs of plant/material

• Management time • Medical expenses

• Paid absence from work • Effect on morale

• Effect on insurance premiums

Risk-financing related cost • Insurance premiums • Stock losses

• Maintenance •Re-packaging costs

• Campaign publicity to gain back goodwill, image,
reputation, credibility

�

�

� ��
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What Happens if there is no Risk Policy?
Without such a policy, the risk management processes and pro-

cedures and activities would not be fully effective. Also the risk
policy must be flexible enough that changes and adjustments could
be made to it when conditions or circumstances change within the
organisation. It must be strong enough to withstand attacks by
forces that would otherwise destroy it (e.g. a recessionary
economy). The risk policy should also take into account the possi-
bility of new products or services, and it should additionally ad-
dress the possibility of an organisation’s changing direction; for
example a motor company moving into food business, perhaps even-
tually eliminating the original (motor) product/service line.

Remedies and Solutions
A layman might envisage the study of medicine to be broken

down into four areas … preventive, diagnostic, curative and reme-
dial. A layman might also know that risk management is an art of
dealing with unpredictable events. Using the ‘medicine analogy’
one could group risk management/treatment under any of the
above four areas of preventive, diagnostic, curative and remedial.
Or using the five types of controls one could blend risk-treatment
as detective, preventive, directive, compensating, or corrective.

Looking at the ways risks are being managed or assessed in many
organisations, good progress has been made in the area of risk-
prevention. The market could be flooded with the prevention tech-
niques; and there are tools to measure, diagnose/evaluate organi-
sational risks. Perhaps what is still lacking is the curative or reac-
tive and pre-emptive panacea or treatment to certain and specific
risk–related situations. This might spell true especially in the case
of financial crashes. Financial crashes often defy calibration and
remain beyond the realms of ordinary experiences. Currently, with
people’s knowledge of crashes and the way they behave, the better
course of action would perhaps be to concentrate on developing
rapid responses to such crashes, after they have been ‘diagnosed’.

Holistic Approach to Risk Management
Holistic risk management pre-empts that (i) the policies, sys-

tems and procedures, (ii) internal controls, and (iii) management
supervision are adequately or reasonably effective. The environ-
ment that dictates the work-culture or mindset of an organisation
should be conducive before any risk management policies and
activities are to be effectively carried out. A simple diagram
to illustrate a holistic concept for risk manage-
ment is shown below.

Corporate Risk Management Mindset
Having a focused risk-mindset is fundamental to good risk man-

agement. This can simply be illustrated by using the 7As of cor-
porate risk-management as follows :

Source :  J. E. Ruin, March 2001.

M A N A G E M E N T

Risk of Not Maximising Resources
In any organisation, risks could lurk in the : (i) Active-part of busi-
ness and non-business operations; as well as in the (ii) Passive-
part (e.g. not optimising assets/resources or not putting fully the
resources to activity and applying them to bring in the business
and income).

This would give rise to the risk of ‘loss-opportunity’ or the so-
called notional loss in business. While a Risk Management De-
partment’s principal concern is to ensure that the identified risks
in business operational areas (whether financial or non-financial
risks) are contained or reasonably addressed by the management;
its role is also to see that the organisation’s resources (proper-
ties, assets, human resources) are optimally utilised. The risk-
reviews performed by the Risk Management Department would
look at issues like wastage, or idle resources not put to maximal
use to generate income.

Risk Policy
In an organisation, a sine qua non for sound risk management

is the existence of its risk policy. Developing and introducing a
corporate or organisational risk management policy is parallel to
the risk management process itself. Once the Risk Manager has
identified the areas to which a risk management policy should
apply, he should then :

(i) identify the lines of communication;

(ii) ascertain the informational needs for managing risks; and

(iii)evaluate the results a policy should bring.

Risk policy shapes the ground or conducive environment for
across the - board acceptance of risk management activities and
pro-cesses. Such an environment would permeate a conducive
corporate culture whereby employees at all levels would value
and understand the importance of sound risk controls and treat-
ment to ensure that the organisation meets its corporate objec-
tives to maximise profit, or to provide superior services if it is not
a profit-making entity.

Account

Action

Aware Agree

Accept

Assimilate

Acclimatise

CORPORATE
RISK

MANAGEMENT
MINDSET

RISK AWARENESS (environment, culture)

RISK CONTROLS
systems, procedures (policies)

COORDINATING
AND

COMMUNICATING
(data)

MONITORING
(fieldwork)

R
I
S
K

R
I
S
K

Source :  J. E. Ruin,
March 2001.
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Knowing the Dynamics in Risk Management
Many dynamics play symbiotic roles in making risk manage-

ment effective. There are eight that are rather fundamental as
illustrated in a simple diagram below.

Appropriate
oversight by

Board of Directors
& senior

management

Comprehensive
internal controls &
audit procedures

Prudent
risk

limits

Frequent
management

reporting

Adequate
risk

management
process
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information

systems

Impactful
& effective

management
reporting

Continuous
risk

monitoring

Some risk-management pundits even go outright to say that ‘do-
ing business and churning maximum profit is all about success-
ful and effective managing of risks’. Managing risks successfully
brings in rewards and profit, while not managing them well could
bring in negative impacts like fraud, losses and disasters. Risk
concerns or issues to address in ownership risk would be reputa-
tion, external threats, moral hazards and custodial or trusteeship
risks; while for entrepreneurial or business risk the risk types
would be opportunity costs, loss of business or notional income
loss, ‘business foregone’, and productivity loss. In process or op-
erational risk, the risk dimensions would be fraud, errors and
omissions, poor product or service quality, delays, accidents, life
and health hazards. The art of dealing with unpredictable events
is what risk management is all about, where inherent risks are
identified, analysed, assessed/measured, treated and later moni-
tored. The various ways risks could be ‘treated’ would depend on
whether an organisation prefers to retain, transfer, assume or avoid
the identified risks. Risk management is not complete or would
not be effective if an organisation’s environment (culture) is not
conducive; so therefore a sine qua non for risk management is an
organisation’s clear and defined risk policy.

Note :  The writer was a Fulbright Professional Exchange scholar. He
holds MSc (Bus Admin) degree, is a member of MIA since 1984 and a
fellow of ACCA(UK). Currently he is Head of Operational Risk Manage-
ment in one of the Malaysian anchor banks.

SUMMARY
One success factor for the successful managing of an enter-

prise or business is having the art of effectively managing risks.

AN
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Discussions among a number of
Senior Managers, show there
is concern that too many up-

and-coming managers take themselves too
seriously,” says Dr. Joel Goodman — an ex-
pert in workplace psychology attached to
the “HUMOUR PROJECT” in Saratoga
Springs, New York. “These executives say
that the younger managers’ seriousness is
having the opposite (negative) effect of
what the are trying to convey — they are
losing their effectiveness.”

So what does all this mean in our busi-
ness environment? Should you become the
office Don Rickles — the epitome of an in-
sult for every occasion? Or should you be
typecast as the Eddie Murphy in your par-
ticular organisation :  slick, hippy, with vir-
tually no reverence for all authority figures
in the organisation? Neither of these port-
folios really suits our Malaysian office cul-
ture. There is a fine line that separates of-
fice humour and unemployment! You would
not for example joke about your boss’s wig
or toupee — no matter how clever your de-
livery, and hope to survive in your job.

Aside from breaking up the monotony or
the humdrum routine, there are many other
reasons for humour in business. Some large
corporations like Pacific Northwest Bell &
Monsanto Corp. are strong supporters of
humour in the workplace. PNB holds the
view that it helps to forge stronger relation-
ships between people.

“When people enjoy coming to work,
common sense says that they will be more
productive. Laughter is the shortest dis-

tance between two individuals!” Monsanto
sees humour as a way to generate creativ-
ity among its scientists. “Creativity and hu-
mour both involve gaining new perspective
on old realities! There has been research
to indicate that humour does liberate crea-
tivity and maximise learning.”

In recent years the value of humour in the
business environment is being better under-
stood and some companies have introduced
the subject in their training programmes.
Proverbially speaking, “delivering serious
ideas and content with some light hearted
banter helps the medicine go down easier!”

The right type of humour can equally be a
powerful tool in leadership. Past US Presi-
dent, Ronald Reagan, used this effectively
in his 1984 election trail to deflect problems
and avoid answering sticky questions. On
several instances, Walter Mondale — the
Democratic opponent — harped on
Reagan’s advanced age as a liability to the
nation. Reagan simply responded, “I am not
about to pick on Mondale for his youth and
inexperience!” He got his audience to laugh
and thereby diffused the problem. On an-
other occasion, as can be the case, Reagan’s
humour backfired and he had to subse-
quently apologise. When a reporter at a
press conference, asked Reagan “whether
he had any comments on rumours that
Michael Dukakis (Democrat’s Vice-Presi-
dential Candidate) had sought psychiatric
help for depression”, he responded with a
quip :  “I am not going to pick on an invalid.”
This time round the joke did not go down
well with the people as ‘mental illness was

no laughing matter’ and Reagan’s remark
was inconceived!

There are a few rudimentary rules you
ought to adhere to the next time you feel
the urge to respond with humour or make
a joke :

Will it offend anyone? Avoid racial, eth-
nic, religious and sexual jokes. Re-
marks or poking fun at someone else’s
mental, physical or emotional imperfec-
tions are not well received too.

Mild, self-deprecating remarks can be
effective. But never make a remark that
raises doubt on your competence, it
could haunt you later.

Jokes made in the presence of your
senior managers can be tricky and
risky! Unless you are certain that your
clever remarks are appropriate and
funny, reserve those special jokes to
your counterparts and subordinates.

Timing is critical in how a joke is per-
ceived. There is a time and place for
everything. For example, you would
not expect a joke to go down well at all
to someone who has received a severe
reprimand from his boss or has been
just dismissed from his job! If, and
when, you are in doubt, it’s best to hold
off flashing your wit or humour.

The level of acceptance of humour in any
organisation eventually rests on the atti-
tudes of the top management. In most
Malaysian companies, the abiding rules of
corporate culture start at the top and work
their way down. If the ultimate boss, the
CEO, employs levity or some light-
heartedness, then the tone is set and hu-
mour becomes acceptable at all levels. On
the remote possibility that top manage-
ment have no sense of humour, then the
chances are your brand of light remarks,
humour and jokes will be rarely heard
around your organisation. That will be a
sad travesty of humanity!

A Sense of Humour
in a Business Environment

By Davis Sharp

To look at Malaysia’s Business Professionals in their sombre corporate
success suits, concern weighing down their features as they methodically
(in robot fashion) punch their data into their computers, it might be diffi-
cult to imagine that a sense of humour is a key ingredient to forging ahead
in business. A market survey conducted recently on personnel decision-
makers showed that some 88 per cent of them agreed that humour is an
important job qualification, indeed a pre-requisite!

“
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M A N AG I N G

M A N A G E M E N T

Before the Manager starts any
activity he must stop and think
about it :  what is the objective,
how can it be achieved, what

are the alternatives, who needs to be in-
volved, what will it cost, is it worth doing?

Monitor…
When you have a plan you should again

stop and think about how to ensure that your
plan is working. You must establish ways of
monitoring your progress — even if it is just
setting deadlines for intermediate stages,
counting customer replies, or tracking even
what some might consider trivial discards.
Choose a system, which displays progress
and establish a procedure to ensure that
happens. But before you start, set a date on
which you will once more stop and think
your plan, reconsider in the light of the evi-
dence gathered from the monitoring.

Whenever you have a project to attend to,
consider not only the task but first the
method. For example, if a meeting has to
decide the marketing slogan for a new prod-
uct, you should initially ignore anything to
do with marketing slogans and decide :

How should the meeting be held?
Who can usefully contribute?
How will ideas be best generated?
What criteria are involved in the deci-
sion?
Is there a better way of achieving the
same end?

If you resolve these points first, all will be
achieved far more smoothly. Many of these
decisions may not have a single ‘right’ an-
swer; the point is that they need to have ‘an’
answer so that the task is accomplished ef-
ficiently. It is the posing of the questions, in
the first place, which will distinguish you
as a good manager — the solutions are avail-
able to you through common sense.

Review…
Once the five (or more) questions are

posed, you can be creative. For instance, “is

there a better way of producing a new slo-
gan?” could be answered by a quick internal
competition within the company. This takes
few minutes and a secretary to organise, it
provides a quick buzz of excitement through-
out the whole company, it refocuses every-
one’s mind on the new product and so cel-
ebrates its success. All staff feel some own-
ership of the project, and you start the meet-
ing with several ideas — either from which
to select a winner, or to use as triggers — for
further brainstorming. Thus with a simple
pause from the helter-skelter of getting the
next job done, and a moment’s reflection, you
can expedite the task and build team spirit
throughout the entire company.

It is worth stressing the relative impor-
tance of the review. In an ideal world where
managers are wise, information is factual,
unambiguous, and always available, and the
changes in life are never abrupt or large; it
would be possible for you to sit down and to
plan the strategy for your group. Unfortu-
nately, managers are mortals, information is
seldom complete and frequently inaccurate
(or too much to assimilate), and the unex-
pected always arrives inconveniently. The
situation is never plain in black and white,
but merely in a fog of various shades of grey.

Your overall approach thus represents
no more than the best guess you can make

in the current situation; the review is when
you interpret the results to deduce the
emerging, successful strategy (-not neces-
sarily the one you had expected originally).

The review is not merely to fine-tune your
plan, but it is to evaluate the project and to
incorporate the new, practical information,
which you have gathered into the creation
of the next step forward. Needless to say,
you should be prepared for radical changes.

Leadership…
History reveals that no one style of lead-

ership can be advocated as every ‘Leader‘
owns a completely different approach. As
Manager, you do not have the power to ex-
ecute, nor even to banish but you have other
instruments to discipline. Today’s workforce
is rapidly gaining in sophistication, as the
world grows more complex. You cannot
anymore effectively control through fear or
intimidation, so you must try another route.
You could possibly gain compliance and rule
your team through edict; but you would lose
their input and experience, and gain only the
burdens of greater decision-making. As you
would have already surmised, you do not
have the right environment to be a despot;
you gain advantage by being a team leader.

A common mistake about the image of a
Manager is that they must be loud, flamboy-
ant, and a great drinker or golfer or racket
player — in short a great socialiser to draw
people to them. This is wrong! In any com-
pany, if you look hard enough, you will find
quiet modest people, who are the great
achievers — the ones that manage teams
with great personal success. If you are quiet
and modest, fear nothing - all you need is to
talk clearly to the people who matter, i.e. your
team, and they will hear you!

The great Managers are individuals who
challenge the existing complacency and
who are prepared to lead their teams for-
ward towards a personal vision. They are
the ones who recognise problems, seize op-
portunities, and create their own future.
Ultimately, they are the ones who stop to
think where they want to go and then have
the shameless audacity to set out getting
there!

The Manager’s Maxim :
Plan … Monitor … Review … Leadership

By Davis Sharp
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B E T T E R  L I F E

NAIL Biting
Tell a parent her child bites his nails and you would probably get a
non- committal response. But if you say that her child has chronic
onychophagia, which is the clinical term for nail biting, the parent
will sit up and start to worry. A lot of parents view fingernail biting
as a minor or even non-existent problem. Is nail biting just a minor
nuisance or is it a symptom of a medical condition?

Incidence
Nail biting is more common than we are

aware of. Although the incidence is greater
amongst children, adults are not com-
pletely free of it. In his 1995 study entitled
“Operant Learning Principles Applied to

Nail Biting” published in Psychological
Reports, author Terry M. McClanahan es-
timated that 28 to 33
per cent of chil-
dren between
the ages of

seven and 10; 44 per cent of adolescents;
19  to 29  per cent of young adults and five
per cent of older adults are nail biters.

Experts say that nail biting tends to peak
between the ages of 10 and 18. Although
boys and girls appear equally prone to the
habit in their earlier years, after the age of
10, more boys than girls are nail biters.

Studies seem to suggest that people with
higher intelligence tend to bite their nails
more than less intelligent people. This is
probably because people with a higher rate
of intelligence are given more responsibili-
ties resulting in more anxiety.

Is Nail Biting Genetic
or Aquired?

Tim Wysocki, PhD, a pediatric psycholo-
gist, defines a habit as “a strong behaviour
pattern that is repeated over and over again”.

According to him the nail biting child is
usually not aware of the habit.

Nail biting is often an acquired be-
haviour. The child resorts to such be-
haviour because of its association
with some form of comfort or pleas-
ure derived from it.
Studies also suggest that nail biting

can run in the family thus indicating a
genetic factor. This is also borne out by the
fact that some children start biting their
nails at the toddler stage. I have seen a little
girl who started biting her nails soon after
her first birthday.

What Causes Nail Biting?
What causes a habit? Experts are not al-

ways sure of the cause. However, it is gener-
ally accepted that nail biting can be motivated
by any of the following — stress, medical dis-
orders, learned behaviour or just plain habit.

Nail biting is often a common reaction
to stress. A child or even an adult uses nail
biting as a coping mechanism to relieve
pent-up emotions. He bites his nails when
he is nervous or there is some disharmony
whether in the school or at work.

As a child grows up and becomes more
worldly-wise he finds it worthwhile to have
a few habits up his sleeve to help him deal
with adults. He may find that instead of
screaming his head off, just biting his nails
would attract the attention of his parents,
the very thing he wants. In his attempt to
manipulate his parents, he resorts to nail
biting, holding his breath, twirling his hair

H E A LT H
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or some other behaviour, as a bargaining
power. For example, he would be willing to
stop his nail biting for say two days provided
he got the toy he wanted. Such learned be-
haviour is a sign that a child is trying to con-
trol his environment and is more likely to
occur in the case of a child who is over pro-
tected or subject to rigid schedules.

Sometimes nail biting is just plain habit.
To kill boredom, the child chews his nails.
Sometimes it is a form of entertainment. A
one and a half year old toddler I know re-
peatedly bites her nails until they hang and
then she asks an adult to cut the hangnails.
It could be a case of copying from the
babysitter or a family member.

Nail biting can also be symptomatic of
some medical disorders. For example an
emotional trauma brought on by the constant
fights between his parents can result in nail
biting. A child who constantly bites his nails
may be suffering severe anxiety or a poor
self-image. The habit will have progressed
beyond a simple habit and become obsessive
behaviour when the child’s nail biting habit
interferes with his daily functioning or with
his social relationships. The fact that he gets
teased at school is a sign of this.

What Damage Can Result
From Nail Biting?

An obvious result is the damage to the
cuticles. Equally obvious is the jagged and
rough edge of the bitten nail. Where a nail
has been bitten too far in, bleeding can
occur at the grooves or cuticles.

More extreme problems may result from
this seemingly harmless habit. The constant
wetting of the finger can be responsible for
yeast infection of the nail and oral herpes
can actually begin to grow on the finger.
Ridging, nail deformity and even nail loss
can happen. Bacterial infections can lead to
severe dental problems such as gingivitis.

Stopping the Habit
What help can be offered to the nail biter

in order to save his or her nails? Todate
there is no 100 per cent success rate for
curing nail biters. However, it has been
suggested that it may be easier to cure nail
biting related to a psychiatric problem than
to break one that is a habit.

The following techniques yield different
results. Consistency, determination and
positive outlook are important factors.

Self check
Self control begins with awareness. To help
in his awareness, the nail biter is required
to observe and keep a written record of the
frequency of his nail biting episodes.

Aversion
This calls for strategies to discourage the

habit. It could mean coating the nails with
a bitter substance, wearing gloves, or other
deterrents. However, the disadvantage
with this technique is that although it yields
quick results, it does not teach the indi-
vidual to acquire adaptive behaviours so
that once the aversive substance is re-
moved, he resumes his nail biting habit.

Response competition
This technique requires the nail biter to

do some physical action whenever he gets

the urge to bite his nails. For instance, he
can be taught to engage himself in draw-
ing, writing, or some other convenient ac-
tivity or simply put his hands by his side.

Habit reversal
Probably the most effective technique is

to draw up a step by step programme to
make the individual aware of his habit and
then to provide a competing response to in-
terfere with the habit. This would mean
combining record keeping, relaxation train-
ing (e.g. yoga), and response competition.

Advice to Parents
Parents can help by giving praise and re-

ward as positive reinforcement. For exam-
ple, if their daughter lets her nail grow, al-
low her to apply nail polish. In the case of
their son, he could be allowed to watch a
special television programme.

Parents should calmly point out to the
child that they don’t like it when he bites
his nails and that it doesn’t look nice. Par-
ents should not scold or lecture the child.
Ridicule or punishment can actually inten-
sify the behaviour.

As far as possible involve the child in the
process of breaking the habit. Ask him if
he wants to stop the habit and if so what
he can do to break the habit.

Don’t sound too authoritarian. Instead of
saying, “Don’t bite your nails,” say, “Why
don’t you try and let your nails grow?”

Do not expect instant success. Be pa-
tient. Just as habits take time to develop,
they may take time to be replaced by alter-
native behaviour. AN

Brief Profile on www.prohighwayhealthcare.com
ProHighway Healthcare Sdn Bhd provides health information to the public

through its URL www.prohighwayhealthcare.com
Such information includes useful health tips that range from baby to elderly health

as well as information on diseases, drugs, statistics and treatment contributed by
various national organisations such as the National Cancer Society and Malaysian
Aids Council.

Linkages with various other websites also provide wider and more comprehen-
sive content. Other community services in the URL are :

Healthcare Live Chat that is on every Tuesday from 9.00 p.m. till 10.00 p.m. A
medical specialist is present to “chat” online with the public over the Internet on
a particular medical topic.

Ask Dr Bella. A question & answer column where the public can ask our team
of medical specialists’ health questions.

E-Family Counselling column, working with a team of professional counsellors
from “Focus on the Family” to meet the needs of the public.
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PASSION for FASHION
By Stella Maria Read

Are you a sexy kitten on a cavort mission? Are your dowdy clothes
a clever disguise? Are you the flower — for man’s sorry eyes?

B E T T E R  L I F E
Q U I Z

CALCULATE YOUR SCORE

1. a. 5 b. 10 c. . 0
2. a. 0 b. 5 c. 10
3. a. 0 b. 10 c. 5
4. a. 10 b. 5 c. 0
5. a. 5 b. 0 c. 10
6. a. 5 b. 10 c. 0
7. a. 5 b. 10 c. 0
8. a. 5 b. 0 c. 10
9. a. 10 b. 5 c. 0

10. a. 5 b. 10 c. 0
11. a. 0 b. 10 c. 5
12. a. 10 b. 0 c. 5
13. a. 5 b. 0 c. 10
14. a. 5 b. 10 c. 0
15. a. 10 b. 5 c. 0
16. a. 5 b. 0 c. 10
17. a. 0 b. 10 c. 5
18. a. 5 b. 0 c. 10
19. a. 0 b. 10 c. 5
20. a. 0 b. 10 c. 5

140-200 :  Beneath your subtle, un-
der-rated (disguised?) clothes is a pas-
sionate flower that men find irresist-
ible. You play the waiting game, pre-
tending an innocence - that belies what
you really are: one sexy, sensuous in-
dividual.

70-135 :  You probably consider
yourself the sexiest person, wearing
loud, colourful and revealing attire.
Your too obvious ‘come-on’ works
against you. Tone down and work on
a more enchanting, yet deceptive ap-
proach. Men like the chase and if the
quarry (you) happens to be mysteri-
ous, this makes it more exciting!

0-65 :  Passion is not there and like-
wise your fashion sense. Although you
have a friendly disposition, you tend
to hold back, preferring to be in the
background.
Work on your low scoring attributes
this Quiz has revealed — you could do
with more excitement in your life. AN

1  Do you dress to :
a. get noticed
b. fit in with the crowd
c. loose yourself in the crowd
2  On your very first date, would

you wear :
a. a figure-hugging leopard print outfit
b. a comfortable blouse and jeans
c. a simple black knee-length gown
3  Do you visualise clothes as a

means to :
a. hide unwanted fat and bulges
b. show off your figure
c. reveal your body to the hilt
4  Is your jewellery :
a. plain but always genuine items
b. heavy and colourful
c. non-existent
5  Is your perfume selection :
a. heavy & musky
b. fresh & flowery
c. indefinable
6  Are the shoes you wear :
a. designed to match the clothes
b. whatever to show off the legs
c. just comfortable for the feet
7  Do you get your hair done :
a. whenever it gets untidy
b. as soon as you are bored with the

current hairdo
c. not often, once in a long while
8  Are you leg conscious and would

you wear :
a. silk stockings
b. tights or socks
c. a tan and a gold anklet?
9  Given the choice would you be

bra-less :
a. anywhere, anytime
b. when it suits the clothes worn
c. only when retiring to bed
10  Do you consider yourself

fashionable :
a. only when dressing up for formal

occasions
b. as you shop at boutiques
c. when dressed casually for comfort

11  Alone in bed do you wear :
a. a nightgown or pyjamas
b. a silk negligee
c. nothing but pink nail varnish perhaps

12  At home when you undress, do you :
a. ask your partner to help you shed your

clothes
b. yank it all off in one graceful sweep
c. delicately peel and step out of each

garment
13  Your partner asks you to wear

something exciting in the bedroom,
do you :

a. wear a see-through black nightie
b. his pyjama top
c. silk frilly knickers and high heels
14  He asks you to wear stockings &

suspenders & black boots — bare
boobs :

a. are you embarrassed
b. are you thrilled and hot
c. are you totally disgusted
15  Relaxed at home with your hubby,

would you retire to bed in curlers
and face mask :

a. never
b. very seldom
c. often
16  Invited to your partner’s office

party, would you :
a. be in a tight skirt, bra-less, see-through

blouse
b. dress severely in a skirt, blouse & jacket
c. wear a simple dress with matching

accessories
17  You are at a popular bathing beach,

would you be :
a. in a one piece swimsuit
b. in a g-string and a wet T-shirt or

sleeveless singlet
c. as little as possible, within the law
18  Would your wardrobe be rich in :
a. glittery party-outfits with matching

apparel
b. comfortable casual leisure-wear
c. lasting tailor-made classical selections

made to last
19  Stepping out to the nearby super-

market for casual shopping, do you :
a. wear slippers & put on a scarf to hide

your head
b. comb your hair, put on light make-up

& lip gloss
c. bathe and wear full make-up before

stepping out
20  What do you consider more sexy :
a. a long sleeveless black gown
b. a man’s cocktail outfit
c. a busty tight-fitting revealing outfit

from the sex-shop
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ACCA MALAYSIA ENVIRONMENTAL

REPORTING AWARD LAUNCHING A HUGE SUCCESS!

ACCA’s Malaysia Environmental
Reporting Awards (ACCA MERA)
was of ficially launched by YB

Dato’ Seri Law Hieng Dieng, Malaysia’s
Minister of Science, Technology and Envi-
ronment on 16 July 2002 in Kuala Lumpur.

In his address, Dato’ Seri Law said that
companies in Malaysia may be required to
do environmental reporting under the pos-
sible amendment to the Environmental
Quality Act 1974. Following that statement,
ACCA has been publicly asked by the min-
ister to help prepare guidelines for corpo-
rate environmental reporting.

In his speech, ACCA Malaysia Advisory
Committee (MAC) President, Rahim
Abdul Hamid said that it was critical for the
accounting profession to be concerned
with more than just profit and loss. It
should recognise the impact businesses
have on the environment.

According to a study commissioned by
ACCA on the state of environmental report-
ing in Malaysia, only 7.7 per cent of KLSE main
board companies were engaged in some form
of environmental reporting last year. However
the number increased from 25 in 1999 to 35
in 2000 and to 40 in 2001.

“Based on the study, it is necessary to
have mechanisms towards promoting envi-
ronmental reporting among corporate com-
panies and ACCA believes that ACCA
MERA is one of the mechanisms to promote
environmental reporting” said Janice Wong,
ACCA’s Manager of Member Services.

ACCA’s Environmental Reporting Award
was first introduced in the UK in 1991,
aimed to support and encourage the devel-
opment of corporate environmental report-
ing techniques. The Awards has proved
influential in the development of creating
greater awareness among the corporate
community to implement environmental
reporting in the UK, and the scheme has
been mirrored by many other countries
worldwide.

ACCA MERA is endorsed by the Depart-
ment of Environment (DoE) and the New
Straits Times Press is the official media
partner.

The award presentation ceremony is
scheduled to be in March 2003. All organi-
sations are welcomed to participate in the

As the rate of women that are set-
ting up businesses is increasing
significantly, the government is

putting in more effort to assist them in vari-
ous ways. ACCA has always recognised the
potential of SMEs in the nations’ growth
and has assisted the SMIDEC in a “Work-
shop on Business Opportunities and the Pro-
motion of Special Assistance Schemes for
Women Entrepreneurs”, which was held at
various venues throughout Malaysia.

Associate Professor, Faridah Ahmad,
FCCA, a member of the ACCA-SME com-
mittee represented ACCA to talk to entre-
preneurs on “Basic Skills in Cash Account-
ing and Cash Management”. The work-

shops were held in various venues starting 6 March until 6 September 2002.
� 6 March — Petaling Jaya � 3 July — Kuching
� 5 April — Johor Bharu � 7 August — Kota Kinabalu
� 26 June — Sungai Petani � 6 Sept — Kuantan

WORKSHOP ON BUSINESS

OPPORTUNITIES AND THE PROMOTION

OF SPECIAL ASSISTANCE SCHEMES

FOR WOMEN ENTREPRENEURS

ACCA Malaysia Environmental Awards.
For further details please visit www.acca
global.com/sustainability.

AN

AN

C O L U M N S
N E W S  F R O M  P R O F E S S I O N A L  B O D I E S

Associate Professor, Faridah Ahmad
presenting her talk to the women
entreprenuers.

ACCA MERA launching...From (left to right) Hajjah Rosnani, Dato’ Seri Law Hieng Ding,
En. Rahim Abdul Hamid, Mr. Peter Wong and Ms. Phang.
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VOLUNTEER’S DAY

Why do some people volunteer
their ser vices and others
don’t? Is there something differ-

ent about volunteers? How do they juggle of-
fice time and volunteer work? A dictionary
definition of a volunteer is “someone who
does work without being paid
for it, because they want to do it
and feel that it needs to be
done.” CIMA Malaysia Division
showed its appreciation recently
during the CIMA Volunteers’
Day to its many volunteers
whose supporting role helps the
Division to achieve its goals.
These are CIMA members who
volunteer their services in the
Divisional Council, Education &
Training Committee, Manage-
ment & Professional Develop-
ment Committee, Membership,
Social & Community Affairs

Committee and the CIMA-MIA Affairs Com-
mittee.

Forty-four CIMA volunteers and staff at-
tended the Volunteers’ Day on a bright and
early Sunday morning at the Forest Research
Institute of Malaysia (FRIM) in Kepong, Kuala

Lumpur on 7 July 2002. The day started with
a Nature’s Walk through part of FRIM’s for-
est, following a trail up to 1000 metres  at Bukit
FRIM. For most of the participants, the most
challenging part was to put on a brave front
and take the ‘Canopy Walk’. The Canopy Walk

is a suspended wooden walkway,
1000 metres above the forest
floor, with a breathtaking view
from the ‘top of the forest.’

In his talk on ‘Motivation and
Volunteerism’ in the afternoon,
Tuan Haji Muztaza bin Haji
Mohamad, Immediate Past
President of CIMA Malaysia Di-
vision, said, ”In volunteerism,
you give freely of your time and
services and the satisfaction
that you get is your reward.
Volunteerism will not put
money into your pocket but in
spirit, you will be stronger.”

April 2002 saw the launch of CIMA
Intuition, CIMA’s new e-learning
  portal. CIMA Intuition features

an array of on-line and CD-ROM materials
developed in association with, and by some
of the world’s leading developers includ-
ing KnowledgePool and Pricewaterhouse-
Coopers. These resources will allow fi-
nance professionals and their colleagues
access to quality training resources 24
hours a day, seven days a week, worldwide.

Designed to offer an alternative to con-
ventional training courses, CIMA Intuition
adapts to your information requirements
and preferred learning style. It puts you in
charge of your training and gives you the
essential tools to drive your career forward.

The courses currently available include
the following :
� Risk in Investment Appraisal

This on-line resource will provide you
with the tools to understand risk in invest-
ment appraisal, from applying principal
evaluation techniques, to analysing your
findings and implementing best practice
into your organisation.
� Performance Management

Focus on short-term financial perform-
ance and you could be risking your long-
term prosperity, focus on your long term
planning and you could sacrifice your short-

term success. So how do you manage the
performance of your business and reap the
maximum rewards possible? This online
resource offers you the opportunity to in-
vestigate the concept of performance man-
agement, from planning your strategy, to
engaging and energising your organisation.
� Overhead Cost Control

The pressure to control overheads is a
constant consideration in any economic en-
vironment, but how do you drive out over-
head cost without driving out value? This
online resource will provide you with a fun-
damental understanding of how to complete
an overhead cost control project. You will
learn how to plan your review, make it hap-
pen, and understand its outcomes.
� Updates for Management Accountants

The role of the management accountant
is ever evolving and keeping up to date is
becoming increasingly difficult. From your
changing role in the organisation, to the
changing techniques you could be adopt-
ing, this online resource provides you with
an opportunity to understand the latest
strategic, tactical and operational develop-
ments affecting you in your job.
� Financial Awareness for non

Financial Managers
Talking and understanding the language

of finance is no longer the reserve of your

finance department. Yet many non-financial
managers never fully understand basic fi-
nance principles. There is no escaping the
fact that understanding financial informa-
tion will make you more effective in your
job. This online resource will help you un-
derstand the language and application of
business finance, from what influences you
directly such as departmental objectives
and budgets, to how you contribute to your
company’s financial strategy.
� International Accounting Standards

— From Principles to Practice
Companies across the world are making the

change to International Accounting Standards
(IAS), the global corporate reporting lan-
guage. EU listed companies are required to
convert to IAS by 2005 which means that or-
ganisations must start work now. To help busi-
nesses cope with this transition — the big-
gest change to financial reporting in recent
histor y, Pricewaterhouse Coopers has
launched P2P IAS from principle to practice.
� Management Bytes

Management Bytes is a series of twelve 5-
10 minute training sessions on key manage-
ment development skills including special-
ist knowledge areas, such as Business Im-
pact, Presentations and Leadership Skills.

Visit the CIMA intuition website at
www.cimaintuition.com.

N E W S  F R O M  P R O F E S S I O N A L  B O D I E S

C O L U M N S

CIMA’S NEW LEARNING PORTAL

AN

AN

Some of CIMA’s volunteers on top of Bukit FRIM.
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REGISTRATION OF ACCOUNTANTS AS AT 1 JULY 2002
CA — Chartered Accountant
LA — Licensed Accountant
AM — Associate MemberThe following persons are now entitled to describe themselves as an ‘Accountant’ upon their admission to

the Malaysian Institute of Accountants, in accordance with Sections 22 & 23 of the Accountants Act 1967.

M E M B E R S ’  U P D AT E

Nirmala Devi A/P Shanmugam 19470/CA
Syaridatul Ain Binti Mohd Saari 19575/CA
Klia, Sepang
Samsol Kamal Bin Mat Nasir 19476/CA
    @ Md Nor
Petaling Jaya
Aarathi Arumugam 19465/CA
Ann Wan Tee 19497/CA
Chan Pau San 19531/CA
Cheah Ker Yean 19472/CA
Chong Hon Keun 19611/CA
Choy Xue Qin 19524/CA
Chung Pick Har 19525/CA
Hau Mei Hui 19610/CA
Jason Cham Toon Fook 19488/CA
Josephine Wong Siew Mei 19606/CA
Kenneth Kwong Chor Wah 19481/CA
Khoo Li Li 19594/CA
Lai Yi Khen 19529/CA
Leong Pak Cheong 19483/LA
Lim Kok Keong 19584/CA
Lim Pik San 19589/CA
Ng Li Fung 19441/CA
Ooi Chye Khoon 19593/CA
Ooi Wei Ning 19532/CA
Shirley Ng Hui Ling 19558/CA
Soon Yen-Yi 19603/CA
Soong Chia Chuan 19533/CA
Wong Siew Lin 19578/CA
Puchong
G. Shanmugam A/L Govindasamy 19491/CA
Koh Ing Chin 19463/CA
Seri Kembangan
Chiong Chau 19582/CA
Go Siew Wing 19471/CA
Masliza Bt Md Ribut 19466/CA
Wong Yit Fen 19402/CA
Yeo Siang Kian 19507/CA
Shah Alam
Chan Kok Leong 19520/CA
Johan Bin Mohamed Ishak 19560/CA
Liza Suryani Binti Mustapha 19459/CA
Tg Aznita Suzana Binti Tg 19541/CA
     Mohd Yusof
Zaleha Binti Hamzah 19489/CA
Subang Jaya
Estee Lau May Lyn 19580/CA
Hong Gaik Im 19512/CA
Koh Ree Nie 19602/CA
Lakshmanan A/L Subramaniam 19557/CA
Loo Poi Wan 19585/CA
Sherrida Binti Rozalli 19442/CA
Sua Soo Yng 19590/CA
Tan Chee Chin 19530/CA
Tan Moh Yong 19588/CA
TERENGGANU DARUL IMAN
Dungun
Jamalludin Helmi Bin Hashim 19446/CA
Kuala Terengganu
Ahmad Iskandar Bin Khalid 19506/CA
Zuriani Binti Naim 19510/CA
WILAYAH PERSEKUTUAN
Kuala Lumpur
Abdul Rahman Bin Yaacob 19456/CA
Amran Bin Idris 19455/CA
Balasubramaniam A/L Veloosamy 19468/CA

JOHOR DARUL TAKZIM
Batu Pahat
Nazrah Binti Abdullah 19537/CA
Johor Bahru
Chan Shen Wei 19542/CA
Kenangan Binti Tarmin 19494/CA
Masufa Binti Sufian 19574/CA
Tai Jiun Kaei 19448/CA
Tan Seoh Kim 19440/CA
Kluang
Rama Subbiah A/L Velayutham 19502/CA
Tong Lay Kwan 19521/CA
Kota Tinggi
Persheelan A/L Kularajasingam 19539/CA
Masai
Mohd Marzuki Bin Ismail 19453/CA
Muar
Lim Wen Shiow 19601/CA
Pontian
Tan Siew Keng 19482/CA
KEDAH DARUL AMAN
Langkawi
Muhammad Affan Bin Daud 19559/CA
Padang Serai
Abdul Halim Bin Long 19545/CA
Rohaya Binti Hashim 19490/CA
Sungai Petani
Tan Khee Meng 19568/CA
MELAKA
Bukit Beruang
Wilson Liau 19478/CA
Melaka
Hanim Binti Ghauth 19550/CA
Lee Yen Guan 19548/CA
Tai Chee Hoon 19591/CA
Tan Pau Choo 19458/CA
Zarina Binti Hussin 19475/CA
Tg.Kling
Haniza Binti Mohamad 19449/CA
NEGERI SEMBILAN DARUL KHUSUS
Seremban
Chan Win Way 19454/CA
Che Nor Azira Binti Che Ali 19461/CA
PAHANG DARUL MAKMUR
Kuantan
Fauziah Binti Abdullah 19523/CA
PERAK DARUL RIDZUAN
Bidor
Tan Chew Hoon 19528/CA
Ipoh
Chuah Teong Jeff 19480/CA
D. Joyce Christina A/P Dharmaraj 19553/CA
Habibah Binti Yahya 19544/CA
Khalifah Binti Hamzah 19501/CA
Lew Jing Vern 19607/CA
Tan Wooi Loon 19572/CA
Tee Kui Shi 19439/CA
Kamunting
Goh Ban Wan 19609/CA
Siti Huriah Binti Megat 19484/CA
     Mohamed Yusoff
Lahat
Cheong Wai Mun 19513/CA
Semanggol
Rosmawati Binti Marhusain 19554/CA

Sitiawan
Lau Ho Hieng 19600/CA
Taiping
Ong Lyn Lyn 19536/CA
PULAU PINANG
Bayan Lepas
Kang Hann Shin 19518/CA
Bukit Mertajam
Lee Mee Ping 19543/CA
Georgetown
Yeoh Han Ni 19492/CA
Nibong Tebal
Lee Chee Keong 19576/CA
Penang
Chan Poh Lin 19561/CA
Chiam Lee Phing 19577/CA
Chong Soo Shen 19608/CA
Permatang Pauh
Zahri Bin Hamat 19498/CA
Seberang Jaya
Boo Chee Khiang 19485/CA
Sungai Petani
Lee Ee Hua 19583/CA
SABAH
Kota Kinabalu
Dgku Masnah 19500/CA
    @ Dk Masnah Bt Pg Omar
Sandakan
Wilson Watis 19514/CA
SARAWAK
Bintulu
Lee Kei Hong 19464/CA
Kuching
Faridah Binti Badahar 19552/CA
Jason Chew Ka Teck 19479/CA
Kon Yan Lin 19457/CA
Kong Jin Hua 19551/CA
Lisa Nadhirah Hamid 19527/CA
Tok Heng Song 19447/CA
Wong Muh Lung 19495/CA
Sibu
Lim Ming Khim 19538/CA
Lu Yun Ping 19519/CA
SELANGOR DARUL EHSAN
Ampang
Emelia Binti Matrahah 19547/AM
Loke Wai Ting 19474/CA
Yuen Kok Leong 19571/CA
Bangi
Amir Shahrain Bin Arbain 19517/CA
Batu Caves
Ker Chiou Lim 19508/CA
Loong Ming Huey 19469/CA
Cheras
Chen Li Choo 19460/CA
Hulu Langat
Low Pek Keong 19444/CA
Kajang
Azian Binti Kassim 19563/CA
Chong Hui Kee 19445/CA
Chow Moy Yin 19579/CA
Farah Diba Binti Mohd Daud 19493/CA
Sureson A/L Krisnasamy 19477/CA
Klang
Elina Chan Sun Yin 19597/CA
Ng Sot Go 19486/CA
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M E M B E R S ’  U P DAT E

Che Aminah Binti Abd Rahman 19570/CA
Cheah Siew Ean 19569/CA
Cheah Siew Yoong 19604/CA
Cheong Gook Yin 19540/CA
Ching Hong Seng 19586/CA
Dang Mei Yin 19505/CA
Fam Sok May 19522/CA
Fatimahtul Zahrah Binti Osman 19443/CA
Hasnan Bin Hashim 19549/CA
Jamaluddin Bin Ramli 19546/CA
Kalthom Binti Salim 19515/CA
Kamel Riza Bin Yahya 19562/CA
Koo Wee Long 19556/CA
Lee Ai Ngoh 19564/CA
Lem Siow Hui 19596/CA

Lim Ai Fei 19598/CA
Lim Chong Yik 19581/CA
Lim Kian Tee 19503/CA
Lim Yew Hong 19587/CA
Lio Jih Haur 19499/CA
Loh Wern Huay 19592/CA
Mai Ya Woon 19555/CA
Mohammad Saharudin Bin Omar 19567/CA
Mohd Anua Bin Abd Rahman 19535/CA
Noor Zainy Binti Mohamed Noor 19452/CA
Norhayati Binti Ahmad Zainuri 19487/CA
Normadiah Binti Ismail 19566/CA
Nurhafiza Binti Abdullah 19496/CA
Nyam Tee Hoan 19599/CA
Pang Wai Mei 19509/CA

REGISTRATION OF ACCOUNTANTS AS AT 26 JULY 2002
CA — Chartered Accountant
LA — Licensed Accountant
AM — Associate MemberThe following persons are now entitled to describe themselves as an ‘ Accountant’ upon their admission to

the Malaysian Institute of Accountants, in accordance with Sections 22 & 23 of the Accountants Act 1967.

JOHOR DARUL TAKZIM
Batu Pahat
Kuan Kai Seng 19969/CA
Low Hwee Ling 19863/CA
Johor Bahru
Abdul Rashid Bin Ahmad 19814/CA
     @ Mohd Jaini
Ang Ai Ling 19993/CA
Chin Ing Yen 19854/CA
Emily Heng Mui Lee 19868/CA
Ho Li Lim 20013/CA
Koh Beng San 19690/CA
Lim Suak Guak 19689/CA
Phuan Phui Seck 20000/CA
Se Kuo Shen 19804/CA
Sia Boon Tiong 19909/CA
Tan Chong Ee 19855/CA
Teo Boon Huat 19896/CA
Yanti Binti Abd. Rahman 20016/CA
Yeh Yong Cheng 19700/CA
Yong Onn Tee 19867/CA
Labis
Tan Say Kuan 20012/CA
Masai
Lee Soo Yan 19862/CA
Segamat
Io Khun Meng 19721/CA
Ulu Tiram
Aisah Kombos 19759/CA
KEDAH DARUL AMAN
Alor Setar
Chia Hooi Keng 19657/CA
Ong Sue Fen 19659/CA
Kota Bharu
Loo Chee Choong 19999/CA
Lunas
Teh Pei Ping 19870/CA
Pekan Kodiang
Leo Soo Kam 19806/CA
Pulau Langkawi
Lim Beng Sim 20014/CA
Sungai Petani
Lim Chiat Ming 19852/CA
Lim Guik Peng 19846/CA
Purushothaman A/L Raju 19789/CA
Sitraselvi A/P Chandren 19758/CA
Teh Paik See 19716/CA
KELANTAN DARUL NAIM
Kota Bharu
Tan Kay Yeon 19962/CA

Pasir Putih
Mohamed Farid Bin Mohd Salleh 19664/CA
Wakaf Bharu
Anastasia Gan Siang Yin 19900/CA
MELAKA
Melaka
Aziati Binti Othman 19790/CA
Julian Lim Wee Liang 19740/CA
Lim She Huey 19853/CA
Ong Lee Chiun 19922/CA
NEGERI SEMBILAN DARUL KHUSUS
Port Dickson
Chang Chee Kwan 20029/LA
Seremban
Hiew Kiew Fang 19817/CA
Koh Seng Yap 19844/CA
Lee Ser Hui 19818/CA
Pang Wei Szu 19819/CA
Safiee Bin Mohd Yusoff 19832/CA
Saravanan A/L Kollanthavelu 19937/CA
PAHANG DARUL MAKMUR
Kuantan
Chen Wee Soong 19649/CA
Felix Christopher A/L Francies 19829/CA
Ismadi Bin Mohd Yusof 19771/CA
Mastura Binti Salleh 19799/CA
Rohanah Binti Ramli 19979/CA
Siew Kok Yoong 19722/CA
Siong Wee Poi 19891/CA
Zulhelmi Bin Abdul Halim 19747/CA
PERAK DARUL RIDZUAN
Ipoh
Cheong Sook Fun 19679/CA
Chong Chui Yeing 19860/CA
Chu Choon Pang 19960/CA
Fuziah Binti Derasa 19746/CA
Lee Chee Keat 19718/CA
Leong Yee May 19762/CA
Liam Been-Huey 19808/CA
Lim Keng Peo 19765/CA
Salmah Binti Mohd Shariff 19768/CA
Tai Siew Voon 19831/CA
Yasser Arafat Bin Ishak 20002/CA
Kampong Gajah
Norzirah Binti Shahidin 19698/CA
Menglembu
Joslina Wong Siow Yee 19828/CA
Parit Buntar
Hawariah Binti Hj Idris 19784/CA
Sitiawan
Lee Ming Ching 20028/LA

Taiping
Tai Soh Heong 19691/CA
Tanjong Malim
Mohamad Najib Bin Mohamed 19975/CA
Tanjong Piandang
Lim Khar Hoon 19813/CA
Tronoh
Anas Bin Md Yusof 20017/CA
PERLIS INDRA KAYANGAN
Simpat Empat
Rohani Bt Che Mie 19769/CA
PULAU PINANG
Ayer Itam
Chow Sook Kwan 19630/CA
Koh Yeong Joo 19807/CA
Bayan Baru
Liew Kean Seng 19944/CA
Tan Khiaw Fang 19824/CA
Bayan Lepas
Chan Kheng Hoe 19766/CA
Bukit Mertajam
Heng Sor Leang 19772/CA
Tan Mei Chan 19967/CA
Wong Ming Nee 19897/CA
Gelugor
Irwan Bin Rahamed 19904/CA
Tan Chu Haw 19908/CA
Georgetown
Ang Jili 20030/AM
Nibong Tebal
Shahabid Bin Shaharum 19848/CA
Penang
Cheah Lay Koon 19788/CA
Chee Siu Ming 19743/CA
Chong Yean Fang 19973/CA
Ho Fung Seng 19901/CA
Kang Lai Tit 19640/CA
Khor Li Li 19805/CA
Lee Sue Lynn 19634/CA
Lim May Ying 19654/CA
Michael Yeoh Cheng Hoe 19693/CA
Ong Swee Lane 19741/CA
Tai Jiunn Yi 19972/CA
Tan Yuen Yuen 19763/CA
Teoh Teik Choong 19959/CA
Tung Su Yee 19865/CA
Prai
Siaw Chee Kwang 19742/CA
Tan Mooi Hong 19910/CA
Tanjung Bungah
Lim Beng Cheng 19930/CA

Pun Lay Peng 19467/CA
Quek Chong Wee 19526/CA
Rebecca Tan Siok Nee 19595/CA
Ruzinah Binti Rukun 19516/CA
Sah Yan Suan 19450/CA
Tan Chee Wee 19565/CA
Tan Woon Khang 19511/CA
Timothy Loh Teck Keong 19473/CA
Wong Cin Dee 19605/CA
Wong Kean Heem 19573/CA
Yeo Lei Kuan 19462/CA
Yeoh Oon Liang 19504/CA
SINGAPORE
Lee Keng Tong 19534/CA
Sew Chee Kuan 19451/CA
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Chen Shiow Ying 19837/CA
Choong Lee Chen 19652/CA
In Chia Min 19761/CA
Loke Eu Kong 19835/CA
Megat Amirul Zaini Jamalullail 20018/CA
     Bin Megat Jamaluddin
Melissa Pok Li Ling 19703/CA
Mohamad Azlan Bin Jaafar 19928/CA
Sazrin Binti Mohd Razak 19917/CA
Tan Ching Ching 19822/CA
Taufek Bin Mat Ali 19841/CA
Klang
Aw Yong Leong Toh 20027/LA
Cheng Seng Hoe 19724/CA
Chow Siew Bee 20015/CA
Ee Kok Yeng 19697/CA
Khoo Peng Peng 19749/CA
Law Moh Kiat 19736/CA
Lim Lee San 19647/CA
Rubanesan A/L K Ghandinesen 19914/CA
Sharon Wong Ying Ying 19810/CA
Tan Kim Keow 19618/CA
Tan Seng Yeow 19898/CA
Kuala Langat
Norazam Bin Ramli 19802/CA
Petaling Jaya
Ang Hong Nee 19730/CA
Anthony Lo Chiang Loong 19796/CA
Basil Jong Khiam Soon 20022/CA
Bernard Chin Kah Cheong 19919/CA
Chan Chee Ching 20005/CA
Chan Kin How 19779/CA
Cheng Wee Ta 19827/CA
Chiah Soo Yee 19639/CA
Chin Tze Woon 19931/CA
Chong Shiung Foh 19982/CA
Chua Kok Yee 19940/CA
Dennis Heng Pang Ju 19774/CA
Eng Yit Siang 19732/CA
Geeta A/P Balan 19685/CA
Haslina Binti Karian 19923/CA
Ho Siew Hoon 19842/CA
Hsiah Oi Khyun @ Sophie 19627/CA
Ida Clement 19658/CA
Kelvin Teh Kim-Leung 19809/CA
Kenneth Chin Kah Kiong 19801/CA
Khairizah Binti Kamaruddin 19638/CA
Khong Ee Chen 19643/CA
Khor Phaik Suan 19678/CA
Lee Hooi Woen 19980/CA
Lee Siew Mei 19881/CA
Lee Soong Hwa 19750/CA
Lee Won Tin 19748/CA
Lim Chui Phing 19946/CA
Lim Kah Wai 19628/CA
Lim Poh Tin 19670/CA
Lim Yang Hoon 19783/CA
Mohd Sabree Bin Yaakub 19899/CA
Mooi Wei Yin 19816/CA
Ng Chwee Siong 19880/CA
Ng Yee Peng 19873/CA
Ngoi Sook Fun 19936/CA
Ong Yaw Kern 19795/CA
Ooi Guan Hoe 19651/CA
Ooi Poh Imm 19878/CA
Ooi Yu-Liang 19729/CA
Rachel Lim Sze Ming 19963/CA
Rusihan Bin Ruslan 19872/CA
Sarita Ibrahim 19913/CA
Shaju A/L V Rajan 19719/CA
Sharifah Binti Bakar Ali 19675/CA
Shirley Hardin 19892/CA

Ong Lin Ghee 19667/CA
SABAH
Kota Kinabalu
Azuana Binti Abdul Malek 19976/CA
Denis Lim @ Denis Bin James 19620/CA
Doris Siguty 19617/CA
Fung Vui Ny 19851/CA
Mandy @ Irene Binti Sinit 19942/CA
Rosalind Liew Fui Lee 19938/CA
Rosni Binti Hussin 19977/CA
Yen Chi Vui 19956/CA
Yeung Kin Sing 19695/CA
Zainal Abidin Shah Bin 19616/CA
     Mahamood Yahya
Sandakan
Kwan Pui Chee 19793/CA
Long Fong Ming 19792/CA
Nazhatun Bt Md Rejab 19754/CA
Nok Chung Yuan 19791/CA
Tawau
Chung Li Cho 19764/CA
SARAWAK
Kuching
Doughlas Kennedy Anak Paulus Vitus 19971/CA
Joseph Anak Siam 19668/CA
Lee Yu Pien 19631/CA
Ngo Sie Haw 19911/CA
Pesly Anak Rebid 19996/CA
Tan Show Boon 19641/CA
Then Chuk Tsin 19767/CA
Vernon Derang Anak Sanyim 19945/CA
Miri
Ling How Chin 19941/CA
Wong Sie Nguo 19815/CA
Wong Ting Hung 19786/CA
Sibu
Hoo Kiet Chii @ Clement Hoo 19811/CA
Ling Ing Kui 19866/CA
SELANGOR DARUL EHSAN
Ampang
Cheah Weng Sun 19713/CA
Junita Binti Hassan 19869/CA
Lee Kuan Yau 19632/CA
Low Fei Fei 19927/CA
Ng Jiun Chee 19669/CA
Sharifah Nadiah Binti Syed Abdul 19712/CA
     Kadir
Zurina Binti Taib 19671/CA
Balakong
Wong Ze Ye 19885/CA
Bandar Baru Ampang
Er Cheong Her 19688/CA
Batang Berjuntai
Tan Ching Hai 19849/CA
Batu Caves
Chan Wai Choong 19612/CA
Ee Fong Nee 19847/CA
Faizul Azman Bin Mat Sudin 19949/CA
Haamirisyuan Aidil Bin Morzailan 19935/CA
Hartini Binti Abdul Rahim 19874/CA
Kiranjeet Kaur Sandhu 19720/CA
Mohd Ismail Farhari Bin Md Sajat 19726/CA
Norizan Binti Mohd Yunos 19820/CA
Suzana Binti Abdul Rahman 19858/CA
Yong Yoke Chin 19925/CA
Yuslidawaty Binti Abdul Khalid 19974/CA
Hulu Langat
Rozaimi Bin Idris 19839/CA
Jenjarom
Lim Chin Leong 19825/CA
Kajang
Ayub Bin Zaidin 19751/CA

Soo Pei Sun 19702/CA
Tan Chin Ying 19776/CA
Tan Shiau Hwee 19803/CA
Tan Tze 19953/CA
Teoh Sze Siang 19856/CA
Thoo Siew-Li 19823/CA
Wong Pooi Chow 19812/CA
Wong Siew Mei 19995/CA
Wong Ying Siang 19683/CA
Yap Mei Yen 19903/CA
Yong Kim Kiong 19777/CA
Port Klang
Nagarajah A/L Sinniah 19985/CA
Puchong
Chen Tyng Tyng 19656/CA
Foong Wooi Fatt 19948/CA
Lee Huei Ping 19723/CA
Moh Yuen Heen 19966/CA
Phuah Eng Sze 19665/CA
Tam Yet Shyan 19992/CA
Winnie Chia Li Koon 19727/CA
Yap Lee Seam 19830/CA
Zuraidah Binti Othman Akbar 19752/CA
Rawang
Chia Fook Keong 19714/CA
Ibrahim Bin Haron 19708/CA
Rasidi Bin Samsuri 19728/CA
Wong Kim Yoong 19918/CA
Selayang
Abdul Halim Bin Abd Hamid 19775/CA
Chua Choon Moon 19648/CA
Seri Kembangan
Nisra Nisran Bin Angit 19676/CA
     @ Asra Ramlan
Ooi Chee Keong 19704/CA
Sg.Buloh
Chin Suan Yong 20021/CA
Shah Alam
Choo Chee Keen 19773/CA
Fazliaton Binti Daneil 19692/CA
Fazly Bin Abdul Hamid 19838/CA
Hajar Bt Mohd Noor 19756/CA
Huzaimi Bin Mohd Idoris 20003/CA
Lai Chee Chuen 19619/CA
Nawal Binti Ishak 19737/CA
Noriza Binti Othman 20006/CA
Subang Jaya
Badrul Halim Bin Muhammad 19770/CA
Bong Leong Sung 19682/CA
Chan Chee Lai 19950/CA
Cheah Wei Chen 19821/CA
Chew Mei Fong 19701/CA
Faisol Bin Zulkifli 19662/CA
Foo Toong Fah 19890/CA
Koh Joo Hian 19650/CA
Koh Lai Huat 19653/CA
Sonia Ong Lai Yan 19943/CA
TERENGGANU DARUL IMAN
Kerteh
Shahrol Aizat Bin Othman 19850/CA
Kuala Terengganu
Musidi Bin Mohd Amin 20004/CA
WILAYAH PERSEKUTUAN
Kuala Lumpur
Abdul Hadi Bin Alias 19780/CA
Abdul Rahim Bin Mohd Zin 19939/CA
Adachani Vishwanathan Sugavanam19859/CA
Ahmad Hamzah Bin Dolrahim 19715/CA
Ahmad Riza Bin Mohd Saian 19888/CA
Ahmed Bin Abdul Khalid 19637/CA
Amilia Suraya Binti Muhammad Arif 19871/CA
Andrew Heng 19954/CA
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The following persons have been read-
mitted  as members of the Institute as at
26 July 2002.

Ang Swoo Fang    5246/CA
Chung Tze Hien 1201/CA
Ibrahim Bin Mohd Said 5789/CA
Ishak Bin Mohamad    5571/CA
Ismail Bin Ibrahim    6652/CA
Mohd Johari Bin Jemali 5531/CA
Rosenida Binti Abd Rahman 5629/CA
Rosmini Bt Ahmad 5155/CA
Vijeyaratnam A/L V Thamotharam Pillay 1480/CA
Yong Tah Woon 8761/CA

The following persons have resigned as
members of the Institute with effect from
30 June 2002 and therefore following
their resignation, they are no longer ac-
countants.

Ang Chai Keok  13474/CA
Chai Kok Seng    9007/CA
Chan Khai Wah    2079/CA
Chan Kim Yee 11193/CA
Chan Shook Yuen-Janett 1167/CA
Chan Sing Wah @ Joey Chan  16879/CA
Chang Ah Hoong    1169/CA
Diana Soh Lian Eng 11143/CA
Diewo Anyie 3182/CA
Fan Kuan Weng  10389/CA
Ghazi Bin Atan   5078/CA
Goh Lily 19337/CA
Husni Bin Yakup  17681/CA
Karen Ling  15540/CA
Khor Poh Hoon 8035/CA
Lee Huat See   605/CA
Lee Kian Seng    4602/CA
Lee Wei Yang  16186/CA
Leong Fong Ling    3515/CA
Leong Kok Wah   3002/CA
Leow Kim Siew  17968/CA
Lim Yong Kuang 6397/CA
Loong Choe Yuen  2110/CA
Mow Ah Look  4177/CA
Ooi Bee Ean 5909/CA
Shum Chee Shui @ Sam See 111/CA
Siew Yee Wa 6234/CA
Tan Sin Eoh 8894/CA
Teo Thong Teck   8506/CA
Teoh Kian Choon Eddie 1907/CA
Thien Ming Fui  17191/CA
Toh Hong Peir 18951/CA
Violet Lim Swee Lan  6200/CA
Wan Fee Loong  10090/CA
Wee Sok Ling  13445/CA
Yap Seng Cheok    7283/CA
Yap Toong Lim   1510/CA
Yeo Yien Mei  3924/CA

RESIGNED MEMBERS
AS AT 30 JUNE 2002

READMITTED MEMBERS
AS AT 26 JULY 2002

M E M B E R S ’  U P D AT E

Ang Yuen Tze 19894/CA
Anwar Bin Kamaruddin 19961/CA
Armawati Binti Ab Rahman 19921/CA
Azlan Bin Sulaiman 19932/CA
Azli Bin Ali 19755/CA
Badrul Hisham Bin Sulaiman 19905/CA
Chai Chuin Wei 19781/CA
Chan Wai Cheng 19684/CA
Chee Chhai Hong 19673/CA
Chen Wai See 19655/CA
Chew Keen Siong 19797/CA
Chin Fa Soon 19907/CA
Chin Sau Fun 19645/CA
Ching Wan Wai 19705/CA
Chok Kon Khyun 20008/CA
Chong Haw Shan 19981/CA
Chong Wai Hong 19615/CA
Choo Pei Ping 20001/CA
Choo Seng Choon 19984/CA
Chow Chui Mei 19624/CA
Chu Sook Fun 19672/CA
Chua Yeong Wei 19731/CA
Ejananti Binti Abd Halim @ Abu Halim19933/CA
Eng Soo Guen 19875/CA
Engku Norhazimah Binti 19733/CA
     Engku Mohamad
Eqhwan Mokhzanee Bin Muhammad19895/CA
Fatimah Binti Ibrahim 19744/CA
Goh Sz Kee 19920/CA
Grace Lee Jin Yee 19660/CA
Halisa Binti Musa 20007/CA
Hasnizah Mardiah Binti Samat 19934/CA
Hii Wei Bing 19681/CA
Hon Kim Teng 19613/CA
Izwan Bin Ismail 19864/CA
Joy Oen Kim Lian 19787/CA
Kaandeepan A/L Kanesalingam 19845/CA
Kannan @ Saravanan A/L Mohan 19782/CA
Karen Dielenberg 19879/CA
Khairudin Bin Hj Mohd Ali 19968/CA
Kim Kenny 19710/CA
Kuan Bih Fang 19680/CA
Kwek Yeang Ching 19785/CA
Lai Mee Chin 19924/CA
Lai Pooi Leng 19886/CA
Lam Jen Shung 19826/CA
Lam Kean Fatt 19687/CA
Lau Poh Keong 20024/CA
Lee Chai Siang 19623/CA
Lee Fui Lee 19636/CA
Lee Pach Wan 19902/CA
Lee Pak Keong @ Pee Pak Keong 19800/CA
Lim Chong Yeow 19857/CA
Lim Choon Ting 19739/CA
Lim Lay Sim 19882/CA
Lim Li Shiang 19661/CA
Ling King Keong 19877/CA
Loke Hui Pien 19988/CA
Lum Weng Loy 20020/CA
Mahathir Bin Mohamed Ismail 19629/CA
Matthew Tee Kai Woon 19635/CA
Megat Mumtazuddin Bin 19725/CA
   Megat Radzuan
Meor Zuazir Bin Meor Zaimi 19926/CA
Mior Hamdan Bin Mior Ishak 19734/CA
Mohd Shaharuddin Bin Asmani 19666/CA
Mohd Zailani Bin Kamardin 19884/CA
Musthafa Bin Lathif 19794/CA
Ng Chee Shiong 19883/CA
Ng Wee Chin 19957/CA
Ng Yee Hong 19644/CA
Nor Azlina Binti Nasiruddin 19964/CA

Norita Binti Ramli 19912/CA
Norsyahrin Bin Hamidon 19916/CA
Nur Azita Binti Abdul Aziz 19622/CA
Nurhuda Binti Harun 19840/CA
Oh Lay Peng 19707/CA
Ong Beng Cheng 19614/CA
Pauline Leong Poh Yee 19646/CA
Raymond Lim Wei Cheang 19958/CA
Rosnah Binti Ismail 19717/CA
Rozita Binti Ahmad 19889/CA
Salmi Binti Salleh 20023/CA
Saripah Binti Daud 19753/CA
Saw Chan Chern 19970/CA
Shahril Bin Baharim 19699/CA
Sharifah Zaini Binti Syed Zain 20019/CA
Sharmini A/P Perampalam 20010/CA
Siew Chen Yei 19778/CA
Siti Zalina Binti Jailani 19626/CA
Soh Chee Whye 19843/CA
Soo Lai Huang 19642/CA
Soo Yin Foong 19836/CA
Soong Wai Yee 19706/CA
Sophia Foo Bee Sze 19991/CA
Suhaizat Bin Abdul Salam 19955/CA
Suriani Binti Mohd Maideen 20011/CA
Syalinna Binti Majid 19757/CA
Tan Lan Chen 19989/CA
Tang Fook Choy 19663/CA
Tang Kok Loong 19929/CA
Tay Kah Chai 19696/CA
Tay Siew Hwa 19990/CA
Tee Beng Siong 19711/CA
Teo Cern Yong 19674/CA
Teo Wee Chun 19952/CA
Tey Say Keong 19887/CA
Tey Seng Hock 19834/CA
Thana Shree A/P N. Thanabalan 19915/CA
Thong Hui Cheng 19861/CA
Tina Lim Pek-Yee 19994/CA
Tio Yit Ching 19833/CA
Wo Shee Ling 19876/CA
Wong Hoe Yeen @ Aaron 19947/CA
Wong Kin Hoe 19951/CA
Wong Mew Kuan 19906/CA
Wong Thin Gan 19998/CA
Wong Wai Sing 20026/CA
Wong Yuen Yee 19735/CA
Yap Chor Ping 19965/CA
Yap Kee Thian 20009/CA
Yap Kim Mun 19760/CA
Yap Sau Peng 19986/CA
Yap Sheik Yee 19709/CA
Yap Siow Yen 19983/CA
Yap Yen Heon 19798/CA
Yap Yoon Sin 20025/CA
Yeap Chee Wan 19621/CA
Yong Siew Wah 19893/CA
Yong Wee Tat 19686/CA
Yoong Lee Shing 19978/CA
Labuan
Johaniff Sofiz Bin Adnan 19633/CA
Putrajaya
Muhammad Rushdi Bin Abu Hassan 19625/CA
Norifah Bte Nordin 19738/CA
Shahriah Binti Abdul Rahman 19745/CA
SINGAPORE
Chong Su Kiong 19677/CA
Lee Wooi Yong 19987/CA
Loong Yew Tean 19694/CA
Tan Mun Whole 19997/CA
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Topics to be covered in this session are Professional Indemnity Insurance (to be presented by
a representative from a broking firm), and the Implications and Compliance Procedures of Serv-
ice Tax for Public Practitioners.

1967

AKAUNTAN MALAYSIAINSTITUT

VISION AND
MISSION

MIA’s Vision

• To be a globally recognised

and respected business

partner committed to

nation-building

MIA’s Mission

• To develop, support and

monitor quality and expertise

consistent with global best

practice in the accountancy

profession for the interest

of stakeholders

Malaysian Institute of Accountants
(Established under the Accountants Act, 1967)

MIA BRANCHES

State : Johor
Location : Johor Bahru
Chairman : Soh Siong Hoon, Sam

State : Melaka
Location : Melaka
Chairman : Lee Hin Kan

State : Negeri Sembilan
Location : Seremban
Chairman : Chan Siew Tong

State : Pahang
Location : Kuantan
Chairman : Foo Tui Lee, Joseph

State : Penang
Location : Penang
Chairman : Teh Eng Hin, Steven

State : Perak
Location : Ipoh
Chairman : Soo Yuit Weng

State : Sabah
Location : Kota Kinabalu
Chairman : Alexandra Thien

State : Sarawak
Location : Kuching
Chairman : Tiang Kung Seng, David

MIA CENTRES

State : Kedah & Perlis
Location : Alor Setar
Chairman : Por Lee Tee

State : Kelantan
Location : Kota Bahru
Chairman : Billy Kang

State : Terengganu
Location : Kuala Terengganu
Chairman : Su Lim

ATTENTION ALL PRACTISING MEMBERS!

PRACTITIONERS’ EVENING TALK
FREE ORIENTATION SESSION FOR PROPRIETORS &

PARTNERS OF NEWLY SET-UP NON-AUDIT FIRMS

Proprietors and partners of newly set-up non-
audit firms are invited to attend an

orientation session at the Institute. This
session is organised by the Institute on a
“free of charge” basis. As places are lim-
ited (50), it will have to be on a first come

first ser ve basis. Please give your name
and telephone contact numbers to the staf f
in  the  Pract ice  Matters  Depar tment ,
namely Janet Leong (Ext. 250) and Sharon
Koh (Ext. 125). The venue and date of the
session are as follows :

VENUE : Main Boardroom DATE : Friday, 1 November 2002
Dewan Akauntan
No. 2 Jalan Tun Sambanthan 3 TIME : 5.00p.m. (to approximately 7.00p.m.)
Brickfields 50470 Kuala Lumpur

AN

Please be informed that applications and renewal of audit and liquidator licence should now
be directed to the following address :

Ketua Setiausaha
Kementerian Kewangan Malaysia

Bahagian Analisa Cukai
Tingkat 6 dan 7, Blok Tengah, Presint 2
Pusat Pentadbiran Kerajaan Persekutuan

62592 Putrajaya
Tel : 03-8882 3000 (General Line)

Attn : Cik Nor Azlina bte Yusof
Cik Nor Azlina’s telephone number (Direct Line) is 03-8882 3332.

NOTICE OF CHANGE OF ADDRESS FOR BAHAGIAN
ANALISA CUKAI, KEMENTERIAN KEWANGAN MALAYSIA

AN

NOTICE TO MEMBERS
 CONFERENCE ON ZAKAT ACCOUNTING

TO BE HELD ON OCTOBER 15, 2002

Date: 15 October 2002
Venue: Hilton Hotel, Petaling Jaya

Registration fees RM 165.00 per person.
Fee is inclusive of lunch, refreshments and conference materials.

For further inquiries on the conference, please contact
Puan Hariyati Mohd Yasak / Mohd Fauzi Masdan

E-mail: haryati@e-zakat.com.my/fauzi@e-zakat.com.my
Tel: 03-33447070.

The programme carries 8 CPE points AN

Pusat Zakat Selangor with the assistance of the Malaysian Institute of Accountants will be
    organising a Conference on Zakat Accounting on October 15, 2002. The one day conference
which will be held in the Petaling Jaya Hilton is aimed at giving member firms a better
understanding of the Zakat Accounting issues. It is also designed to create an awareness among
the non Muslim community on Zakat and to raise the understanding of its applications in the
current business world.




